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Du Saar
News Items Taken From the Files of “Messiah” Next HOLLAND LEGISLATOR
FIRST STATE BANK
LIFE TO ATHLETIC
PAYOFF SATURDAY
Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five
Thursday-Hope OWES
Holland Photo
PROWESS; JUMPS 5 FEET
Are Ahead For
and Fifteen Years Ago Today
' It
indeed gratifying that the
Memorial Hall
(Grand Rapids Herald)
of the First State bank Shop Head Passes
Holland’s Port

Better Days

D. J.

LailSlIlg 110161
Fire Strikes

is
officials

announce through their president,
E. Don Matheson, that they will
pay off series B certificates this
week, Saturday. This will make a

A

Constructive Booster for

Close

Home

Edward Brouwer,

stats repre.
FIFTY YEARS AGO
nuisance.“Pa" Kleis again at- CHRISTMAS SEASON WILL BE sentativefrom Holland, trapped in LATEST REPORTS $4 DEAD;
BELOVED
BUSINESS
tended council with a large delegaREAL CONSTRUCTIVE PLAN
the Kerns hotel at Lansing by the
REP. BROUWER HAS NARMAN DIES SUDDENLY The trials of » number of illegal tion of the fair sex together with USHERED IN WITH HAN- flames, probably owes his life to
HAS BEEN STARTED FOR
ROW ESC APE
DEL’S
IMPRESSIVE
REthe fact that he is somewhat of an
total paid out thus far of $425,000.
fishermen from Holland have been a protest petition containing the
BIG IMPROVEMENTS
LIGIOUS
PRODUCTION
names of 126 more. It appears that
The First State bank could not
athlete. The only chance he had
Friends of D. J. Du Saar, for put over the term in circuit court.
Dr. ArasM MuMer Identifies
have chosen a more opportune time many years proprietorof the Hol- Note: As the News has stated be- one of the first ward factories was
to get out with his life was to make
Holland and folks far beyond are a 5-foot leap through space to an
Council, Civic Bodies, Conga** than now just before Christmas land Photo Shop on East Eighth fore, it was the moving spirit in mudging too much sky line and
Bodlee of Rev. and Mrs.
Aldenhan Herman Van Tangeren looking forward to the annual in- aerial ladder. This he did, despite
man and Government Engiand tax time, and patrons apd citi- street, were shocked to hear of his stoppingillegalfishing in Black
Korteling.
and
Alderman
Kleis,
father
of
terpretationof Handel’i "Messiah” the fact he was fully clothed and
zens feel very much pleased be- sudden death occurring late Thurs- Lake. It was very difficult at the
neers Meet
“Al," were bound to find a remedy.
his clotheswere very wet.
cause of their thoughtfulness.
day evening at Holland hospital time to get convictionseither in The women were filled with witty by the Holland Civic chorus.
The entire national press
During the last few years this
This payoff, together with the where he was taken a few days justice or circuit court, until home sayings that were not lost on
The Ottawa county representaThe large dining room of Warm first payment of $100,000 by the
folks began to realize that fishing
religious oratorio has been pre- tive’s hands were burned and he been filled with accounts of
before because of serious illness
was becoming poor due to the the "City Fathers." The aldermen sented, and each year Hone Me- suffered a cut on the forehead.He most appalling disaster ini yean,
Friend Tavern was the scene ol a Lake Shore Sugar company to 1100
that proved to be double pneumotaking place at Lansing, ichigan,
scooping out of Ash by the netfuls were urgently invited to wear gar- morial chapel has been filled. It is
banquet Tuesday evening that farmers cannot help but stimulate
doesn’tremember how he came by
nit. Mr. Du Saar was in a runmeant more than just eating a business in this vicinity.Holland’s down condition and was forced to and barreling and shipping them ments laundered in the soot-laden expected thst this year even mis either of his injuries. Brou- where the old Hotel Kema on the
Atmospherein the Breakfast Food
meal. Holland is Just beginning condition is not “half bad,” com- relinquishwork and became so ill Out. The resorter was a common district and the honorable mayor spacious edifice will be altogether wer’s hands were so badly blistered banks of Grand river took fire in
enemy to the illegal fishermen
the early morn, and like a box
to realize that its harbor with more
too small to accommodate those that he could use them little.
pared to many other locations.
that he was taken to the hospital who's plea in court was “Can't was assured that if Holland were
of tinder, it fairly
rly lblew up in
than a half century of glorioushiswho
are anxious to listen and witblessed
with
woman
suffrage
it
Brouwer
said
he
was
awakened
Sunday four days before his death. catch fish in our own lake. Saving
fire was everytory back of it, needs help at this <<<H<<<<<HUWIHHHH<<UUUU
ness this impressive rendition by the smell of smoke. As he flames, since the lire
would
lie
the
"tall
timbers”
for
Mr. Du Saar was a thorough them for the silk stocking resortwhere in leas than ten minutes and
time. Folks began to awaken to
portraying
the
birth
of
the
Sathem or taller smoke stacks that
aroused himself smoke shot the large buildingwas nothing but
HARBOR BANQUET TAKEbusiness man, was highly respect- ers.” All this has changed and
the fact that every lake port in
not smoke. The result later viour.
through his transom and into hie
there is fish for home folks and
OFFS
ON
GUEST
PRESENT
ed
and
always
cheerfully
carried
Michigan was asking for improveSoloistsfor the performance bedroom. He hastily put on a few smoldering embers within an hour.
suitable ordinance.
tourists as well and the tourist
his
share
of
the
civic
load.
He
The newspapers have been filled
ments. Some cities were very sucof Handel's "Messiah," which is to clothes and was virtuallydriven
leaves his money here and is hapcessful, others received consider- Place car^s at covers of the dif- was unassuming and modest, but py in the thought that he is aWe
YEARS AGO TODAY be given by the Holland Civic cho- to the window by the flames which with stories of narrow escapee,
able encouragement, but the whole ferent guests who participatedin never failed to do "his bit,” where to catch a few fish in our local
rus and the Grand Rapids Sym- seemed to take the door right off and of scores of people jumping
• • •
from windows into the ice-covered
trend of thought in those cities was the harbor engineers banquet at the city of Holland was concerned. waters.
< Building a $12,000 church and phony orchestrfinext week in the the frame. Seeing the ladder near
Grand River where they drowned,
• • •
to re-establish more strongly their Warm Friend Tavern Tuesday eve- He came to Holland with his famMemorial
chapel
at
Holland,
have
saving approximately 50 per cent
his window, Brouwer heaved up
while others who could not leap
waterway connections. This fact ning were rather unique and have ily 27 years ago and was closely
is being accomplished by the Sev- been announced. The date of the the sash and made his jump for
Our
marshal
says
that
boys
must
the gap were instantly killed when
was brought before the common the earmarks of Bill Connelly’s identified with the mercantilebus- stop jumping on passing sleighs. enth Dav Adventists of Holland. oratorio has been changed from safety.
they struck concrete abutments.
council by Mayor Bosch at a re- pen. Anyway, take them for what iness of this community.
That is right. Enforce the ordi- The buildingwill be completed be- Tuesday, Dec. 18, to Thursday, He said that as he made his leap
He was at one time employed at nance. Ed. Note: The marshal was fore next spring and will be an December 20, because of conflict- a body came crashing down from Many stories were told of firemen
cent meeting, and the aldermen to they are worth:
attempting to get to windows
the Model Drug Store while it our own Ed Vaupell.now nearly 80 imposing edifice and a fine acqui- ing dates of three of the soloists. a floor higher up.
a man, sensed the importance of
where men and women were seen
was still being conducted by Gil years Hopping “bobs” was a dan- ition to similar tvpes of buildings Miss Thelma von Eisenhauer of
laying plans for a rejuvenated harMayor Nicodemus Bosch— “He’s Haan. This was when he first
in silhouetteagainst the window
bor, and the city fathers resolved
gerous pastime for youngsters and n this city. It will have a seating Detroit, soprano, who was so well
big and fine and fair and square, came to Holland.
panes, frantic for an avenue of espacity of nearly 800. "The only received in Holland laat season, is MERCHANTS TO KEEP
that at the earliest possible mofarmers
were
especiallyannoyed.
we never knew a sweller mayor.”
ment our representativesin conHe was an able and registered Farmers who objected were gen- st to us," said Rev. W. P. Elliot, to again sing the favorite "I Know
STORES OPEN cape. The tonguce of flames
licked them away. The criea of
gress, our government engineers, Oscar Peterson — "Calls the roll, pharmacist, and not only practiced erally given a volley of snowballs. he pastor, "will be the material, that My Redeemer Liveth" for the
the hemmed-in gueete of the hotel
our newspaper fraternity,promi- watches the dole, attends the poll the compoundingof medicines,but The ordinance today is obsolete ot and some mason work. All the
The
merchants
of
Holland,
genwere terrible to hear, lastingfor a
nent business men closely identi- and keeps the city out of the hole." was an able salesman, sellingto since a "cutter" or a "bob” are abor is being furnished free and
erally speaking, will keep thalr
quarter of an hour, and then siCapt. Austin Harrington— Chair- the leading drug stores in Michi- practicallyunknown to the "kida" every one of our 33 members will
fied with harbor work, and the city
places of business open evening*
have a hand in the construction."
lence fell, which wae even more
officialsshould all sit down to- man of Harbor Board.
gan, he also being identified with of this generation. In the “good
beginning next week, Wednesday,
The
plans were designed by Mr.
pathetic and heart-raiding.
Colold
days"
cutter
racing
on
a
street
gether around the festive board
Jacob Zuidema— Very Stationary one of the largest wholesale drug
enabling shoppers to lay in their
set asHe was common in Holland, Elliot and most of the carpenter
umns have been written. Invesand in a “cross-the-table"
talk dis- Engineer.
firms in eastern Michigan.
supply of Christmas gifts. The tigations are being held. Many
generallv held on Saturday. The work is being done by the pastor
cuss first handed the real needs of
merchantshave large supplies of
Elbern Parsons— City Exponent He took deep interest in pho- Boone. Van Raalte and Dr. "Bill” himself. Note: The congregation
reasons are advancedfor the fire.
this historic port.
tography, and even while selling Van I’utten racing stables were has grown materially during this
wonderful gifts with prices in
of Blackstone.
Many legislators were present in
Everyone knows that water
range of every purse. You need this hotel, since K was "headquartime the church has made itself
Lieut. Col. H. M. Trippe, U. S. drugs, he in 1916 established a well represented.
travel, freight and passenger, has
• •
not go elsewhere to shop.
felt. The pastor, Rev. Elliot, and
corps of engineers— A Man Worth- small photograph shop on River
for many of them. It was
lapsed considerably,but Holland
avenue, where amateur photograThe Holland City News this aters”
At the Holland skating rink those who followed during these
while:
tavern with many old-time asis not alone in this. Our neighbor,
week gives evidence of that if you sociationsand much was done at
"Through a nightmare of harbors, phers could have their films taken Fred Wade of the News office won 15 years have been untiringworkGrand Haven, has lost nearly all
care of and print* made. This the two mile race in 10 minutes, 13 ers; however, this church has suflook over the many announcement*
dredges and spiles,
that hotel during the many aeaaiona
her passenger lines. The thought
found in this issue. Stores will be
He’s always abeam with good cheer enterprisegrew and he purchased seconds. Frank Walsh won second fered financially, as has every
of the legislaturecovering a peis that with the coming of the
lace
in
11
minutes,
10
seconds.
similar shop from Paul Coster,
open evenings on the following riod of years— atoriea of importchurch denominationin this city
and smiles."
great St. Lawrencewaterway mar"Turkey day" there was a and elsewhere, especially where
one-time mail carrier, who was at
days next week: Wednesday, ant events that dung to this hosAlderman
Huyser, Chairman of
itime shipping will come into its
that time located in what is now turkey race in the evening in which members came largely from the
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and telry of yesteryear.
own again, and that this is only a Ordinances—
the Knoll building on East Eighth Jacob Van Putten, Fred Wade, rank and file. Even that has not
Monday of the week following,
"An ordinance against smoking is
Our own representative. Ed
lull in future harbor developments.
street. Shortly afterward the com- Henry Kamperman, Charlie Blom always been a criterionto go by.
namely ChristmasEve.
what we need,
For in a future not far removed,
modious stone structurenow occu- and Mr. Northrup participated. There are scores and scores in
Shop in Holland. Every dollar Brouwer, witnessed these horrors
To stop wasting dough on the
ocean liners will thread their way
pied by the Du Saar Photo Shop The boys on skates, blindfolded, Holland who. six years ago, lived in
you spend in Holland builds Hol- and he speaks of them in bated
grouped
about
for
the
turkey
susbreath, since he had an experience
from the Atlantic seaboard filthy weed."
land.
was built, and this has been the loaffluence and gave liberally, but
himself that will never pais from
Alderman Prins, Chairman of cation of the firm ever since. Be- pended in the air and Northrup today the story could be told othcrthrough the great waterway to
his memory.
Lake Michigan, and incidentally to Ways and Means— "MEANS all sides photography, a gift shop was succeeded in getting the gobbler. (wise.
Master Eodie Smith from Detroit,
HOLLAND SUGAR
Mr. Brouwer returned home and
Holland and other Lake Michigan right but doesnt WAY enough.” installed, and much beautiful art
• •
trick skater, put on a fine program.
FACTORY TO MAKE
ports.
was reluctant in speaking of the
Alderman Kleis, Chairman of work is constantly on display, Note: Fred Wade later in life beRural letter carrier CliffordB.
which was a hobby of Mr. Du Saar. came mayor of Saugatuck and a
BIG PAY OFF tragedy. He, with several other
It is for the purpose of being Light—
Hopkins clubbed a wild goose
legislators, were called in special
D.
J.
Du
Saar,
who
was
nearly
prepared for this new type of bus- "When we need more light,
legislator in Lansing, and conduct- Thursday. While delivering his
session to handle the recount on
DIRECTOR SNOW
iness that the live wires in lake We just ask A1 to start the fight.” 65 years old was born in The ed the Saugatuck paper. Jacob G. mail, Mr. Hopkins spotted a flock
The old steaming busy hive of
the secretary of state’s office, an
Netherlands
on
February
26, 1870, Van Putten passed on 25 years ago.
port towns are starting early to
Alderman Drinkwater, Chairman
of geese in a valley along the highindustry at the west limit* of the
of the November elecget their port in order.
of Building and
iandj was the son
vuofr*theo late Rev. He was part owner of the Holland way and he made up his mind to production this year. Miss von city has been a boon to Holland aftermath
toon. PreHminary sessions had
* Hoi*Iget one, this being the holiday sea- Eisenhauer is a native of Michigan, and the local farmer as well. This
• • •
"Let’s have tourist parks and band and . M"\. H* ,Th- V11 S«»r- He Furniture Co. and Qjayor^jjJ
received his elementary education land repeatedly. Charlie Blom was son. He coasted his machine down and an American trained concert week, Saturday,the Lake Shore been held and legislatorsstayed
stands,
Secretary William Connellyof
in Europe at Utrecht and after a millwright. Henry Kamperman the hill, jumped out, grabbed a soloist. During 1929 she won both Sugar company,which opened two overnight at their differenthotels,
More
trees
for
dogs
and
grandthe Chamber of Commerce opened
many of them going to the Kerns,
reaching this country attended the was a millwright and furniture club, and threw it. One of the flock the state and the district concerts
stands."
years ago after being idle for nearthe discussion in his rollicking
maker in Holland for many years. was stunned by the blow, was cap- for young artists, sponsored by the ly a decade,will make a first pay- where at least seven of them lost
Universityof Michigan.
fashion, and in introducing Mayor
Alderman Kalkman, Chairman of
He arrived in America in 1891 at The skating rink was in Lyceum tured and Hopkins’ family had wild National Federation of Music ment of the season to the farmers their lives. Mr. Brouwer states
Bosch he "rollicked" more than Music
Club*, and was chosen one of the for beets, amounting to $100,000, that the half of thia terrible disthe
age of 21 years. He was wed hall on East Eighth street hut goose for Sunday dinner.
ever, giving the mayor’s entire "Homs and drums and clarinets,
shortly afterward a larger one
aster will never be known, since
•
• •
best three voices in the United
to
Miss
Cora
M.
Tarry,
who
still
Exactly 1,100 growers of beeta,
pedigree, good, bad, and indjffer- Silk hats, canes and cravenettes."
was built by John R. Kleyn, local
flames have obliterated every
States
of
those
competing
in
the
survives him, in 1895.
mostly in Ottawa and Allegan trace of many of the human bodies.
Arnold Mulder’s latest novel,
ent, but winding up with the
contractor,and leased by the HoiAlderman Steffens,Chairman of
finals held at Boston, Mass.
counties,
although
there
are
growHe
was
a
member
of
the
Exstatement that Mayor Bosch has
land Martial band boys and is now | The Outbound Road, has just put
Gordon F. Van Eenenaam, gradLicenses—
change club, the Elks, Chamber of the IXL machine shop
on West, ‘nits appearance from the presses Grace Shera Hart of South Bend, ers in ten other counties,will re- uate of Hope college,now state
been a wonderful help in a great
ho
"If you want a permit just see Ben,
Ind.,
has
been
chosen
to
sing
the
Commerce and the Holland Coun- Seventh street, Your editor took of Houghton Mufflin Co., Boston.
t
ceive thi» •mount of money. A
many of the projects that were
You’ll get it sometime but we can't
The News devotes more than a contraltosolos Miss Hart is alto(|aryeproportionof this money will senatorfrom this dihirict,although
try club.
part in these activities.
launched recently,and was thorin Lansing, was stopping at the
say when."
» • *
column to this book, together with soloist at the Winnona Lake festi- g0
go u,
to grower,
growers in
in Allegan
Allegan and
and OtOt Olds hotel and was not affectedaloughly alive and helpful relative to
Beside the widow, a daughter,
val
each
summer,
and
has
studied
the
picture
of
Mr.
Mulder,
the
HolAlderman De Cook, Chairman of Mrs. Beulah Risto of this city; two
tawa counties. This firat payment
this harbor project, and the calling
A large deer was seen at the
though he saw the horrors of it
land author. Mr. Mulder was also under George Tenney of Chicago. will be less the reduction of ferof this meeting was indicative that Streets—
grandchildren, Doedo and Mari- foot of "baldhead ’ near the harbor
Arthur Hackett of Ann Arbor, tilizerand seed, which is naturally all.
the
creator
of
“Bram
of
the
Five
“Longer,
wider
and
smoother
he looked far enough ahead to know
dale Risto, and a sister, Mrs. Ma- mouth and one of Hollands harbor
One of the victims of the fire
Comers.” "The Dominie of Har- who was also a soloist at the 1933 understood.
streets,
that these improvementswere imrie Fisscher of Assen, The Neth- workers got almost near enough to
was
Abraham Boeman of Grand
performance,
is
to
again
appear
as
lem”
was
his
first
production.
All
For the thousands of tons of su- erlands also survive.
The officialsof the company
perative.
pet it. There are many deer in
|his novels contain a smack of the tenor soloist with the chorus next are indeed elated over this year’s Rapids, who has many relatives
• • •
gar beets."
Funeral services were held .Sat- this vicinity.
Hollandish people. Their customs, week. Stanley DePree of Detroit sugar beet campaign. There has living in this vicinity. Mr. Bos.
Mayor Bosch took Connelly’s Alderman Damson, Chairman of urday afternoonat 2:30 o’clock
man was bom in Overiael,Michisayings and religiouscharacteris- and Zeeland, and well known in
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
been more sugar, the campaign gan, and has two sisters, Mrs.
take-offs very graciously,giving Civic Improvements—
at the home, 105 East Fourteenth
tics are well defined and thread Holland is to sing the baritone soTODAY
was
run
without
delay,
delivery
“Civics
and
physics
sound
the
same
him a taste of sharp tongue reparstreet, with Rev. William J. Van
George Artx of West Nineteenth
all through these stories. Even the los.
a • •
was prompt and the sugar content
tee in return. He complimented But George will see that Holland Kersen officiating.Burial was in
main characters are selectedfrom
Mr. Hackett is professorof voice very good. It was a real big crop street., and Mrs. Henry Poll of
the aldermen for being present,
keeps ahead of the game.” Pilgrim Home cemetery.
Hope cries to the old maid: this nationality,of which he is a
at the University of Michigan of beeta. There were 96 carioada Fairbanks avenue, Holland. Mrs.
thanked the guests for their presAlderman Bultman, Chairman of
Joe Boers of Overise!is also a sisPallbearerswere A. J. West- "Cheer up, the first is yet to come." part — his environmentsearly in school of music, and is a pupil of
of beets shipped over the Pere
Note: Not bad for 25 years ago life were among these folks and
ence, stating that there was not Sidewalks—
veer, Gilbert Haan, Edward W.
Arthur
and
Vincent
Hubbard
of Marquette, and 6,025 truck and ter. Miss Nelle Bosman of Grand
one missing.
“Our sidewalks are frozen and cov- Winslow, Henry Wilson, Guy L. but then today when is a maid an their ways, according to some of Boston. He establishedhimself as
Rapid i, another sister, well known
“old maid”?
Mayor Bosch then did a very
ered with snow,
his novels,was not always to the one of the outstanding tenors in wagon loads were shipped in. In in Holland,also survives.
Philips and Raymond Elferdink.
all
approximately
29,000
tons
of
• • •
magnanimous thing. Althoughbe- Better stay in the parlor and fuss
author’s liking He also points out
Possibly the most pathetic loss
The floral tributes from home
the East after concertappearances beets were drawn to the local suThe death of Mrs. Henry Boers,
ing the presidingofficer, he called
with your beau."
and abroad were many and beau- wife of Prof. Boers of Hope col- many of their fine and sturdy with the Boston, New York, Phila- gar mill, and 600 tons of beeta of life which strikes directly home
upon Austin Harrington, who has
Alderman Thomson, Chairman of tiful, indicativeof the esteem in lege, was chronicled. Since the qualitiesand gives these praise.
delphia and Clevelandsymphony were sliced per day from the high is the death of Rev. and Mrs.
been a member of the local harbor
• • •
Sewers—
which Mr. Du Saar was held by death of her son Henry Berkhoff
orchestras. Mr. Hackett was very pyramids in the yards of the sugar George Korteling of Cedar Rapboard for many years, asking him
ids, Iowa. Before her marriage
Alderman Prins was mayor of well received at the performance
"Sewer buildingis a laudable occu- his many associates in business Boers in 1906. she had been in failfactory.
to be the toastmaster of the eveMrs. Korteling was the daughter
and otherwise.
pation
ing health. She is survived by
common council last evening, of the "Messiah” last season.
The yield is 7,500,000pounds of of the late John Kollen, living on
ning. He stated that no one knew To provide for Holland’s increased
ool- 11 Peter
husband, Prof. Boers of Hope colP«*er made haste slowly and the
Mr. DePree, formerly of Zeeland,
Holland
losses
one
of
those
staid
Holland harbor so well as Capmeeting lasted 94 ‘4 minutes, ac- has been heard in Holland a num- sugar, 1,450 ton* of pulp and 1,260 East Thirteenth street, who d!ed
population.”
steady, reliable businessmen whose lege, and a son, Rutheford.She
tons of molasses.
tain Harrington, sUting that from
cording to the editor’s watch.
two years ago at the age of 94. Dr.
was
wed
to
Prof.
Boers
in
ber of time*. At the present time
William M. Connelly, philologist help for the common good of all
The allotment of sugar for the Arnold Mulder, one-time writer for
boyhood up, he has been with the
The
funeral
services
were
^aid
by
he is baritonesoloist at the Metroextraordinary.
So
say
you!
could
be
relied upon always.
month has been sold, and no more
waters in this vicinity. From linesDr. Henry E. Dosker of Louisville,
The News contains a column politan Methodistchurch in De- sales will be made until after Jan. the News, and also former editor
A. F. Everett A. E., U. S. Corps
man on a tug, purser on a pleasure
of the Holland Evening Sentinel,
Ky., and Dr. J. W. Beardsleo of story of the arrival of the remains troit. He studied for four years
1, 1936, it was reported. The mill who was a brother-in-law,rushed
steamer, wheelsman on a boat and of Engineers—
PROMINENT ZEELAND
this city. Hope college whs ob. ed of two brave soldiers from Russia, with Louis Graveure at Michigan
operated on the 50-50 plan in to Lansing and identified the bodat last captain, he knew every “Ever quiet, calm and nicely comMAN PASSES AWAY for the dav. She was a member of namely Joseph Brieve, son of Mr. State college, and for the past two is
foot of water in this harbor. He
posed;
the celebrated Berkhoff family of and. Mrs. Frank Brieve, and Tie- years in Ann Arbor. He is to sing which the grower and the manu- ies of Mr. and Mrs. Korteling.The
was acquainted with depths, chan- Kind and considerateof each fool
Chicago.
man Schepel, son of Mr. and Mrs. the baritone roles in the “Messiah” facturer share equally the money victimswore golden wedding rings
A much-beloved Zeeland man.
nels, buoys, breakwaters,harbor
thing proposed."
enscribed “George and Alice” on
Herman Schepel. The flag-draped in Ann Arboi on December 18, raised from the sale of sugar.
Three-quartersof
million one ring, ami “To Alice" on a secstatistics,in fact all the informaHon. Carl E. Mapes, congress- namely ChristianB. Schilleman, Paul Flieman caught 310 perch caskets were placed in charge of wiih Miss von Eisenhauer ami Mr.
pounds of sugar were produced at ond ring.
died at the age of 84 years at his Thursday at Macatawa with hook the Willard G. Leenhoutspost on
tion that was necessary in order man Fifth district—
Hackett.
the local mill this year over last
that government engineers would “Big and dependable, honest and home at Zeeland, 246 State street, and line.
Accord:ng to dispatches,Dr. Artheir arrival and a suitable miliThe Civic chorus, now numberon Friday. Mr. Schilleman had
know the needs of this harbor.
strong,
tary funeral followed.The remains ing more than 125 voices, will be year's total, and 3,000 additional nold Mulder, a professor at KalaLevi Fellows of West Olive, with were buried at Archangel, Russia, directed in the chorusesby W. tons of beets were run through the mazoo college, said that without a
• • a
Holland put him across with a been in poor health in recent years,
processing.
but was confined to his home with a party of hunters, have returned for a year and a half and were exCaptain Harrington when he
smile and a song.”
doubt they were Rev. and Mrs.
Curtis Snow. The Grand Rapids
a serious illness of several weeks’ from Newberry and were very suc- humed and shipped by boat to New
arose was given enthusiasticapGeorge Korteling of Cedar RapAlderman Van Lente, Chairman
Symphony orchestra will play the VISIT WILLARD G. LEENduration,which was the immediate cessful. The party of 10 took 19 York. These were the first bodies of
plause,and went into detail as to of Claims
ids, Iowa, who were known to have
musical score.
HOUTS POST TOY
deer.
Holland men to arrive from Eurowhat Holland harbor was and is “To pass on Holland’saccounts and cause of his death.
’•tnved in n Lansing hotel Monday
It is estimated that 2,500 people
HEADQUARTERSnight and Tuesday noon had failed
pean soil. There was a double fu. Mr. Schilleman was prominent in
today. He told of the hard work
«
•
claims,
will hear the performance, and reneral from Central Avenue ChrisHolland was in the midst of
that was done by local business Is a job filled with trouble,head- political affairs,and always had
to arrive on a scheduled visit to
serve seats, which are included in
toys are coming in at the the Mulder home in Kalamazoo.
strong Republican convictions, j smoke ordinancefight and with tian Reformedchurch, Rev, E. Einmen and manufacturers with the
aches and pains.”
the
patron
membership
tickets,
Legion toy headquarters on West Mrs. Arnold Mulder and Mrs. KorMany years ago he was a farmer ' every council meeting a large bevy ink officiating and "Polar Bears"
governmentthrough its engineers,
Charles French— Dean of Michi- near North Holland, but in later of ladies attended to protestsmoke were pall bearers. The soldiers may be obtained from the manager, Eighth street just east of Keefer’s
teling were sisters.
to bring this port into as good
gan Journalists. <
were buried in Pilgrim Home cem- Albert Buter, or from members of cafe. The soldier boys are busy
years he lived in Zeeland where he etery.
a condition as it now is. He showed
The Mulders viewed the bodies
chorus.
Watson Spoelstra—
rejuvenatingold toys into new Wednesday night after other intook an interest in civic afftirs.
that instead of this being a poor
0— - .......
“Tis
luck
to
have
as
town
crier,
ones.
It
would
be
a
pleasure
to
Mr. Schilleman was one of the
harbor it was in reality one ot the
formation had led them to believe
HOLLAND IS DELUGED
see what a thorough job of trans- that the couple was their missing
b«it on the lakes. He stated that One, above all, who is not a liar." best-knownauctioneers in Ottawa JUDGE MILES GIVEN
WITH HEAVY SNOW formation they are making of it. guests.
E. B. Rich— Truckingand Gen- county, and there were very few DOCTOR OF LAWS DEGREE.
Holland harbor was located in a
The time for sending in toys, Mr. Korteling was pastor of a
auction sales in the vicinity of Zeecove which eliminateda great deal eral Hauling.
IN NOVEMBER
Holland had one of those freak new or old for the poor, is coming Presbyterianchurch at Cedar Rapland, North Holland and other parts
of the current that other ports
W. C. Vandenberg — G. O. P.
storms Saturdayand Sunday when to a close. Please hurry, for the
of the county where he did not
ids. He and Mrs. Korteling,both
were troubled with and which were (Grand Old Pilot).
Judge Fred T. Miles, who in hit.
the air was filled with fluffy crys- need is great and every child needs
preside.
dangerous to navigation,since durgraduates of Hope 'college,were
Dr. A. W. Wrieden— 7-A specialyouth
encountered
many
difficultals
that
soon
settled
in
big
heaps
a toy and should not be disappoint- returning from Saginaw, where
Mr. Schilleman was a member of
ing severe storms current* made ist
on trees and roofs and shrubbery, ed. Christmas reflections are last- they had visited their son, Arthur.
the First Christian Reformed ties to become a lawyer, for the
it difficult to enter the mouths of
and naturally on "Mother Earth.” ing ones later on in life. Let these A daughter, Ruth, lives in Conharbors. Mr. Harrington stated Alderman Van Zoeren, Chairman church of Zeeland and has been in- reason that he was unable to atof Welfare—
Nearly three feet of snow fell reflections be of cheer rather than necticut Mr. Kortding had been
terested in church work wherever tend law school, attained his great
that even not so many years ago
desire
while
teaching
rural
and
traffic in this city was prac- of drear.
“Welfare/ doles and work relief
he
was
located.
in the ministry thirty years.
this port was to be made a harbor
tically mired. The strangest part
The Legion toy headquarters is
Funeral services were held on school near this city. His first efGerrit Klaasen, former printer
of refuge because it was ideal to Means kicks and knocks and lots
was that* it was local. There was
of grief.”
busy place. Visit there if you of Holland,is also a brother-in-law,
Monday at 1:30 o’clockat the forts along that line were made
enter in during a storm, and HolL
if _
tri ____
v
__
_ ,
very
little
snow
east
lieyond
Zeewhen he waa teaching at tibia
have not already done so, for old the. l.t.
Andrew Hyma
(Popularly Langelandfuneral home and at 2
late Mrs. Klaasen being a sisland’s inner bay afforded anchorschool and in his spare time he
land, south beyond Hamilton, and toys are still in great demand, the ter of Mrs. Korteling.
o’clock
at
the
First
Christian
Reknown
as
“Dixie”).
age enough for an entire fleet. He
north beyond Agnew. It seemed Legion says.
Clifford B. Herrendeen of Gi
made many suggestions as to what
Carl Harrington— Junior Coal formed church in Zeeland, Rev. took a course of study in a correthat the snow clouds were practiTo the child, Christmas means Rapids, listed among the in,
William Kok officiating. Burial spondence school,namely the Chishould be done, and said that the Baron.
cally "dumped” into Holland, and Santa Claus, and citizens of Hol- in the fire, is Grand Rapids
cago School of law, incorporated
JUDGE FRED T. MILES
waa in Zeeland cemetery.
open breakwater should be exHarry Harrington— Black Diafor the greater part of the week, land have the opportunity to play side branch manager of the
Pallbearers were John Bouma, under the laws of Illinoisand contended to the shore to prevent bars mond Merchant
snow plows, trucks and scores of that part by bringing the old or Furnace company of
Peter Kraak, Charles Raak, William ducted by a number of Chicago
from forming. That the channel
Andrew Klomparens —Furnaces Lamar, Henry Vander Weide and lawyers, and locatedin the Reaper issued its diploma on the 21st day men with shovels and picks have outgrown toys of their childrento offices in Grand Rapids.
should be deeper, that the turning
and Fish.
been cleaning out the streets, and the toy headquartersto undergo Up to going to press it
Block, Chicago. In 1904 he comSigurd Matheieson.
ot November, this year.
basis should be 600 feet instead of
the snow waa carted to the swamp repairs, Legionnaires point out A
Mr. Schillemanis survived by pleted the regular course and the
400 feet to accommodate vessels Henry VanderSchel—Rear AdMr. Miles is a firm believerin north of the city.
school conferred upon him the defew new ones will also be acceptamiral.
three
aons,
Richard
of
Hastings,
that have been coming in here of
There was a short cold snap on ble if convenient
gree of LL.B. In 1924 on completion the idea that each person should
that length and he expected that • Ben Mulder— Keeper of the Ar- Paul and Edward of North Holland,
Children would not be natural if
one daughter, Mrs. J. Nelson Pyle of one year of poet-graduatework, do the best he can with the means Tuesday with the temperature5
that was the type of maritime chives.
of Detroit:nine grandchildrenand the same school conferred the de- at his command. He should al- degrees above zero at 3 a. m. This they had a disregard for toys. It
we could expect here,
gree of LLM., and in 1934, on the ways attend a resident school if was a record with the exception of
'mfit
says from the
possible, but if impossible then he
11. 1919, when the th
period of some years ago
the best of the situa-
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Mrs. Peter Groenewould has Kraai; "frixie Coleman,” a 15•ar-old tomboy, played by Mrs.
blood poiaon in her hand, but is
ernoon in Grand Rapids.
ack Niebor; “Yennie Yenson,” the
Miss ’ Dena Hoppen of Grand improving at this writing.
Mrs. Oliver Banks, who was con- hired girl from Sweden, played by
Harry G. Kipke, head football Rapida viaited her brother and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Tanis, Sun- fined to the University, of Ann Ar- Caroline Smyers. A small admiscoach
at
the
University
of
MichiRev. and Mrs. William Kole of
Previous claims to the title of
bor for some weeks, returned heme sion will be charged, the proceeds
Funeral aervicesfor Mra. Min- gan at Ann Arbor, will be the
being father to the largest family 180 East Fourteenthstreet celeTuesday, much improved, after to go for a school piano. The play
Fred
Enslng,
who
has
been
principal speaker at Grand Hareceived a jolt today with the en- brated the fifty-secondanniversary nie Hilzey,68, wife of Henry Hilia being directed by Mr. John Meat.
ill for several months, is some- having had an operation.
try of Joseph Sears of Dedham, of their marriage Tuesday and zey, who died at the family home ven high school assembly Decem- what improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Veldheer
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hairy
Van
Der
many friends from home and in Jamestown township Monday, ber 19, at which time the members Mr. and Mrs. Peter Strink and
Mass.
announcethe birth of a son. Mrs.
Zwaag,
and
son,
Julius,
called
on
Sears, an 84-year-okl carpen- abroad sent their congratulations were conductedThursday after- of the first and second football daughter, Dorothy, of Marne, were relatives in Grand Rapids Wednes- Veldheer was formerly from here.
teams will be awarded letters for
ter, claims to be the proud father to the aged couple, who were wed noon. Burial took place in Starr
Many from here attended the
dinner guests at the home of Mr. day.
the 1934 season.
cemetery.
of 35 children. He married twice, in this city in 1882.
auction sale held at the farm of
and
Mrs.
John
Meengs
and
family
Mr. and Mrs, John Bartels visLetters will be swarded to the
Rev. Kole was born in Beaverhis first wife dying more than 30
John Boes Friday afternoon. Mr.
ifli
Verl Flynn, Allegan, pleaded
ited at the home of Mra. Gerrit
years ago after presentinghim dam, Ottawa county,and is a grad- guilty before Justice Volney F. first team by Coach Claud A. BosBoes is in ill health.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ed
Nedervelt,
Laworth
and
to
the
Reserves
by
AsBartels
Thursday
afternoon.
with 18 offspring.His second wife uate of Calvin college and semi- Ferris Monday to the charge of
verne and Marvia, and Mr, and
Mr. and Mra. Harry Schemper
sistant
Coach
Ray
C.
Schaubel.
Jacob
P.
Jacobsen
has
moved
to
has added 17 members to the fam- nary. He was ordanied as mindrunken driving and is to pay a The letters this year will be of a Mrs. Leonard Van Ess visited Mr. the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben and family visited at the home
ister
in
his
first
pastorate
at
New
ily.
and Mrs. Bert Ensing and family Jacobsen for the winter months. of James Knoll Thursday evening.
Era in 1898. He also served con- fine of $50, $4.55 costs and serve new design. The latest type
A birthday surprise party was
five
days
in
the
county
jail.
If chenille material or tufted cord Thursdayevening.
gregationsin Leota, Minn., Harvey,
Don’t forget the play that the
Cordelia De Zwaan injured her
held on John H. Smith Thursday
fine and costs are not paid he is has been used in making the monoIowa,
Rusk,
Michigan,
and
Goshen,
officers of our local P.-T. A. club evening at the home of Mrs. Louis
WORK BEING RUSHED ON
to serve 50 days additional.
grams and the letters will be gold arm while at play at school last
ROAD COMMISSIONOFFICE Indiana.
are sponsoring.. It ia a comedy- Bakktr. Mr. Smith waft 85 years
week.
i
on
a
blue
background,
to
be
sewed
'
Rev.
Howard
B.
Scholten,
state
Mrs. Kole is a native of The
10— Submirine DeutschUn^
At the last congregationalmeet- drama in three acts to be present- old. Those honoring Mr. Smith
on
gold
sweaters.
Netherlands,coming to America at supply of the Reformed church at
visit! U. S. shorts. 1916.
(Grand Haven Tribune)
Coach Kipke, who » now mak- ing Jacob Peuler and Thomas Ver ed the evenings of Dec. 13 and 14. were Mr. and Mrs. Simon MeeuwAda, has received a call to the
Tlie new Ottawa county road the age of 5 years and settling
ing
a tour of the high schools in Hage were elected as elders,and The play Is entitled “Deacon sen of Holland, Mrs. John Meeuwchurch
at
Corinth,
made
vacant
com amnion office is nearly com- with her parents in Laketown.
11 -Mormons rebel against*
the
state, will probably show his Roy Veltema and William De Vree Dubbs’’ and ia full of good, whole- sen, Mr. Dan Meeuwsen, Mr. Pesome
time
ago
through
the
death
Mr. and Mrs. Kole are the parpleted. The exteriorof the buildBrigham Young. 1869.
some fun and ridiculous situations. ter Meeuwsen,, Mr. and Mrs. Walof Rev. John Van Zomeren. Schol- motion pictures of the Michigan as deacons.
ents
of
four
daughters,
Mrs.
Dick
ing is completed, the heating plant
The children of the local school The cast is made up of the fol- ter Meeuwsen, Mr. and Mrs. Anten
was
ordained
a
minister in teems in action.
Stolk
of
Grand
Rapids,
Mrs.
Leis installedand now the work of
will give a program at the school lowing local folks: “Deacon Dubbs" drew Geldesma and son, Jack, Mr.
1933 followinghis graduation from
I'*' -ufH 12-Fir*t radio signal sent
placing partitions,laying floors roy Strong of Holland, Mrs. Dewey
December 21.
of Soy Farm Center, West Va., and Mrs. James De Kraker and
across Atlantic 1901.
Western
Theological
seminary.
OTTAWA SCHOOL
Jaartma of Grand Rapids and Mrs.
ami interior trim is in progress.
Johnny Kalman is again able to played by Lester Dams; "Amos daughter, Lois' Lavinis Meeuwsen
Claude
Lappinga
of
Grand
Rapids,
Applications
for
marriage
liIt is anticipated the building
attend school after a few weeks Coleman,’’ his nephew, a young and Mrs. A. Holmes, all of Grand
All of the pupils are busy preI iT/K' 13 -Wilson lands in Franca
will Ik* ready for occupancyafter and a son, Benjamin Kole of Cen- censes have been received at the
lawyer, played by Harold Vander Haven. All returned after a late
paring for the Christmas program of illness.
JALsLjl on P*40* ni'M*on- 1®*8the first of the year. The road tral Park. There are six grand- county clerk’s office from the folThe car that was stolen out of Zwaag; “Rawdon Crawley,” a hour and reported having had a
to
be
given
Friday,
December
21.
children,
Geneva
Helen
and
Emlowing:
Arthur
Wierenga,
20,
Hudcommissionis determinedto hold
Maxine West is general chairman the garage of Jacob Heyboer, was wolf in sheep’s clothing, played by fine time.
the last meeting of the old com- erson Wendell Strong and William sonville,and Leona Hoek, 20, Pear14— Roald Amundsen reaches
found in Home Acres last Sunday Billy Brady; “Mayor McNutt,”
of the evening’s entertainment
the South pole,1911.
mission in the new building.Dec. Martin, Martin William, Bernard line; Frank E. Archerberg, 19,
auctioneer, John Redder; “DeuAPPEALING GIFTS
Herman
Shumaker
and
Juhior evening.
Chicago,
and
Evelyn
Pulaski,
19,
James
and
Robert
Lee
Kole.
The
27. so that Austin Harrington, a
Mrs. Fred Ensing had the mia- teronomy Jones," a country prodWest
received award cards for beKoles
have
made
their
home
in
Holland;
Martin
Vander
Vliet,
20,
member of the board for the past
fortune to sprain her arm when uct, played by Fred Rozema; "Rose
See Christmas bargains on page
15— Coal replaces wood oa
Holland, and Marie Betty Caauwe, ing neither absent nor tardy during
eighteen years, may have the pleas- Holland since 1923.
she
fell Sunday afternoon on an Raleigh,” the brave little school- 2, section 2. There are scores of
railway engines, 1835.
the first three months of school.
18,
Holland.
ure of one meeting in the new
icy path.
ma’am, played by Harriet Vander ideas in Yuletide gifts that cannot
TWO MEN HERE
Isadore Valenti of Grand Ha- Six other pupils, Robert Bloebers, Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Horning and Zwaag; "Miss Philipena Poponer,’’ help but be appealing.
quarters.
ami
Maxine
West,
hold
the
same
caQVH ifr-Serkmi earthquakesfelt
P L E A I) G U I L T Y ven was arrested today for failing
James Collar is the new commisson of Detroit visited at the home an old maid, played by Mrs. Harm
MONTGOMERY WARD
along Mississippi.1811.
to pay tax on two dogs. He was record for the third month.
sioner who was chosen this fall by
of Mr. and Mrs. Meengs Friday.
Kuite; "Emily Dale,” the richest
East Eighth Street
The
sixth
grade
is making scrap•vn
Bernard Middng. 25, and Emil arraigned before Justice Verduin
the board of supervisorsand takes
Mr. and Mrs. Corneal Hoppen girl in town, played by Lillian
Holland. Michigan
books
in
geography
of
the
United
his place on the board the first Emmenegger, 22, both of Grand and ordered to pay $4.30 court
were entertained at the home of
States, including individual maps
Haven,
pleaded
guilty
to
charges
costs
and
also
to
pay
$6
delinmeeting after January 1, after
of each state, and the seventh Mr. and Mrs. John Locks recently.
Spank Your Child?
which the board will organize and of breaking and entering when ar- quent tax on the dogs before beMr. and Mrs. Leonard Van Ess
grade is doing the same for the
raigned in circuit court yesterday ing released.
select a chairman.
called on the family of Mr. and
European nations. All of the puafternoon.Middag confessed prevThe old adage, “Spare the rod
Three cars collided at the corner
Mrs. Fred Ensing Sunday evening.
still have a
stock of
iously that he had broken into the of Washington and First streets pils are selling Christmasseals.
Several young people attended
and spoil the child," takes on
ZEELAND
o
.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Tony Nieu- William Bronsema garage and at 1 p. m. Saturday, belonging to
the play given at the Hudsonville
Mrtirdynew ripuflamcefwcan wenh„iSi
North We'tne(1(rc taken some gas and oil. EmmePeter Fisher, John Przybysz and Holland Christian
High school Friday evening.
trust some of the new disco\rnes| ayenuei Kalamazoo, a daughter on negger confessed that he had brok- Edward Kisosondi.No one was ino
Drubs
Tech
Five
of educational students set forth , d^.
fi’}lcchj](j has been named en into some cottages at Highland
jured and the cars were slightly
OLIVE CENTER
before the annual meeting of the | Constance Janet. Mrs. Niewen- Park and secured money.
damaged. Skidding caused the
Holland Christian High school's
American Psychological Associa- 1 huis. before her marriage, was
Fisher car to crash into the
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Veldheer
j Miss Theressa Meyer of
Zeeland.
Przbysz car, which was parked, state champions invaded Grand and daughter. Crystal, and Mr. and
GIFTS FOR WOMEN
GIFTS FOR MEN
Rapids
last night to ring up the
It appears from these expeno
which in turn involved the KisoMrs. Jack Nieboer attendedthe
curtain
on
the
1934-35
high
school
ments that the safest way to train. THINGS LOOKING l I*
sondi car. — Grand Haven Tribune.
HOLLAND. MICH.
basketballseason and succeeded in funeral of Miss Gladys Nieboer,
and discipline children is bv
**"
Yardley’s Shav. Bowl $1 00
$1.00 up
IN EXPRESS BUSINESS
Compacts ..........
Mrs. G. De Weerd was hostess handing the local Davis Tech quin- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
ishing them, and the most dangerColgatea Shav. Set ..... 89c
Powder
Boxes
.. .75
Nieboer.
She
was
accidentally
tet
a
26
to
8
trouncing
in
the
Cresto the Semper Fidelis class of
oos way is by refrainingfrom pun.. 7)0 up
PalmoliveShav. Set ....89c
Perfume, Boxed
The business of the Holland end
shot. Miss Nieboer was 16 years
Ninth Street Christian Reformed
ishing them but telling them that
Playing Cards ...........39c up
. .50 up
Stationery ........
of the Railway Express seems to
AuJiough
the game got off to a old. Funeral services took place
church
Tuesday
evening,
at
winch
their wrong-doing has made them
.50 up
Poker Chips ...............59c up
Manicure Sets
be very gratifying. According to
time the class enjoyed a Christmfis slow start, neither team scoring last Thursday.
lose their parents’love.
. 1.00 up
Razors ................
- ...... 25c up
Fountain Pens
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Vander Zwaag
If. say the psychologists,we Local Agent A. L. Jackson, there Matinees Daily 2:30— Even. 7 &9 party at the De Weerd home. A during the first five minutes of
Comb and Brush Sets $2.89
.. .95 up
Toilet Sets .......
pleasant evening was spent by all, play, the visitors finally hit their visited at the home, of Aris Eelmust punish children, make the has been an increaseof 7,7)00 shipTie Rack ..........
$1.00
.. 1.00 up
Bath Salts
competitivegames being a feature, stride when Staal snared a counter man in Grand Haven Friday.
punishment an externalsimple ges- ments and $300 in revenue during
Fri. Sat., Dec. 14-15
Pipes . ......
50c up
Diaries ....... ................ LOO up
from
the
foul
line.
From
then
on
the
month
of
November
this
year,
with prizes going to the Mis see
ture. such as spanking them.
GEORGE RAFT
Never use loss of love or affec- over that of the same period of
Warnetta Alofs, Marian Vander the Holland team had things pretty
JEAN PARKER
much its own way and when the
tion as a club. Never tell Marv or last year. Although the increase
Ploeg
and Ida Sturing. Gifts were
ANNA MAY WONG
initialhalf ended Tech found itself
Johnny who has done something is not so large, it assumes larger
also exchanged. A buffet lunch
—in—
on the short end of a 13 to 5 count.
wrong that you don’t or won’t love proportions when one considers
was served by the hostess. Mem- In the third stanza the Green and
_ any
__
that a reduction in rates on varithem
more.
bers present were the Misses HelWhite was compelled to be satisfied
AI1 sorts of emotional and even 0us commoditiessuch as eggs,
Blues
en Bos, Hazel Bomers, Albertha with a meager two points, while led
physical disturbancesin later life 'poultry and advertising matter
Brat, Gertrude Brat, Geneva
in 1 2 lb. 1 lb. 2 lb. 3 lb. Xmas Boxes
are said to result from "denial ofjiiasbeen in vogue lately. The lo- Mon. Tues. Wed.. Dec. 17-18-19 Caauwe, Evelyn Den Uyl, Mar- by Visser and Zweir the visitor*
garnered
seven.
The
final
period
affection” or from “moral instnic- 1 ca| 0ffjce shows an increase of GLORIA SWANSON
28 Different Flavors
garet Derks, Thelma Homkes, Vi- was merely a repetition of the third
Hon designed to make children feel 42 04 per cent for the monlh 0f
JOHN BOLES
ola Steinfort,Dorothy Knoll, Le- and although the Tech quint
unworthy or remorseful when they , November an(1
aI] principalofDOUGLAS MONTGOMERY ona Otting, Berdine Pathuis, Jean strove valiantlyto stem the HolSee the new
have done something
flees in the western Michigandi—in—
Straatsma, Ida Sturing, Gertrude land offense, the final whistlefound
So bend over, son!
vision.
Ter Horst, Alma Vanden Berge, the locals on the small end of a
-oThe local officials state that the
Lois Vanden Beige, Martha Van- big score.
Mrs. Elizabeth Van Lente. 362
the Air
railway express will make delivBy far the outstanding player of
der Meulen, Marian Vander Ploeg,
Central avenue, opened her home
15-Inch
eries of all packages on Christmas
OUT-DOOR LIGHTS
the two quintetswas Visser, lanky
to mejnbers of the Woman’s ReMICKEY MOUSE
Tuea., Dec. 18. is GUEST NIGHT Angeline Venhuizen, Clara Witte
in order not to disappoint recipiguard of the Holland team, whoso
iirf Corps for their December tea
Attend the 9 o'clock performance veen, the Misses Henriettaand
brilliant style of play was by far
on Thursday afternoon. Mra. An- ents of Christmas gifts.
APPEALING GIFTS
and remain as OUR GUEST to see Truda Westdorp and the teacher.
na Lepnelmann.national director
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Harris, Wil- the shining light of the game.
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
See Christmasbargains on page
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joy
Hungerkink
of the Junior dubs of Toledo, O.,
liam Vander Ven and Clarence Zwier also played a stellar game, 2, section 2. There are scores of
JAMES DUNN and
Was a guest. Seventeen were pre- and Gloria Fay and Mr. and Mrs.
Dykema were among the many while Hamstra and Popowichplay- ideas in Yuletide gifts that cannot
CLAIRE
TREVOR
sent. Mrs. Edith Moomey and Chester Weener and Delwyn Glen
from
Holland who attended the ed well for the losers. In the pre- help but be appealing.
— in
liminary the Holland Christian reMrs. Minnie Van Bemmelen wen* of Holland spent Thursday with
Heifetz concert in Grand Rapids
MONTGOMERY WARD
serves defeated the Tech seconds,
awarded prizes for games and their parents. Mr. and Mrs. John
“Baby Take a
Monday evening.
Brower. — Zeeland Record
22 to 5.
cards.
East Eighth Street
Line-ups and summary:
Thurs. Fri. Sat.. Dec. 20-21-22
Holland, Michigan
MRS. E. PAUL MC LEAN
Holland Christian
5$ E.
ST.- 166
ST.
ANNE SHIRLEY— TOM BROWN
a! servicesWere held Saturday aft-

HARRY KIPKE TO
BE AT HAVEN HIGH

LOCAL NEWS

recently.
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CHRISTMAS CARDS

sG£„

$1.00

MANICURE SETS

THEATRES

..

HOLLAND
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w

WADES

Supreme Chocolates
50c per pound

Limehouse

1

1

M

wrong.

SCHICK DRY SHAVER— $15.00

Music in

98c

$2.15

—

Bow”

—

Lei's

Get that

LOAD

OFF YOUR

MIND
RIGHT

in

HAS HIGH BRIDGE SCORE

—

The Holland Music club gave

Anne of the Greeo

Brat, forward
its

first benefit bridge for the Inter-

lochen Scholarship Fund on Saturday afternoon in the tea room
of the Womarils Liti-rary club.
Gables
Both contract and auction were
played. Mrs. Harold Karsten,
presidentof the club, was general
chairman of the party. She was
assisted by the following: Miss
Jennie Karsten, Mrs. Peter Prins,
Mrs. F. E. De Weese. Mrs. C. V.
Matinee daily at 2:30 — Even- 7,9 Miller, Miss Hazel Detteyer.
Others assisting with tickets, taFri. Sat„ Dec. 14-15
bles and refreshments were Mrs.
RICHARD CROMWELL
A. A. Visscher,Miss Adelaide DykHENRIETTA
. .
.............
huizen.
Mrs. A. ^
Swenson, Mrs. F.

COLONIAL
THEATRE

Staal, forward

Zwier,

center -

-

Bowman, guard .
Visser,guard

.

Davis Tech
H. Hamstra, forward
Seeley,forward
Popowich. forward
Van Til, center
Ballema, guard
G. Hamstra,guard
Kolonowski, guard

0
2

3

2
0

0

1

1

All sweaters and blouses for
$1.98 at Jeane’s Shoppe, 208 Col5
0 lege avenue.

1

„6

1

13

10

6

26

WANTED—

Girl over 18 to help
with general houseworkand care
of children. Call or write I). H

FG F TP DICKINSON,
0

0

0

0

2

2

_

0
0

1

1

2

0

0

2
0

0

0

1

1

0
3

Smartest Gift of the year

MAN WANTED

for Rawleigh
route of 800 families.Write
immediately. RAWLEIGH, Dept.
MCL-234-SA, Freeport, 111.
2tp

SPECIAL*— Give her LINGERIE

end

BUFFET TRAY

Tha $S.95 Toaatar and ft. BO
Buff at Tray-an 08.4B valua-

—

$£.95

BOTH

Among

^rComplBU
W#

Kara ill Tha toaatar ideally railed for ute with the Buffet tray
becaue# it toaete bread (2 elicee at a time), eaadwichae (2 at a time),
roll*, appetixere—everythingtoaatiny improve*. Now combinedia
lovely harmony with the boautiful5 -comportment Sunbeam Buffet
Tray. Como in and aee it

&

—

Lady by Choice
Wed. Thurs., Dec. 19-20

DOUBLE FEATURE
JOAN BLONDELL in —
“Kansas City Princess”
PAUL CAVANAGH in—
“So you're sick of soot and soiled curtcrins and walls,
and hunting for a coal that will make your housework
easier. Well I've the right answer— coal that's practically Bootless, free from dirt, that keeps a hot fire
with little attention, makes mighty few ashes- and
costs a lot less than we've been paying. Folks all
around town praise it sky-high. Here goes our

G.

Premium Pocahontas all
High Heats,

Krollitz, Briquets, Coke,

HOUSEHOLD OF FAITH
SION, 27 W.

CLERKS

Hard Coal. Wood

Van Alsburg Coal Co.
Phone 2679

-

Firestone Senior

Men-women, good

Buehler Bros., Inc.
Specials for Satnniay Only

HANDKERCHIEFS FOR
LADIES. MEN. CHILDREN

AND NAPKINS

LADIES’ RAYON VESTS,
PANTIES. BLOOMERS

AND 8NUGGIE8
CHAMOISUEDE AND KID
GLOVES FOR LADIES
KID-LINED GLOVES AND
MITTENS FOR CHILDREN

SETS

ALCOHOL

188 Proof

IN YOUR CONTAINER,

LACE TABLE CLOTHS
AND SCARFS
TAPESTRY TABLE
COVERS AND SCARFS

INFANTS’

SWEATERS

INFANTS’ BLANKETS

fANCY WOOL GLOVES

INFANTS’ SILK- ANDWOOL HOSIERY

LUNCH

LOUIS PADNOS

.....

8L

190 East Eighth
I’hone 2905

HAND-MADE

6c

Beef

lb.

9c

Lard

fresh

or Swiss

shoulders lb. 12c

Steak

ib. 10c

On East Eighth

Mutton
Stew

Street.

-

........................
$24.95

FIRESTONE

Rendered

2 lbs* 25c

1

5c

lb.

8c

Hamburger

Roast

_

lb.

fresh no. 1

meat

ducks and Geese wanted.

He
lb.

8c

Chickens, tutkeys,

VEAL, LAMB, CHICKENS
I

7c

ib.

Roast

FARMERS ATTENTION—

TAXPAYERS’NOTICE
I will be at the Holland City
State bank every Tuesday,Wednesday and Saturday, at
land State bank every

Mutton
lb.

Veal

Stew

......

STEWART-WARNER

0pen

Veal

We

have the latest and newest
ARC
styles in glasses at prices below
Exchange the average. Having my office at
13 Plate
home I can save you the high cost
SPECIALS:
of rent. A very careful and thorRubber Floor Mats
.................
5»e ough examination by a post-graduSpark Pings ...................
J for $1.00 ate ophthalmologist.
Bumper Guards ........... .......
79c HOLLAND TOWNSHIP

$S.45

Pure

Holland

DR. SAMSON’S OFFICE

..-.49

........

BATTERIES

CAR RADIOS

lb.

Round

Country Clnb Addition

LADIES’ SILK SCARFS
AND WOOL SCARFS
AND MITTENS

Per Gallon

Beef
Roast

Boiling

Pork Roast

WANTED

Wants to Buy all Kinds of Scrap
$8J5 Material, Old Iron, Radiators,Old
95e up Batterlee and other junk. Beat
market price; also feed and sugar

TOWELS AND TOWEL.
AND S1LKAND-WOOL HOSIERY

SILK HOSIERY

WKS.

............
$6.95

Thermoatata................
......

LINEN TABLECLOTHS

owners. Free
servicegiven on dead or disabled
horses and cows. Notify us promptly. Phone 9745, collect. HOLLAND
RENDERING
6340

.....................

|

AND SETS
and Kindling.

—

ATTENTION—Stock

Firestone Junior

Cteek

MIS-

7th St., or phone 3782.

health; experience unnecessary;
common educationsufficient to
qualify for governmentwork; $105
to $175 monthly. Write CIVIL

A Heater for
Your Car

RIVER AVE.

Ut

sizet.ffRoyal Millers

Phone 4225

17 East 8th Sireet

to hear

from anyone having old clothing,
used furniture or any thing that
would be suitable to help the needy.

VAN PUTTEN
204

COAL
Ifr as good as your frimd* my it

WE WOULD BE GLAD

INC., Box L, this paper.

how THESE folks
joined the long, fast-growing
list of satisfied users of

Registered U. S. Patent Office

_

& Heating Co

Knoll Plumbing

SERVICE TRAINING BUREAU,

that’s

MANHATTAN

.

Be Comfortable

for tne tables.

“The Menace”

orderl"

And

Zeeland Wood Turning Works,
James A. Brower Furniture CoModel Drug Store, Allen Tot and
Gift Shop, Fri* Book Store, De
Free Hardware Co., Rose Beauty
Shop, Holland Beauty Shop. Knooihuizen Shop, Post Jewelry Store,
Peck’s Drug Store. Mr. Guy Philips of the Tavern Drug Store generously donated the salted nuts

I

Fennville.

1

yan

W.

EIGHTH

7

for CHRISTMAS. A lovely gift.
8
6
$1.00 to $5.95 at Jeane’s Shoppe,
and BILLIE SEWARD |j
Mrs r g Champion, Time of quarters — 8 minutes. 208 College avenue.
Mrs. Andrew Hyma. Mrs. J. D. Referee — Van Wingen. Umpire
Boss.
Wanted— For needy, food, clothFrench and Miss Nella Meyer.
ing and furniture.Mrs. A. E. SanHigh score in contract was made
the Missing by Mrs. E. Paul McLean, second
ford, Household of Faith Mission,
ZUTPHEN
27 W. Fourth street, Phone 3782.
Sat.. Dec. 15. is GUEST NIGHT. to Mrs. Marvin Lindeman, and
Attend the 9 o’clock performance third to Mrs. De Ward. First
Mrs. Rink DeYoung was notiand remain as OUR GUEST to see score in auction was made by Miss fied of the death of her sister-in- WANTED— Girl for general houseCHARLIE RUGGLES
UNA Gertrude Mahaffey, second to Mrs. law, Miss Grace De Young, who Park RoaJ>, Route 1.
MERKLE in
J. Dykstra, third to Mrs. Edward was killed outright Wednesday aft‘Murder in the Private Car’ Elbers, fourth to Mrs. F. E. De ernoon when she was struck by a WANTED TO RENT my farm to
Weese. fifth to Mrs. W. Dykhuizen. Grand Trunk passenger train. Miss
someone with own animals and
Low score went to Mrs. Ivan Bos- DeYoung was 78 years old. FunerMon. Tuea., Dec. 17-18
tools. Call Saturday 'afternoon.
nian.
CAROLE LOMBARD
160 acres. MARTHA E. FROST,
MAY ROBSON & ROGER PRYOR Local merchants who so generRoute 2, West Olive.
ously donated the prizes were the
— in

CROSMAN

W

FG F TP SPECIAL FOR CHRISTMAS —

Highest Prices Paid

HAMILTON

IMMANUEL CHURCH

Luke 1:69. Anthem by the

Service* in the Armory, Ninth
Street at Central Avenue.
Rev. J. Lanting, Pastor.
9:30 a. m.— Prayer meeting.
dent.
10:00 a. m.— Morning worship.
2:30 p. m.— Intermediate Christian Endeavor society. John Hart- Studies in the Book of Hebrews,
horn will be the leader and the top- "Falling Away, or Professionwithic, "The Influence of the Bible," out Possession.”
11:30 a. m.— Sunday school.
will be discussed.
6:30 p. m.— Senior Christian 3:00 p. m.— Allegan jail serv-

choir.

11:30 a. m.— Sunday school.
Henry Van Den Berg, superinten-

The annual congregationalmeeting for the election of officers was
held at the First Reformed church
last week, Thursdayevening. Louis
VanderMeer, George Boerigter and
H. D. Strabbingwere elected as
elders,and James Lehman, John
Kronemeyer and John Hoffman as
deacons. The retiring elders were
John Brinks, 8r., A. Klokkert and
G. J. Klein, and deacons,G. J. Fokkert, Herman Nyhoff and Home;
Bolks. Sherman De Boer will take
up the work as janitorat the be
a_ning
of the new year. Bert Vos
gin
and Henry Kempker were re-electedd as parking and trafficcommittee. William Ten Brink and

' The
avrerinf S.O.S. call* from »Ulled legan spoke at the North Allegan
County Teachers’ club at IW meet- by Justin Tucker, won
motorist*.
of games played in the
Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Roggen and ing Monday evening in the Dunmural league at the local
ningville
school.
The
teachers
enfamily were entertainedat a venithe past month. The fol
son dinner at the home of Mr. and joyed his interestingnature talk
members of the team will
Mrs. Harry Lampen last Tuesday on snakes. Misses Ruth and Margaret Reimink entertainedthe pany Mr. Mosier to a fftma in
evening.
Holland Thursday evening. Juatin
A poultry meeting will Ik* held group later with a guessing con- Tucker, Benjamin Schrotsnboer)
test
and
grab
bag
game.
Miss
at the farm bureau garage on FriSidney Peters, Gordon Dangreday. Dec. 21, at 7:80 p. m. H. J. Bellman then explained the work mond, Donald Van Dornik and Eddone
by
the 4-H club in that school
Stafseth of Michigan State colwin Brink.
lege, will speak on "Poultry Dis- and interesting deices ,used ]in
A Christmas program will be
teaching.

Endeavor meeting. Lloyd Van ice.
eases.”
6:30 p. m.— Young people’s meetLente will be the leader.
Faith."
Special
singing
by
the
CITY MISSION
Mrs. John Houma, Mrs. Frank
ing.
7:30
p.
m.—
Evening
worship.
Central Ave., between Seventh and choir.
Moomey, Mrs. Don Schaap of Hol7:30
p.
m.—
Inspirational
song
"Why
We
Believe
We
Have
a
7:30 Thursday evening. Prayer
Eighth Streets.
land were at the home of Mr. and
led by Mr. Kenneth LoveMEL TROTTER, Superintendent. meeting. Topic: "Effort Required Right to Propagatethe Christian service,
Mrs. William Ten Brink last week,
lady of Hamilton, Ontario.
Faith," II Cor. 5:20.
GEORGE TROTTER, Acting Supt. in Faith.” ILuke 5:4, 24.
Friday.
Sermon by Mr. Lanting, "The
-oEx-Judge Ford Stratton of AlPOUR SUNDAY SERVICES
Second
Coming
of
Christ
or
The
FIRST
METHODIST
EPISCOPAL
THE OPEN BIBLE CHURCH
Sunday school at 1:30 p. m.
Christian’s
Hope,
and
Sure
Word
CHURCH
Sunday Services
At 2:30 a special service of song,
Henry Kempker were chosen as
West Tenth Street, half block west of Prophesy."
music and message.
Be
sure and hear this series of ushers for another year. The regWOMEN’S LITERARY CLUB
of Post Office.
Young Peoples' hour at 6:30.
ular business will be held in JanuAUDITORIUM
"The Church with the Revolving sermons on the Lord’s return and ary.
‘ At 7:30 a real evangelisticmeetrelated events.
Cross’
ing. Music by the mission orchesMr. and Mrs. Ben Lohman, Mr.
Thursday evening
Prayer
tra. George Trotter will speak. Corner Tenth and Central Ave. Dr. T. G. R. Brownlow. Minister.
and Mrs. Ed Miscotten were in
meeting
and
Bible
study.
10:00 a. m.— Worship service
Tuesday at 7:30 p. m.-Prayer Rev. Richard A. Elve, Minister.
Saturday evening— C o t t a g e Chicago last week to attend the
with sernwn. Topic, "I Believe in
meeting.
9:30 a. m,— Prayer service.
prayer
meetings.Two in the city, cattle show.
Wednesday at 7:30— Bible class.
10:00 a. m.— Morning worship. the Forgiveness of Sins.” Special
Work on the new bridge has
and
one
country prayer meeting.
Thursday, 1 o’clock—Sewing aijd Mr. Milford S. Sholund, field di- music by the choir.
been started. Several men have
"For
other
foundation
can
no
11:30 a. m— Bible school. H.
giving of clothing.
rector of the Chicago evangelistic
man lay than that is laid, which is been on the job since last week,
Thursday, 7:30 p. m— Orchestra campaign, will be the speaker.His K. Goodwin,superintendent.
Wednesday. The old creamery
Jesus
Christ.”-! Cor. 3:11.
practice.
subject: "The Great Discrimina- 2:30 p. m.— Junior Epworth
building has been torn down and
League.
t Friday, 7:30 p. m.— Young Peo- tor.”
the ground is being cleared. The
BIBLE WITNESS HALL
ple’s Fellowship club.
6:30 p. m.— Epworth League.
11:15 a. m.— Bible school.
entire business section in the south
C. Tarveetad, Pastor.
Saturday night, 7:30 p. m.—
4:00 p. m.— Children’s hour.
"Rethinking Missions," by Mar10:00 a. m.— "The Bible Mission- end of town will be changed. The
Praise and testimony service.
6:30 p. m.— Mr. Sholund will jorie Kombs and Mrs. Thomas G.
buildings will be moved back or
ary Book.”
o
bring a message to the young peo- R. Brownlow. Extra music.
torn down. More than 200 men
11:30 a. m— Bible school.
ple. He is director of a work that
SIXTH REFORMED CHURCH
have applied for jobs so that there
Lights
7:30 p. m.— Sacred music on the
6:15 p. m.— Y. P. meeting.
Corner Lincoln Avenue and Twelfth includes more than 2,000 young pipe organ by William Welmers.
7:30 p. m — Special service when will be no lack of men at least.
people in its scope.
Laura DeWitt of Ebenezer led
7:30 p. m.— Community singing several will have part in testimony
E>nd
Street.
7:30 p. m.— The pastor will bring of Christmas hymns. Special muthe Christian Endeavormeeting at
and
song.
J. Vanderbeek, Pastor.
the message on the subject:"The sic by flic vested choir. Studies
Sunday is the fifth anniversary the First Reformed church last
0:30 a. m.— Morning worship. Mark of the Beast.” Is it here
in the Book of Revelation, “The of the Bible Witness hall. All week, Sunday. Fannie and Julia
Sermon, "Justified.” Singing by today? What does Scripture say Church at Smyrna." And unto the
Brethian rendered a vocal duet.
members and friends invited.
the church choir.
regarding this subject?
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Nyhoff and
angel of the church at Smyrna
Thursday,
this
week,
7:30—
The
$3
Children’s Sermon, "The WonThursday at 7:30— Mid-week
family of Holland were at the Gar-

The primary and intermediate given by the local school Thursrooms of the local school under day evening, December 20, at 8
the directionof Misses Bultman o’clock in the Community hall. The
and Vander Kamp, entertainedthe
school with a Thanksgivingpro- community has been invited to attend.
gram recently.

'iggeftigns

—

,

-

-

-

Come

,

derful

Pump.”

^

-

write these things saith the first Men's chorus from Calvary church,

meeting. Prayer praise and mes- and the last, which was dead and
Grand Rapids.
sage from the Word.
is alive. I know thy works, and
Friday, 7:30— Chapter summary
Classes for all ages.
tribulation, and poverty, but thou course class will meet at home of
Junior Christian Endeavor for
CENTRAL PARK CHURCH
art rich, and I know the blasphemy Mr. James Verlee.
children between G and 12 years,
One and half miles west of city of them which say they are Jews Saturday, 10 a. m.— The Jewel
at 2:15 o’clock.
and are not, but are the syna- class.
limits on US-31.
Intermediate and Senior Christian
gogue of Satan. Revelation 2:1-2.
Rev. F. J. Van Dyk. Minister.
Endeavor Societiesat 6:15 p. m.
Dr. Brownlow will preach at both
10:00 a. m.— Morning worship.
BEREAN CHURCH
7:30 p. m.— Evening worship.
services.
Sermon,
"A
Horn
of
Salvation
for
Sermon: "Abraham’sStrong
Nineteenth St. and Maple Ave.
11:00 a.

m.

— Sunday

-

school.

o

home Saturday.
local Community Players
will give their first [lay, a comedy-drama, entitled '‘Whittlin',"
this week, Thursday and Friday at
the Community hall at 8 o’clock.

Pocket Watches

The

$1.00 and

Mrs. J. Brink, Jr., Is the director

The Woman’s League of the
First Reformed church met last
week, Tuesday evening at the home
Dr. D. Veltman, pastor
of Mrs. Richard Dirkse. Election
of officers was held. The following
9:30 a. m. — Morning Worship in
were elected: Mrs. J. A. Roggen.
the Holland language. Sermon toppresident; Josephine Bolks. vice
ic: "On Mount Ebal.”
president, Mrs. Henry NyenhuU,
And we’ll see the Aprils one by one, secretary; Mrs. Herman Nyhoff,
treasurer.
Primrosed Aprils on and on,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wolters ami
Till the floating prospect closes
In golden glimmers that rise and family of Ganges were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lugten Sunday.
rise
The Ladies’ Aid and Missionary
And they are gleams of Paradise.
And then, too far for mortal eyes, Society of the American Reformed
New springs of fresh primroses
church held a tea at the church
Springs to be and springs to me
parlors last week, Thursday aftOf distant, dim primroses.
ernoon. Mrs. Jacob Eding won the
—Sidney Tendys. beautifulquilt given away by the
(pen name of Sidney Dobell) ladies.

C.

THOMAS STORES

Safety Razors

Are

In

raiOMAS

STORES!

Favor
A bod

gift basket

make a happy

will

Christmas lor some
needy

Doles Pineapple

PinehearHilriSc
16c

No. Ijcan crushed

family.

Fancy Seedless

Your C. Thomas
Store’s sales people
will help

you with

Raisins

15c

Bulk

Dates

Ncw

CrL„d 9c

a selection.
Fresh Fig Bar

Cookies
Cut Beets

Sugar
Fancy Sliced

lb.

10c

"cao" 9c

“r49c
BuHon

Mushrooms

ct

22c

DECEMBER

Sweet

CANNED FOODS

Potatoes Nc.r 12c

"The Christianand

the

Welch’s

Grape Juices 38c

(Corinthians 11:23-26; Matthew
26:26-30)

COAIfFn

PFAS

Karee-FlufT

RED BEANS

Cake Flour

s.cll28c

Prepared from
Dry Peas 21 oz. Can

Wesson

22l/2 oz. can

'CDAfUFTTF

Sauce
With Cheese

HOMINY good quality 22y2
PEA SOUP rich thick soup

TOMATO SOUP

Kits

48c

95c

lOo to $1.50

SKIS
90c and

Sets

89c

to

oz.

can

delicious
oz. can

LARGE

$2.25 NEXT TO BROUWER FURNITURE

SureseOV,.

17c

DiamondWalnuts 22fj;

Almonds

lb I7c

Filberts

lb 19c

Brazil Nuts

lb

16c

ONLY

MORE DAYS

8

OF JAS. A.

BROUWER’S 21*t ANNUAL

RED TAG SALE
Just a

Few

the Hundreds of Items on Sale

of

Give a

CARD TABLES

ICesson

One Lot Wood Stands
with glass trays.

...

CEDAR CHEST

49c

......

One Lot Odd Smokers, choice

$1.89

Metal Smoker with a gravity

not exhausted by its commemorative significance. It also
is

top and removable
bowl— Red Tagged

$1.00

Cabinet Smoking
Stands, as low as

$4.25

has a divine aspect. The material
elements are symbol* of the grace
that God imparts to the soul. As
Ace Card Tables. While our
We hear a great deal about the physicalstrength comes to us from
stock lasts you can
seeming unreality of spiritual the food we eat, so God feeds our
things. The physical, material uni- souls and gives them spiritual enbuy these at
One Lot— Made with a double
verse is so palpably and terribly ergy and moral vigor.
braced top. Round corners;decBoth kinds of food, however,
real. The things we touch and
orated top. Regular price $1.75.
taste and handle, the world we ex- must be assimilated by the hunplore and apprehendwith our sen- gry recipient. They do not work
ses! But the spiritualuniverse— by magic. We must eat the bread,
God, Christ, redemption,eternal if it is to be transformed into phylife, how unreal that seems to our ipical health and strength. Si),
likewise, we must appropriate and
senses.
Now in the Lord’s Supper these assimilate the grace of God, with
Metal Table and four Folding
spiritual realities are visualized, as heart and mind and will if it is to
Chairs. Green with black upit were. Through visible, tangible redeem us fron; our spiritual malholstering—Red
symbols they are represented to adies.
Tagged at .....
Can anyone explain the chemisus. Thus, we both declare and
try of the food process? Who
confirm our faith.
The symbols used in the lord's knows how bread and meat become
Supper are bread and wine, the human energy in all its forms? Wo
With the insurance policy atelementary food of our bodies. can describe it, but rjt expla.n
tached. Guaranteed:1— WaterThey are the visible signs of the it. Yet no one questions the fact.
proof; 2— Burn-resistantTop; 3
spiritual food required by the spir- It is verifiedand demonstrated in
— Beverage-proof Top; 4— Colit of man for its health and its our daily experience. Even so we
lapse-proof; 5 — Material and
strength. That spiritualfood is know from experience that the
Workmanship. During this Red
the grace of God, revealed by soul of man derives life and
Tag SaleChrist. Thus, these humble and strength from communion with
only ....................
homely symbols of the bread that God. And the elements of bread
is broken and the wine that is dis- and wine are the appropriate sympensed set forth Christ, His sacri- bols of that life-givingfellowship
ficiallife and love. And thus, in of man with God.
The Lord’s Supper also has a sothe reverent observance of this
Holy Communion, we declare and cial and fraternalsigntlicance. it
sell our faith in Christ, and our is a communion of believers. It is
fellowship with Him in spirit and a visible demonstration of the feltruth. It is the joint-act of God lowship of saints. In a world full
and man. It is a visible and tan- of divisions, we gather at the altar
gible declarationof God’s love. It as one spiritual family, united in
is also a declarationand confirma- the bonds of a common faith and
tion of our human faith and trust ove. We remember that the unin this divine love, as Christ re- seemly strife of the discipleswas
vealed and lived it for our salva- hushed by Jesus before they began their last meal.
tion.
So our selfish desires, our sorThe essential thing in the Lord’s
Supper is the inward spiritual did ambitions, our passions and
grace, that the whole act, and its our bitternessstand rebuked and
Four-pocket. 3-ply veneer Wal
particular emblems of bread and abashed at the table of the Lord.
nut finish, 4 turned legs and
wine, visibly symbolize. What is We stand shoulder to shoulder with
atretcher—32-in.
fVQ
the spiritual significancebf this the vast army of Christ’s disciples in heaven and upon the earth.
$3.50 value at...,......... *
Sacramental rite?
Finally, let us remember that
First, it is a memorial. Like
[the passover, it commemorates a our word “sacrament”is derived
great deliverance. As Moses de- from a Latin word which means
livered the Israelites from the phy- a militaryoath. It was the pledge
sical bondage of Egypt, so Christ of loyalty to Caesar by the solhas delivered mankind from the diers who joined the Roman leThe
„riritual bondage of sin. When we gions. So we renew our pledge of
and flis kingdom,
meet
around me
the altar
on w******-'
Coramu- loyalty to
meet arounu
aiwii uu
— Christ
.. .....
., "c ’
nk»n Sundays, we do it in remem- when we observe the Lord s Sup212-216 River Ave.
hr-ince of Him. We perpetuatethe per. The true efficacyof his spirof the great deliverance itual feast must manifest itself]
with in our daily lives.

Others up to $12.00
'^*nss

$1.00

SPINET DESK

And merit the life-long thanks
of one to whom you give, Our
stock includes all sizes and
style*. Genuine Walnut with a
cedar lining. GuaranteedMoth-

$1.15

Red

proof —

MOLASSES “S.?

15c

Fresh Soda

CRACKERS
SUGAR 3

Uc

APRICOTS
Pioneer

Powdered

lbs.

20c

Sweetened,Condensed

MILK

Go,d

MeUI Brand 25c

GRAHAM ri!
“Wholesome” Pancake

Flour 5 lbs.

Others up

32 West Eighth Street, Holland

A

;

All

Subjttt to Miduiui

3% Sd»

f*-

to $35.00

$8.75

Sewing Cabinets

CARROM TADLES

$1.49

high.

G. Thomas Stores
Tk ».
—

£41 (A

Tagged .................

Martha Washington Combination Mahogany or

Walnut— tagged ......... $8.95
Solid Walnut or Mahogany
merly sold up to $25.00. ^our Martha Washington,full sise.
choice.Red Tag
Today’s value $16.00 £4*
$16.95 —Red Tag price ......
Sale ...............
Priscilla Sewing Cabinets — Red
One lot— Formerly sold up to
$35.00. Your choice
- ........ SZ.50
One

—

lot of Floor .Samples— for-

Mg

Magazine Baskets

California

Pickaninny-NewOrleans

25c and 48c

......... __

XT"8Snlf

TALL

CANS

up

CORNER HARDWARE Bolo Games

CARD TADLE SET

From FMst Tomatoes

VEGETABLE SOUP rich
PORK AND BEANS

Oil

Pints 24c Qts 45c

Tomato
OrAuIlLlll

Model Airplane

Games

|

JU/UlEiU lEi/iJ

KIDNEY BEANS

$4.50 and up

Electric Ranges

HENRY GEERLINGS

LARGE TALL CANS

$1.50 to $3.98

Table Tennis

us.

Supper

Velocipedes

Erector Sets
89c $2.25 $4.50

But the meaning of the Lord's

OUTSTANDING VALUES
POPULAR BRANDS

25o and 59c

19c and $1.00

our faith in the redemptive love of
Lord’s God, which Christ has revealed to

Supper"

Tractors

Wagons

Bagatelle

humble and grateful hearts, proclaiming to an unbelieving world

19, 1931

Climbing

Chemiblry

Aeolian choir of Holland,
7:30 p. m. — Evehing .Service in
directed by Marvin Baas, gave a
the American language.Sermon
sacred concert at the First church
topic: "If Thou Shalt Confess.”
last week. Friday evening, with
a large crowd in attendance. The
If He is free, then I am free
program was well renderedand
From all unrighteousness;
impressive. An offering for misIf He is just, then 1 am just;
sions was received.
He is my righteousness.
The Ladies’ Missionary society
of the First Reformed church held
NEW GRONICEN
their annual business meeting at
The pupils and teacheru of the the home of Mrs. G. J. Bolks. The
local school enjoyed two days of following officers were chosen
vacation last week Thursday and 'President,Mr*. J. A. }3og|fen
vice president,Mrs. John Krone
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Van Liere and meyer; secretary,Mrs. H. D.
sons, Donald and Wallace,and Strabbing;treasurer, Mrs. HerMr. C. Van Liere, Sr., spent last man Kuite.
Thursday in Lansing with relaJames Kronemeyer, Gertrude
tives.
and Minnie Kronemeyer of KalaJ. Smith is building an addition mazoo spent Sunday at the home
to his house.
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schutmaat.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Stegenga
Student Frank Snuttjers of the
and children,Mrs. Gertie Wierda, seminary had charge of the servMiss Hermina Wierda, Harold ices at the American Reformed
Mokma, Nick and Ted Wierda,
church Sunday.
all of Holland, were entertained
Hamilton folks are busy trying
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. N.
to dig themselves out. About 16
De Boer on Thanksgiving day.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Oudemolen and inches of snow fell. Side roads
children were entertainedlast going east and west are filled up
Thursday at the home of Mrs. with heavy drifts. The local garages have been very busy an
Arie Vos in Holland.

l^unftay

Tree Lights

48c and 97c

The

Food Gifts

95o

Indoor Sets 43c and 58c
Outdoor Sets ...... 89c
Extra Bulbs, 2 for 5c
5c each 12c each

and up

25 c

Trains

98c and up

Pocket Knives

of the play.

—

SHOP 4 SAVE AT

$L50

Mechanical

Steering Sleds

up

Wrist Watches
25

ret Vos

’ff|

In and Look Around

Flash
29c

‘

nr

JAMES

....

.

COLONIAL LAMPS
Maple — Red

Tagged

£4 OA

PICTURES
nice Christmas Lift— A
large selection ’TCp up

Make a
from

at

TABLE LAMPS
targe

up

BED

A A
v*aVV

assortment £4

from

------- -------------

Unfinished-Red £4

A.

..............

ft

A

UMPS

Fits over head end of bed. In
orchid, green, gold and ftAji
rose. Red Tag Sale

END TAfl.ES

MAGAZINE RACKS
Tagged at

.....

as

Walnut finish,
low

as

.......

—

BROUWER

Old Reliable Furniture Store

.............

£4

(

'

-

-

......

-------

=

governmentengineers and our con- sisUnt Engineer A. F. Everett of Igestions as. to the requirement* of port I want you to know that I
J. J. VANDENBERG, SR.,
ChristmasCandle Light service PETITIONS CIRCULATING
FOR JUDGE MILES DIES AT HOLLAND HOSPITAL gressman, mentioningthe names Milwaukee,were then introduced.this harbor, giving those in au- owe you everything.In all thest
which is to be held in Park Conof Mr. Mapea, Mr. Trippe and Mr. Mr. Trippe outlinedjust what is re- thority leadis that would help carry years your confidence in me has
gregational church, Grand Rapids,
out their program. He stated he
failed. I cannot expresp
@S@@S8 on Sunday afternoon, Dec. 16, at Several petitionsare being cir- Funeral services for Jacob J. Everett.
quired, what step* were necessary would also point out to them where adequately in words how deeply I
•
*
•
culated in Holland and in Ottawa Vandenberg, Sr., who passed away
4:30
o'clock.
The Chriitun Labor association
to bring the attention of this har- some of their requests might be have always felt towards Holland
Elbern Parsons, city attorney,
The Eunice and Monica Aid so- and Allegan counties in behalf of Friday at Holland hospital,were
will meat Friday evening at 7:30
Judge
Fred
T.
Miles
who
has
oc- held Monday afternoon at 1:30 pointed out that he did not know bor to congress, and he made it impracticable,in other words those and vicinity.I don’t even have to
o'clock in Maple Avenue Christian cieties will have a sale in the Jercupied tbe circuit court bench for o'clock at the home, 346 College much about harbor building and plain that everythingin connec- present felt that Mr. Trippe will emphasizethe fact that I am goReformed church. The Rev. Peter rold buildingon East Eighth street
guide the harbor enthusiast* in ing to do everything within my
the first term, covering a period avenue, private, and at 2 o’clock at harbors since he came here from
tion with the plannirig should be the rirht direction, presenting such
Jonker, Jr., pastor of Sixteenth near College avenue on Saturday.
power to foster your wishes for a
Ninth
Street Christian Reformed
of
six
years.
Mr.
Miles
has
come
an inland town. He said that when well defined and this would save
Street Christian Reformed church, Hot lunches will be served at noon.
plans as would get a favorable better and bigger harbor. I want
A chop suey supper will be fea- up for re-election which will take church, Rev. N. J. Monsma, pastor he did make this his home, that time since vague possibilitiee sim- heariiv at Washington.
will speak.
Holland to have a better harbor. It
place on the fourth day of March of the local church, officiating. the docks and the boats and the
A puppet show entitled "Heroes tured in the evening.
Engineer Everett reiterated is deserving of a better harbor,
and petitionsare to be filed not Burial took place in Fairlawn cem- lake had a tremendousappeal to ply meant delay after delay for
The Welcome Comer class of later than the last week in Janu- etery.
Are Born not Made,” will be preand you will get a better harbor
him and his family, and that to more information. Mr. Trippe what Mr. Trippe had said, he in if I can bring it about with the
sented at the Woman's Literary First Methodist Episcopal church ary.
the pant having been more closely
Pallbearers were John Sturing, him it was one of the show places,
sensed
the
needs
of
the
harbor
and
club rooms on Saturday, the first will meet Friday evening of this
connectedwith Holland harbor. help of my colleaguesat WashingThe petitionsunder the law re- John Knoll, Ed Westing, M. De
ton. I know what a sincere genshow beginning at 10 o’clock in the week at 7:30 o’clock at the home quire not less than one per cent Boer, Henry Brat and John Ter and he felt rather lost when many stated that after the local officials
of these big ships on the regular had unanimously agreed upon a
morning,and the second directly of the teacher, Judge Fred T. Miles, and not more than four per cent of Beek, Sr.
tleman Colonel Trippe is. He is
runs left this port. He said it was definiteprogram, it should be folThe last man to speak was Con- not giving you promises,he is givfollowing,at 11 o'clock. A small 14 East Twenty-sixth street. Elec- the vote cast in the two counties
Mr. Vandenberg, who was 64 deplorable and a step backward, lowed with an application for a
gressman Carl E. Mapes. Carl ing you facts. There are ceradmissionwill be charged, with tion of officers will feature the bus- for secretary of state at the last years old, was born in The Netherand he hoped that with this new survey and for the asking of an received an ovation when he arose, tain well-definedrules relativeto
the proceeds going to the local iness meeting.Each member is to election.
lands on June 28, 1870, coming to
Camp Fire organizationunder bring a ten-centgift. The meet- Mr. Miles, it will be remembered, this city together with Mrs. Van- planning Holland as a lake port appropriation to maintain the har- after the very kindly introduction harbors,and he can steer this counwhose auspicesthe show is put on. ing had al first been scheduled for held the office of prosecuting at- denberg, who passed away about town would come into its own bor properly during the next step given him by Captain Hdrrington, cil, this harbor board and your
again.
in the program. He stated that followed up by a few words from chamber of commerce straight in
The local Camp Fire girls are December 21.
torney in Ottawa county longer two years ago, and their family in
should remain in close touch Mayor Bosch. Mr. Mapes said: making preparations and plans in
planning a Christmas party in the
Miss Jean Nienhuis, missionary than has any official, he having 1910. He had since been employed
Charles French of the Holland with our congressman,since he
"I don’t want you to think me the right way. In closing I wish
tea room of the Women’s Literary to China, now on furlough, was served five terms or ten years.
at the Central Market.
Evening Sentinel told of his ex- was in direct charge of matters of
club on Monday, December 17. honored at a supper given at
He is survived by the following perience at both Muskegon and this kiod in his district He per- an outsider in this matter. I feel to thank you, and through you, the
Mr. Miles, in an interview,statthat I'm so closely allied to Hol- city of Holland, for your constant
Each member is to bring either a Fourth Reformed church by the ed that during his term there have children: Jacob J., Jr., Henry, Mrs.
Monroe, where he conducted news- sonally offered his servicesin giv- land that I'm one of you, and I loyalty to me as your representaset-asidetoy or a doll dressed by Women’s League for Service of the been tremendous calendars.Ow- Ben Trimpe, Miss Alice and Miss
herself if possible. The toys and church. Following the supper an ing to the depression there have Minnie Vandenberg, all of this city. papers in the past, picturing the ing information and making sug- want to speak of this thing as our tive in congress.”
problems that harbor committees
dolls are to be given to Junior Wel- interestingmiscellaneous program been an endless lot of matters Six grandchildren also survive.
and lake port towns had to face
fare League workers who will dis- was presented,during which time relative to banks and other disMr. Vandenberg’sdeath marks to keep their port in shape— that
tribute
te them to children in needy Miss Nienhuis was presented with tress matters growing out of the the fourth death in two years of
governmenthelp is slow in coming
families, given as Christinasgifts. a gift. Competitive games were
depression that needed the atten- persons connected with the marEvery Camp Fire Girl is invited to also played with prizes going to tion of circuit court. Criminal and ket employes, the others being Mrs. and that those in charge must be
be at the Christinasparty at 5:30 Mrs. Raak, Mrs. T. Giebink and civil matters, it seemed, were also Vandenberg, Gerrit Molenaar, pro- on their toes constantly to complete what they feel is required for
o'clock in costume and with a box Mrs. I). Boerema.
enlarged because of the times, and proprietor, and Mrs. Peter De their port He pledged his persupper. Hot cocoa will be served
Mrs. Harry Vander Pels, age 53, what is true in this circuit is also Goede.
sonal efforts as well as that of his
by the guardians.A real Christ- died Saturday evening at 10 o'clock true in nearly every circuit.
newspaper, the Sentinel.
mas program of games and singing »t her home, 15 North Elm St.,
• • •

LOCAL NEWS

has been planned.

Zeeland, following a long illness.
Surviving besidesthe husband are
a daughter, Helen, three brothers,
Martin and John Korstanje of Zeeland and George Korstanie of Detroit, and three sisters, Mrs. C. D.
Van Loo of Holland, Mrs. John
Vereeke of Zeeland,and Mrs. John
De Vries of Borculo. Friends to
view the remains at the home until
Wednesday morning. Funeral services were held Wednesday afternoon at the Langeland Funeral
Home and at 2:00 o’clock at the
Bible Witness hall. The Rev. C. J.
Tarvestad officiating at the funeral
home and Dr. Martin De Haan of
Grand Ranids and the Rev. J. Lanting of Holland in charge at the
Bible Witness hall. Interment took
place in Zeeland cemetery.

Mrs. John Barber of St. Louis,
Mo., is spending the holidays with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Van Lemmen, 80 West Eleventh
street.

Frank G. Swift, aged 73, died
Tuesday morning at his home, 118
East Seventh street, following an
illness of six months. Mr. Swift
has been piano instructorin this
city for many years and was considered a competentartist of the
old school on both piano and organ. Both Aldermen Drinkwater
and Mr. Swift were an orchestra
to themselves, Art playing on the
jvioiin and Frank accompanying
with the organ. Surviving are the
widow; one daughter, Mrs. L. E.
Heasley, of Grand Rapids, and two
grandchildren, Lois and Roger MRS. ANDREW KNOLL DIES
IN LOMBARD SANITARIUM
Heasley of Grand Rapids. Funeral services were held Thursday
afternoon at 2 o’clockat the WesFriends were shocked Thursday
leyan Methodist church with the to hear of the death of Mrs. AnRev. C. W. Meredith officiating. drew Knoll of 272 East Sixteenth

-

Home

Burial took place in Pilgrim
cemetery.

street,

The Woman’s Literary club members entertainedtheir children
with a Christmas party Tuesday
afternoon, presenting a most
unique program for their benefit.
A feature of the program was a
playlet written and produced by
Mrs. Adrian Van Putten. Dolls of
all sorts and sizes, Mother Goose
characters as well as Mickey and
Minnie Mouse, came to life to sing,

-

o

at Lombard

sanitarium,

Lombard, Illinois, on Wednesday
evening, at the age of 27 years.
Mrs. Knoll had been in ill health
for some time and six weeks ago
left Holland for Ix>mbard sanitarium, where, accordingto reports she was improving until
some ten days ago. Late Wednesday her husband and parents were
called to Lombard because of her
critical condition.
Mrs. Knoll is

-

KROGER STORES

- —
HOLLAND FOLKS INVITED
o

Days
Are Ahead For

Better

TO TAKE TRAINING COURSE

Henry Vander Schel, better
known as "Dutch,"a member of

It has long been felt by many,
«specially among those who do
Sunday school work, that a permanent leaders’ training class should
be organized in the city, and for
(Continued from Page 1)
this reason the Christian Reformed ing this port and the draft was
church committee on education is much greater. He pictured the

Holland’s Ports

the hai-bor board, has always been

tremendouslyharbor-minded.He
is not only a yachtsman,but has
spent his entire life along Black
lake. He is the "father" of Kollen's dock, which has meant much
to Holland in trade from docking
cruisers. At the banquet he pre-w
sented a map, not only of Kollen's
dock, which is completed, but a
small inlet with slips and other
necessary conveniences to harbor
cruisers, in other words a cruiser
basin, which is to be scooped out,
possibly next year when dredges
come again. The sidelight at the
banquet was very interestingand

COOKIES

proposed organization will be given at the meeting, to be held in
the assembly room of Holland
Christian High school.
Courses will cover three years
and proper credits will be given
with diplomasfor graduates. Instructors named are: Rev. N. J.
Monsma, A. Peters, and Dr. G.
Heyns. The school will be open
to all interestedin Holland, Zeeland and vicinity.Enrollment fee
will be $1.

ton said:

spot on which to build a city, that
enables us to say ‘Holland is the
gateway of maritimecommerce to
western Michigan.”’

• •

•

Mr. Harringtonthen called o.,

NEWS

Captain Harrington rather unexpectedly called on the editor of
the Holland City News, who stated that what he didn’t know about
harbor building to be, would fill
a book, and what he knew about
Holland harbor that was, filledseveral books. He harked back to the
time when Dr. Van Raalte backed
by sturdy pioneers, dug the first
channel where it is today, not with
a dredge, but with pick and shovel.
That the natural inlet to Black
lake was along the big sand mountain at Ottawa Beach, and the
mouth of this creek was a quarter
of a mile north of the oval. That

sunived by her

He

5c

25 - $1.15

25 - $2.30

$6c

$1.20

PECKS’ DRUG

76c

STORE

^SSSST

jlA
who

you more information later.

• •

drive is moving along
fine. However, we need more toys.
Look around, if you find any toys
that we can fix up, let us know.
The official Santa Claus has been
chosen to distributeall the toys.
His name will be a mystery but
we will give you this hint— several
tent and awning manufacturers
are after the contract to make his
costume.

* *

FRESH
BAKED

mannars, but

lb.

SIX TEMPTING VARIETIES FOR YOUR CHOICE

DUTCH

WINDMILL

SALLYS

MOLASSES

Chocolate

Pecans

h>.

LEMON CRISP

COUNTRY

23c

BUTTER

White Naptha Soap
PENN RAD

Light, medium,

3

>heavy

Pxb.',.

4

and

MIXED

Cut Rock or Manhattan. Also Old-Fa:
Chocolata Drops H lb. 10c

Dairy
l*%

Feed

Protein 2i%

-

,uib'

3a tooth

SUGAR
Made from Michigan Beet*

10 49c

$1.69

BROWN SUGAR

19c

bag

Fragrant

Chase

Sanborn

&

TEA

BraecJ awrf 6c Kdfee
Pbg-

-GREEN

27c

MICHIGAN MILLED
dos.

n>

Camay Soap 6

10c

Country Club
Vacuum PackcJ

Mazda

E.

LAMPS— Good

ssch

Coffees

20c

bars

Brand

—

5

&

99c

package

lb.

con 15c

COCOA

25c

Fleischmann's ceks 3C

woman

ib.

can

Now XR Yeast

Dromedary

29c

Ib.

can

Popcorn

C

31

Beechnut,
Del Monte, Maxwell House

4-17*
-

h

59c

Cello wrapped

Ib.

—

Y

10c

pkg.

ollew,

Tomatoes

ft-

lie

Fancy — Texas

Tangerines

POTATOES

Evergreen

i*g.

Orange, Lemon, Citron Peel

Coffee

BANANAS
Washington Douglas Fir,

Xmas

45c Hcnhcy'i

ADVERTIRED —

light,low cost

XMAS TREES

31c

can

FLAKE™* 85«

KING’S
G.

H«3

The soap of beautiful

Fried Cakes
Bulk (Plain)

package

ib.

Chocolates 5

Double dipped — Attractive

7-oc.

49c

Dated Coffee

Assorted

Tender Leaf

h*

$1.00 Cake Breaker for 25c with each

beg
Hat Dated — Full bodied, flavorful

FfmIi

10

Sno Sheen cake flour pi* 27c

ib.

French Coffee

$2.09

iontd

’

Protien $1.85

Ib.

and

wesco

10c

I

JEWEL COFFEE
Hot Dated

5%

2 -

Feed

Scratch

^

TC

1

HARD

CANDY

Churned
Fresh Daily
in Michigan

(Plus 8c FederalTax)

,

Melds

Jell

99c

TWINKLE

GELATINE DESSERT

19c

FRESH MICHIGAN MAID

P*G & .25c
2

ib.

Chocolate covered

i

Motor Oil

Bars

7if

Delicious wafer and a*.ar: mallow, pecan topped

Michigan U. S. No.

15-lb. peck

10c

11c

1

to C ft.

Yeung Steers and

•

auxiliary is putting on a
Christmas party for all of their
members and their childrenon Saturday, December 15, at 2 p. m. at
the armory. The program is in

Indeed! For theae

beautiful, rinfteaechiffons

art practical la ipitc of tfcdf
exquisite shecrncsi

.

»«

thanks

to run-stop hems, flnd dottbl* •

wear heels and toes.

1 STORE

EXOTIC CHRISTMAS

PERFUMES

so

The

charge of Mrs. William Bos and
Mrs. William Brower. Santa Claus
and his Christinas tree will be
there. All members who have
dressed dolls are asked to bring
them to the party; if they are not
finished bring them to the regular
meeting Monday evening.

• •

•

The regular meeting of the auxiliary will be held Monday evening
at the city hall, December 17. The
members are urged to come prepared to hand in their dues so that
the membership drive may go
the top by

Always

Front

A

grouping cf toih imported
and domestic blends— all exotic fragrances. Stunning
and colorful containers.
Yardley
for

s,

special

Houbigant’s, Coty’s,

Women.

L’Adonna

MEN’S GIFT

Powders and
variety of

SETS

Yardley’s $1.00 to

Toilet

Waters

at a

8th

Chuck Roast
Choice Cuts

Chuchs

Hind Quarters

— Any Cuts

Pot Roast

wide

BEEF

89c

Beef Ribs

Williams1 Shave Set

“ M

89c

“

89c

98c98c DePree’s ““

i Moffol

Whole

">•

Sc

»>•

9c

»,

7c

Ground Beef 4

">•

25c

LOINS

or

WHOLE ROUNDS

prices.

$5.00 Colgate’s

Beaux Doux
Lavender Shave Sets

7c

2c

Gift Sets

Attractive packages at reasonable pri<

ces, Perfumes,

Quarters

„ 1

Square-Cut

the “Gift Irresistible”to charming

feminine*kind.

Hsiftri

STEAKS

local

chapter.This is a wonderful showing, considering that nearly every
householdhad already signed up
at a store, or factory. Our part in
the drive was "mopping up,” and
that’s not so good.

.tI'

UCKY

BIG BEEF SALE!

•.

gion collected$210 for the

HOSE

•»

milk? Bad

ever dip ti:em in
good eating i

COOKIES

Vv

perf action

In the Red Cross roll call the le-

LACE TOP

*'

GINGER SNAPS
A necessityin svery cookie jar. Did you

nutritious.

Fancy Yellow Fruit
at the peak ot

No longer will the commander
and adjutant be able to be decorated for the growth of memberships.
It’s all changed now. The man
that gets the most new members
gets the button. Ben Lievense has
a good start towards his already.

*.

.‘V

BARS

fig tilling

receives

a gift of

..

•

The toy

lb.

with short bread cover*
ing. Give them to the children. They're

ceived.

“Our forbears had faith in this
harbor. Our pioneers started a
modest harbor improvement,and
later their efforts were augmented
by those of such men as G. J. Diekema, William H. Beach, John C.
Post, Gerrit Van Scheivenand
others. It was the foresight of
Dr. Van Raalte in selecting this

AMERICAN LEGION

FIG
Most tasty

Gga rs & Tobacco

10c Cigars

Carton

OVEN FRESH

sponsoring a Christianleaders’ days of double daily boat service,
trainingclass to begin on Wednes- and stated that now a new type of
day, Dec. 26, according to an an- service was in the offing. He
nouncement made here by Rev. L. stressed the St. Lawrence waterVan Laar, pastor of Prospect Park way possibilities and also pointed
Christian Reformed church.
out what a saving this new type of
Courses will cover introduction shipping,the cheapest in the world,
to and contents of the Bible; ex- would mean to Holland in bringing
position of the current Sunday bulk freight to this city. He stated
school lesson, and Sunday school that this class of freight has even
Mr. VanderSchel’s portrayalof the
pedagogy. Opportunity for regis- grown over last year by nearly 33
proposed improvements as chartration and information on the per cent. In closing. Mr. Harringtered on the map was well re-

several of the guests present,and
asked Mr. Connelly how the govplay and dance and do all the other husband; her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ernment dock project was prothings which they are supposed to Henry Lemmen of Holland; one
The next post meeting will be gressing. Mr. Connellysaid, in a second harbor project later
do, their parts being taken by sister, Mrs. Fred Breuker of held on December 26. Harold Kar- part as follows:
launched during President Buchanmembers of the club and their chil- Graafschap;two brothers, Gerrit sten and Martin Kameraad will
"An application filed February an’s administration,was to build
dren. Bruce Van Leeuwen looked H. Lemmen and Harold Lemmen, arrange the program. In view of 26 for P.W.A. loan for construc- a channel between the two hills
exactly as Santa should look when _ both of Holland.
their occupation, we trust they tion of a municipal dock in the where Hotel Macatawa now stands.
he is his own jovial self and the i Funeral services will be conduct- won't make light of it.
amount of $251,500, has run the That the Democratic administrachildren were very much pleased. ed Saturday afternoon at 1:30
gamut of various bureaus and com- tion was busted before the harbor
Mrs. J. D. French, presidentof the o’clockat the home, private, and
At nearly every meeting some mittees and now reposes at Wash- project undertakinghad scarcely
club, presided at the short business at 2 o'clockat Fourteenth Street
old timer shows up. Last meet- ington with some 3,000 other ap- begun. Some of the harbor piling
session preceding the party.
Christian Reformed church. Burial
ing, Comrades Tuinsma and J. plications, many of which will can still be seen on the bathing
Holland Camp Fire girls are in- will be in Fairlawn cemetery. The
Emmick appeared. If any of you probably never be granted unless beach of Lake Michigan.
vited to attend the fifth annual body was taken from Lombard,
men are not regular attendants at the public works administrationlib111.,to the Langeland funeral home
Mr. Mulder then spoke of the
our meeting,don’t be afraid to eralizes its regulationson so-called
windjammer days, which he rememEVER TRY FLUFF DRY?— All in this city Thursday.
come once in a while; someone self-liquidating projects."
Sisters of Bethany of Fourteenth
Mr. Connelly added that if Hol- bered when the water front at
flat work ironed. Starched goods
there will recognizeyou and let you
land is to have a municipal dock what is now the West Michigan
starched and dried; balance Street Christian Reformed church
it will probably have to plan a less Furniture factory, Scott-Lugers
fluffed dry; 80 per cent ready to are to meet at 1:50 o’clock at the
• • •
wear. Onlv 8c per pound. MOD- church to attend in a body the
Comrade Tuinsma,who is home ambitious project and supply the dock, and Harrington’s dock prefuneral of Mrs. Knoll.
EL LAUNDRY. Phone 3625.
sented a veritableforest of masts.
on a 20-day furlough,gave an in- money to finance it.
He said, however,that if Hol- The first tug to puff in as a steam
teresting talk on the CCC camps,
the work and its aims. Many land wanted to get in on the har- craft was the Fanny SchW.ver.
bor “band wagon" for the new type The first Chicago boat coming
thanks, Pete, come again.
• • •
of shipping, that the time to be- spasmodicallywas the A. B.
Peter Sikkle arranged our en- gin planning was now. That he Taylor, followed by the Sautertainment for the last meeting. had had enough conversation with gatuck, the McVea, and the MaA trumpet duet by Cor. Steketee harbor engineers,includingMr. belle Bradshaw, after which Holand V. Cherven; a solo by Roy Trippe, to know that the planning land citizens capitalizedfor a boat
Klomparensand one by L. Jalving. must begin early, information must line, and built the old steamer City
These boys were accompanied by be complete,and the needs must be of Holland at Saugatuck, launched
was indeed with a tremendousdemonstration,
Miss Lois Vrieling. It was very well defined.
Cigars
nice of these young folks to come pleasedthat there was such a spon- which is a story in itself. Then
taneous response and such earnest came the Soo City, the Puritan,
Little Van Dam, Bagak,
up.
Dutch Masters, R. G.
and the entire Graham and Morton
co-operation.
Phillies, Masterpiece,
fleet, followedby the Goodrich
This
Christmas
shopping
bothDunn, Robert Burns,
The next speaker was Arthur T. line. It's a glorious history into
ers al! of us guys, but not Charlie
Havana Ribbon,
Miller. After being transformed Wrieden, president of the Cham- which this paper will go in more
Al Producto, Antonella
into a human dray horse running ber of Commerce, who stated that detail presently. Then something
Box of
up and down and across Monroe Holland has always had a great happened. Depressioncame, the
Box of
avenue, he finally compromised on deal of difficulty in fighting for a auto came, the boats disappeared,
future shopping trips. His wife is cause in unison. Too often work but your editor stated:
14 oz. Union
"Now is the time to back up this
to take in all the stores while he was done at cross purposes. He
felt that all of Holland was very new undertaking.We believe there
Camels, Luckies, Old
takes in all the shows.
Leader
much harbor-minded and from the are brighter days ahead for this
Golds, Chesterfields
The post is to sponsor a play to looks of the meeting, and the dif- port. We must not spell finis now.
16 oz. Prince
be given the Jan. 16, 17, 18. The ferent persons present who could The curtain must not go down on
proceeds are to offset the expense make themselves felt on this plan- Holland harbor, which has such a
Albert
of our toy drive. This play will be ning, he knew that on this project,unique, successful, and gloriouahis
all local talent and is quite new, there was unanimity, that could tory."
having been written about and not help but bring success.He felt
$1 Palmolive or Menoeos Gift Set for Men 89c
Lieut. Col. H. M. Trippe,and Asduring the depression.We will give that we had the good will of the

Cut Rate

WE'VE »AKH> 1,500,000 LBS. COOKIES
AND THE PRICES WILL PLEASE YOU

Palmolive

44 89c

Drug Store

Lean and Meaty

•b

5c

Rib

Steaks

10c
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The Fishing

Toll Is

on

Mail Early, Is

Again

Plea of Local

The distribution of nearly 750,000
fishing licenses for 1936

by the

started

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS TREE

NOW

We

have a lot of nice trees to pick from. All sizes

VJ.
r*

PnfW

Come

early

PA
VAA

109 River Ave.
Ph
Holland

3734

State Recently

SENDERS OF
CHRISTMAS MAIL; DEC.
19 IS DEADLINE

LIST HINTS FOR

mi

Foremost in the list is a warning to all of the deadline of time
of mailing and it is pointed out
that no parcel should be mailed
later than December 19, unless it
is being sent in the immediate area
of Holland.
There should be included in the
box or package a slip, which should
bear the name and address of the
sender and addressee so that in
c:'.se the outside wrappingbecomes
lost the parcel will
delivered.
This slip may be included in the
box or package and is not considered as a message, the latter being
prohibitedin parcel post by postal

m

regulations.

v

*

WORLD

i

CLAUS TAIKIN6

STATION J-0-Y

ON TOP OF THE

SANTA

mo

folks

j

V

fIL

’

*2

LETS RAN TO
MAKE WlSTfiE

PEPEN0IN6 OH
your help this
YEAR MORE. THAN
I'm

HAPPIEST ANP

JOLLIEST

EVER PEFOR&

W

*

IS

' i
Care in preparing and mailing all
Christmas packages was declared
necessary by Holland postal officials, who today issued a list of
hints to senders of such parcels.

THIS 16

HEU0 FOltiiW

License Division,

licenses.

'

Violations in

Post Office

has been

Departmentof Conservation. Fifteen hundred license agents will
have the new licenses for sale by
New Year’s day. The License Division expects to issue 600,000 residential annual licenses, 40,000
non-residentannual licenses. 60,000
non-residentspecial 10-day licenses
and 35,000 nonresident “wife" licenses or a total of 735,000 new

Many Hunting

In the Air

m

CHRISTMAS
|'M
I

All parcels should be securely
wrapped, tied and addressesshould
be plainlywritten or printed witlr
the same form or style used on a
common elvelope. It is pointed out
that there is no need for two addresses and that one will be sufficient.It should be written in ink

SURE YOU WILL

mM

Illegal hunting or posseasion of
bhcasanta constituted more than
Jf. per cent of the arrest* for violations of Michigan's conservation
laws during October, according to
the monthly report of the Field Administration Division,Departmeht
of Conservation.
The arrests during the month v
totaled 398 and of this number 113 I were for infractionsof the laws %
M Fifty-eight
protecting pheasants.
hunters were taken for illegal poaHcssion of hen pheasant* ana 14
I for dressing a pheasant so as to
destroy identity. Twenty-four were J
charged with illegalhunting or
possession of pheasants, 16 with
exceeding the bag limit and three 4
for attemptingto snare or trap

we EVERY

HELP ME TO SEE THAT
HOT A SlNOLE LITRE

PHEASANT HUNTING CAUSES
25 PER CENT OF OCIt^
HER ARRESTS

OtE

m
I

wmmmmm

pheasant*. M1
One hunter, Charles DeFer, age

21, of St. Clair Shores, was taken
into custody after a search of his
car by conservationofficers brought

to light seven hen pheasants, the
shooting or possessionof which Is |
forbidden by
$
0E FORGOTTEN
DeFer pleaded guilty to illegal I
possession and transportationand
CJiKRIO.'
was given his choice of a $50 fine
and costs of $10 or a 60-day Jail
Holland
Service
Just
Implies
and very plain.
term. His car and pump gun were 1
confiscatedby the officers.
Parcelsmay not exceed 100 inchThe total hunting violations for
es in length and girth combined and
which arrests were made during %
the limit of weight of fourth-class "Ynifiii'frr
October was 856. Of thi* number
parcel post is seventy pounds for
114 were for violations of pheasant jk
all zones.
laws, 46 for hunting without a 11- jP
Parcels should all be mailed
cense, 42 for possessionof firearms *
The Holland Super Service Station at 16th street and River avenue
“THE SALVATION OF
early, Mr. Westveer declares,and Holland Folks Prominent
in closed game areas, 19 for hunt- |
ISRAEL”
AT
BETHEL
thus insure their early arrival. It
LIFEBOAT
TAKEN
OFF
is a convenient station easy to get to without crossing the lane of travel.
at Zeeland “Lit”
ing ducks before sunrise, 18 for
is permissible to place stickers,
BEACH BY "ESCANABA” T'w» chnr,»T choir of 50 voices illegalhunting or possession of
Stop at this automobile doctor’s headquarters for
Oil,
"Do not open until Christmas,” on
(Zeeland Record)
of Bethel Reformed church will souirrels,17 for hunting ducka g§
any parcel.
Battery & Tire Service, Alcohol for your Radiator, and such other service
Members of the Zeeland LiterMuskegon coast guards today
after sundown and the others for
In case a parcel going a long ady club had the privilegeof at- had their lifeboat hack in the boat- render the Christmas cantata, a wide variety of charges.
as a car
.
“The
Salvation of Israel” on Sundistance is not mailed until after tending an unusuallyinteresting house at the Point Sherman staHunting in closed season brought
repair department takes care of necessary repairs quickly,
December 19 delivery can be as- meeting last week Tuesday at the tion. The craft, beached in the Cort dayday evening, December 23, the about the arrest of 11, hunting on J
service
beginning
at
7:15.
sured by sending it either "special club room in the city hall, in rescue attempt in which Surfman
wildlife sanctuariesand possession
thoroughly and reasonably.
sell the best makes of tires and auto
Those taking individualparts of or hunting rabbits in doaad seadelivery" or "special handling.” charge of Mrs. J. R. Dethmers, John H. Dipert lost his life, was
are
Dr.
A.
C.
V.
R.
Gilmore.
Mrs.
accessories.
However, the cost is more for this president.
hauled off the shore by the cutter
son. 6 each; illegal possession of
mail.
Miss Nella Meyer of the music Escannbn from Grand Haven. A H. Bruinix, Mrs. Gryn Kalkman, venison and non-resident*hunting
John Swierenga, Mr. H. Driezenga, on resident licenses, 5 each; SunIt might be added that all Christ- departmentof Hope college,pre- cable was fastened to the lifeboat
mas packages or mail if sent a lit- sented a group of fine piano solos and the cutter drew it into the lake Mr. Henry Poppen, Mr. Art Grev- day hunting on lands of another
tle earlier will relieve the faithful which added much pleasure to the and finally into the channel. The engoed, Mrs. C. Stoppels, Mrs. Van- and illegal possessionof partridge,
boat is to be inspectedand repair- der Wilk, Mrs. Ed Cook, Mrs. H. 4 each; hunting from a car, huntmailman of an overload on the last program.
Cor. River Ave.
16th
Phone 9172
Dr. Wynand Wichers, president ed to be ready for any future em- Smeenge, Mrs. C. Boek and Mrs. ing from motorboat, attempting to
days before Christmas. As a rule,
the last minute rush overwhelms of Hope college, gave an instruc- ergency service. Search for the Sue Gerritsen.Mr. E. WoldHnjr take coon in closed season, hunting
birds from moving auto, possession
the postman, making it almost hu- tive talk on present day political body of young Dipert was contin- will play a violin obligato.
Mrs. S. Meeusen is the accom- of buckshot in deer area, 8 each;
manly impossible to take care of conditions in Europe. He dis- ued throughout yesterday without
cussed nationalism so evident in success.
panist and J. Vandorsluis is direc- possession of quail, hunting deer
the heavy burden.
all European countries and nlso
with artificial li^ht, training dogs
showed inclinationsof European »»»»»>>>»>»»»»»>>>>»»>»>» JURY, QUICKLY DRAWN, AC- while
i possessing firearms, Illegal
nations engaging in warfare, alQUITS GRAND HAVEN MAN possessionof coots, Illegal possesOtto Yntema in Race for
though not immediately.
sion of spruce hen*, destroying
Dr. Wichers discussed elaborate
Quick justice was accomplished coon den, killing woodcock, killing
School
Commissioner
fortifications and military prepawhen Harry Mink of Grand Haven, coon in dosed season ana illegal
rations made in the various councharged with driving while intoxi- training of don in coon territory,
Otto Yntema, son of Mr. and cated, was acquitted by a jury 2 each; exceeding rabbit bag limit,
tries he visited. Some of th«ae
fortifications are so extensive that Mrs. Nicholas Yntema of Holland, after an hour’s examination before shooting protectednon-game birds,
they cannot be destroyed by ordi has announced his candidacy for JusticePaul Behm. The arrest was shooting yellow-legs,illegal posthe office of county school com- mode by the state police.
session of headlight, hunting on linary bombardment.
This program was under the missioner in the spring election.
In order to get a jury quickly, cense of another, obtaining license
Mr. Yntema is the second entry several witnesses called on a case by false statement, 1 each.
direction of the Current Events
Group headed by Mrs. K. Do in the race, Dick Vande Hunte, su- being heard in circuit court from Thirty-three were taken on meperintendentof schoolsat Hudson- Holland who were excluded from
Bruyn, Jr.
rges. as follows:
o
ville, having previously announced the court room during testimony, fi!hing without a license, 14; ilORATORIO AT SIXTH
were hailed and within a short legal use of setline, 4; taking fish
selection that
a
REFORMED CHURCH
time acquitted the Grand Haven by illegal use of gillnet, 8; comman. Charles E. Misner appeared mercial fishing without license;
gilts for
especially
The chorus choir of 50 voices of
for Mink. The case was heard be- seining minnows in trout stream,
Sixth Reformedchurch will render
2 each; setting trapnets in more
fore Justice Paul Behm.
the Christmas cantata, “The
for intimate friends
relatives!
than 80 feet of water, possession
ChristmasKing.” next Wednesday
of short pickerel, fishing for trout,
HOLLAND
LADY
WEDDED
evening. The public is cordially
possession of short bluegills, exTO ZEELAND MAN ceeding catch limit, loaning fishing
invited. The accompanistsare
Mrs. H. Becker at the organ, Mrs.
license, illegal dipnetting and sellCornie Westrate,piano. John VanA pretty wedding took place on ing undersize fish. 1 each.
dersluis is the director.
Eight were taken on trapping
Monday evening at the Woman's
Literaryclubrooms, when Miss Jane violations, as follows: Illegal trapCAPACITY AUDIENCE
Koopman, daughter of John Koop. ping or possession .of muskrat
FOR "MIKADO"
man of Holland, and Elmo Hen- pelts, three; possession of coon
A
capacity auuience heard the
dricks,son of Mr. and Mrs. John without permit,possessionof beavWhether it’s a Lounging Robe
special selection of dainty
second performanceof “The MiHendricksof Zeeland, were wed er, two each; illegal possession of
kado,” presented Friday night by
or a Negligee you will find just
pieces which were
in the presence of a large number muskrat and coon hides, one. Two
arrests were made for burning
the a cappella choir and the mixed
of guests.
without a permit, one for letting a
the thing HERE in daln»y, soft
especially as Christmas presents
chorus of Holland High school unThe vows were spoken before an
der the direction of Miss Trixie his intentionof seeking the office, improvised altar of palms, ferns fire get beyond control and 19 for
shades. She cannot go without.
for those who appreciate beauMoore, assisted by Miss Lucile (ierrit G. Groenwoud of Holland and vari-coloredflowers,the Rev. possessionof a loaded gun in a car.
Conservation officers confiscated
Lindsley,dramatic coach. Solo has made no announcement.
Come in Silk, Wool, Flannels tiful Silk Underwear.
H. Van Dyke, pastor of Fourth Reparts in the chorus of 100 voices
Mr. Yntema is a graduate of formed church, and the Rev. R. J. 200 hunting guns. The number Inwere taken by Roy Klomparens, Zeeland High school, attendedHope Van Den Berg of Zeeland, offici- cluded 66 double-barreledshotguns,
and the Qu Ited Robes.
55 single shot shotpuns and 55 reRobert Wishmeier, Robert Marcus, college and the Universityof Michating.
peaters and 24 nfies. Listed in
Roderick Van Leeuwen, Andrew igan, receiving his A.B. and A.M.
Van Liere, Mary Jane Vaupeli, Ger- degrees in history and education. The bride, charming in a gown other property seized are an autotrude Young, Florence Vandenberg He is principal of the Jamestown of blue lace and matchingacces- mobile, more than 200 pounds of
and Barbara Telling.
High school,and during his years sories, and carrying roses and lil- illegal fish, a number of gillneta
Pianists were l/ois Vrieling, Ruth there has made a study of the ies of the valley, was attended by and a large amount of illegal
Van Appledorn and Gertrude county rural school problem in re- Miss Hilda Huyser of Grand Rap- game.
Total fines of $3,237 and total
Flaitz. The high school orchestra, gard to the preparation of the ru- ids. Vernon Chippkama attended
costs of $2,618.58 were assessed.
under the direction of E. F. Heeter, ral student for high school en- the bridegroom.
Mrs. Dewy Van Der Schaaf, for- Seven cases were dismissed or susaccompanied.
trance, the formation of a standard
—
— o
course of study beyond that offered mer organist of Fourth Reformed pended. four lost and one appealed

What The Name

Means

Super

0OV OR OIRL WILL

!!§
SSI

A ONE STOP AUTOMOBILE SERVICE STATION

needs.

law.

Gas &

Our

We

Holland Super-Service Station

Street

&

.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY

*

JUST 10 SHOPPING DAYS
Before CHRISTMAS
makes choosing

A

women—

most admired

{

-

pleasu e-cartaialy among the

-

those which are to be

and

chosen

ROBES

LINGERIE

f-

A

chosen

$J95

$J.85

$2-25

H

BAGS

GLOVES

Could there possibly Iki anything

Have always been and always will lie
one of the favorite gifts. You cannot

else

that would please

—

-

HONORING HOLLAND

WOMAN

-

Service weight, will be a

by the state, and the co-ordinationchurch, played the wedding march
Rapids Press prints of subject matter in the rural from Lohengrin.About 100 guests
a two-columncut of one of Hol- schools of Ottawa county.
attended the wedding reception,
o
land’s leading society women and
Alvin Tanis and Miss Alta Henprints the following:
LARGE ADJUSTMENT IS
dricks. being master and mistress
Mrs. Sears R. McLean of HolMADE BY COUNTY GROUP of ceremonies.
land, president of Michigan Stale
The Misses Faith Hendricks,
Federation of Women’s Clubs, will
A
settlement was made yester- Grace Fongers, Clara Fongers,
be an honor guest at the thirtyday by the Ottawa County Agri- Emily Kurdux, Lucille Kardux and
eighth annual luncheon of Grand
cultural adjustment committee, George Dak Kardux and Cec J
Rapids Federationof Women's which was one of the largest ad- Van Slooten served.
Clubs to be held at the Rowe hotel
Mrs. Hendricks is a graduate of
justments of the kind to come beon Thursday.
fore the board. A farmer living' Holland High school and is a C.
in Chester township, owing $25,- S, N. graduate nurse.
nurse. Mr. HenPurchase Cannery
000 to a number of banks for which dricks is a graduate of Zeeland
at Coopers ville he had given securityand a num- High school is now operating a
ber of others without security, was gas stationin Zeeland.
relieved of his worries when he seMr. and Mrs. Hendricks have re(CoopersvilleObserver)
cured a loan of $13,000,on a 75 turned from a short honeymoon
iThomas E. Graham and Henry per Cent appraisal of his property, trip and are making their home
Bmith, prominent Grand Rapids and the debts were settledsatisat 232 West Main street.
business men, have purchased from factorily.
the trustees the Daggett Canning
This is one of the many cases NO DEATHS IN FAMILY; CELECo. plant of Coopersville.Rumors, that have come before the board
BRATE 51 ST WEDDING
of course, began to fly thick ana of which Charles E. Misner is
ANNIVERSAY
fast, most of them including the chairman. The other, members are
query as to whether the canning Frank Scholton,Spring Lake; WilMr. and Mrs. John Hopkins, forfactory would be open this coming liam Ernst, Nunica; Charles Clay- merly of Holland, now residingon

TREAT and

Mr.

tier more?

ma

Then select for her one of tnese
handsome Dags from our lovely
assortment and new styles and

c a mistake in selectinga pair of

lovely kid or cloth Gloves for her here!

shades.

j-a .95

1 to ‘2

HOSE

SCARFS

Whether it is a single pair or
more, giving her these lovely
Silk Sealed Hose. Chiffon or

A gift that is appreciated is
a lovely Silk

or Wool Scarf

REAL to wear with her coat. Our
they are packed assortment is very large
in single-pair boxes and sealed
and the prices are very
ready to give. They will wear
reasonable.

and launder and keep

.

their

lustre.

79c. to $1.25

59c to $1.95

FRENCH CLOAK STORE
Women Love

to

Shop!

Where You Always Find Something New!

The Grand

I

-

to circuit court.

ZEELAND NOW HAS YOUNG
G. O. P. CLUB
Organization of the Young Republican club of Zeeland and vicinity was completedSaturday evening. Officers elected are: President, William H. Van Loo; vicepresident, Nick Cook; treasurer,
Albert Johnson, Jr.; secretary,
David Ten Have, all of Zeeland;
directors. Otto Yntema of Jamestown and Steven Kroi, Louis Robberts, David VanOmmen and Geo.
VanKoeveringof Zeeland.The next
meeting will be held January 4 in
the city hall. Otto Yntema has just
announcedhis candidacy for Otta*.
wa county school commissic
loner.

BURGLARS STEAL

BEAVERDAM
Burglars were more active than
usual in the quiet community of
Beaverdam, according to reports
receivedat this office.
On last Friday night they en-B
tered the store of George Nienhi
at Beaverdam and stole cl
and chewing gun valued at
$25.00. Entrance was gained
breaking the window glass in
front door of the store room,
some time between 3:00 and
o’clock a. m. Althoi ’
lives in the

summer.
ton, Marne; and Mrs. Harry Kra- a farm near Allegan, will mark
Graham, in a telephone con- mer of Holland.
their fifty-first wedding anniverversation, confirmed the reported
sary next Tuesday.
sale, but stated that no definite BEETS WILL LECTURE
No deaths have marred the famplans could be announced. CarpenTHIS FRIDAY EVENING ily, consisting of seven children,
ters, however, are busy making
ranging in age from 50 to 34 years.
some needed improvementsabout] MHolIand and Its Achievement*^* The children are: CliffordB. and
the buildings.
a lecture on The Netherlands, will Harriet of Holland, Robert and
I Mr. Graham stated: “We are notl be presented by Dr. Henry Beets George of Allegan, Mrs. Mark Jefcanners ourselves,and of course, of Grand Rapids at a dinner at ferson
“
of Ypsilanti. Alice of Romeo
we would like to sell the factory Third Reformed church this Fri- and Ray of Boulder, Colo. There the members
to the right parties.”
day evening. Dr. Beets will be are 24 grandchildren.
intruders and
There is no canning factory with- brought to the city by the Men’s
Hopkins was bom In Wisconsin. able to indicate
in a good many miles of Coopers- league of that church. The dinner He came to Holland when a lad of might be.
ville, and it would seem that the will be at 6:30 o’clock.A limited 8 and was a pupil of Dr. A. C. Van
operation of a good factory therej number of seats are availablefor Raalte in catechism. He spent 25
would be a profitable venture. the dinner,and tickets are on sale years as boilermaker, then turned
Whether such a plant could be op- at the three local banks.
farmer and for' a time was em-

'

-

—

erated with local capital is proble- I
o—
ployed at Limbert’s furniturefacmatical,but there is no doubt that
Guests at the McAllister home tory.
if the word were to come that the at Gibson on Thanksgivingday
Mrs. Hopkins came to this counlocal plant would operate next sum- from Holland were Mr*. D. E. Penparents,Mr.
mer it would indeed be welcoi
and sons, Edmund and Danews not only to many .
iBn. B.
there, but to many

~

‘

LOCAL NEWS

Damage estimated at $50 resulting from a Are believed to have
had its origin in defectivewiring
was done to an automobile ow*ned
by John Van Dyke, 502 State St,

'll

yesterday.

OPEN EVENINGS

The tea-year-oldson of Mr. and
Henry Velderman of North

|
1
[

I

Visitorsthe past week with Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Huisenga were Mr.
and Mrs. G. F. Huizenga and son
from Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. John
Visch from Charlotte, Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Streur, Mrs. B. Huizenga, Henry Huizenga and Peter Pluim from
Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kstel
from Grandville, and Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Baker from Ottawa Beach.
—Zeeland Record.

m.

Until 9 p.

Mrs. Ralph Bowman, Jr., of HolStreet road, Zeeland, while land has been very ill at the home
_ at hia home Sunday, fell of her mother, Mrs. B. Nykamp,
fractured his left leg.
the past week, but is somewhat
improved at this writing and her
** Mrs. Roy Beardslee, who spent
speedy recovery is now looked for.
a fortnightwith her parents, Mr.
—Zeeland Record.
( and Mrs. Ben Mulder, 79 West
15th Street, was called home loThe ministers of Holland Classis
calise of the sudden illness of her
of the Reformed church with their
husband.
wives met for a social gathering

Kite

«

READY FOR ANDY
GREAT WARD SA1

Beginning Wed.

DEC.

19.

for your convenience.

SHOP EARLY

at the Old Peoples’Home in Grand
Rapids, the guests of Mr. and Mrs.

Peter Leestma, the superintendent,

W1

Monday.

The county road commission
erected a sign at the dangerous U.
S.-31 curve at Virginia Park curving to Saugatuck.Through the
state a sign was shipped oy the
state highway departmentconsisting of a boardd set up in a dia-

Motion made and supported by mond shape with a reflectorized
common council that arrow about four feet long. The
the sum of $200.U0 be subscribed arrow is pointingon each end indito the West Michigan Tourist and cating that traffic approaching the
Resort Association,including ad- corner may turn either right or
trertismentin Vacation Directory left.

Pure Silk Hose
in Lovely New
Shades

the Saugatuck

Each time ahe puts them

^ passed, all aldermen saying “yea."
Several accidents have occurred
At the annual business meeting at the comer within the past year
of the Intermediate ChristianEn- in which motorists driving toward
deavor society of Sixth Reformed Holland failed to notice tne curve
church the following officers were and plunged ahead into the small
elected: James Rowan, president; buildings located near.

Rayon Nighties

98c

every pair of these goodlookingservice weights!

1.39

two-piece pajamas
in atrikitic color contrasts I
Graceful, full-cut \ gowns I

Full fashioned, in fetch-

21tfi40-inch ruga woven o»

On* «nd

A chorus of more than 50 voices
from Sixth Reformed church will

played and refreshments served by
by present the cantata. 'The ChristMrs. George Ste^erda, Miss Coster mas King," by Fred B. Holton, on
and Miss Nathalie
Wednesday evening, Dec. 19. under the directionof John Vander
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Carley have Sluis. Mrs. Cornie Westrate is the
returned from Blue Island, Chicago piano accompanist and Mrs. Hersuburb, where they attended the man Bekker will accompany at the
funeral of Mrs. Carley’suncle, the organ. Solo and duet parts will
late John L. Zacharias,prominent be taken by Mrs. Herbert Wybenbanker and former mayor of Blue ga, Mrs. Jacob Van Voorst, Miss
'bland.
Alma Vanderbeek, Miss Jean
Brandt and Mrs. Sam Plagenhoef
Bom— To Mr. and Mrs. John Beider, 214 West 8th Street— a daughMore than 60 attended tin- Deter. Arlene Ruth. Bora— To Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Bredeweg, 19 W. cember meeting of the Missionary
4th Street— a son, Edwin Russell. society of Bethel Reformed church,
husbands of members also being
J. W. Hobeck and Harry Plagge- present.Rev. and Mrs. John De
mars have returnedfrom a business Maagd, missionariesto Japan, told
trip to St. Paul. They reported of their work in, there.
considerable snow in Minnesota.
These two men are known as
Funeral services for Mrs. Berprominentstate highway builders. tha Nedervelt,who passed away at
They are citizens of Holland.
her home on Elliot street Tuesday
morning, were held yesterday aftMr. and Mrs. John C. Post and noon at the Van Zantwick Funeral
Mrs. William L. Holt of Washing- Home. The services were in charton, D. C. who have been in the ge of Rev. J. C. Clemens and burcity to attend the funeral of their ial was in Pilgrim Home Cemetery
mother, the late Mrs. John C. Post, at Holland. Attendingwere Ora
returned to their homes today.
and Charles Green, Frank Bertsch,

Rup

Axmlnster

there’a plenty of wear in

Robert Steggerda, vice

president;
Ethel De Vries, secretary*; and Etta
Mae Coster, treasurer. (James were

on she’ll thank you! Foe

ing new shades!

Cloud.

7i\n

98e

^,;JP

i

£
Ideal

Bop’ Sill

Dress broadclothahirts—
• uoys gnt tm, cmfca at

Checkerboard; with 21
checkers.

.s .s.'./a

Bags for Big and

Little Girls!

An

49c

25e

Upright type
steam engine,
with whistle.

exciting group of smooth and
rough-grainedpouches and envelopes in simulated leathers, for
women! "Mickey Mouse” bags too!

Pull-Up Chair

49

Passenger Train

6.95

$1.00

Multi-colored moquette bark
—plain velour seat to match.
Built big. roomy. See it!

1m

49c
3 cars, engine, tender.Sparks

shoot out from locomotive.
Wind-up motor. Tracks.

25c

Rubber. un-

Wood car
drawn by

breakable.

gay animal.

Doll;

12

Vi

-in.

Bert Shank, Mrs. Viola Warren,

Six elders and five deacons were Mrs. Frank Underwood, Edward
for the coming year at a Koenignsberg, William Zietlow and
congregationalmeeting of the George Nienhouse from Holland;
First Reformed church in the Mr. and Mrs. William Ten Have of
church parlors Thursday evening. East Saugatuck; Mr. and Mrs.
Dick Meengs, John DeKraker, Stephen Drury, Mrs. Charles Hayes
James Nykent, Frank Kooyers, and Mrs. Gerald Brown of Otsego;

named

Electric

1

7 1

range; with
cord. A buy !

8

Fibre body.

Dick Boter and Charles Kuyers Mrs. Eva Brewer of Hopkins, and
were elected elders. Leonard Kam- Mrs. Nellie Nederveltof Grand
meraad, John Van Tatenhove, Al- Rapids.— Grand Haven Tribune
bert Bosch, Martin Kammeraad and
Gerrit C. Knoll were chosen deaA joint district convention of the

Fancy Socks

5th district of the Legion will be
held in Zeeland in January if the
Troop 22 of Beechwood school is plans of the Post and Auxilieary
out to win the Stanley trophy of- materialize. They have splendidfafered to Boy Scouts. The first cilities for this convention in our
meeting of the troop was held new City Hall.

19c
Part wool in conservativebut
colorful patterns! Elasticrib
tops! Thriftily priced for men.

Thursday evening. Louis Van
Slooten and Ted Evans passed second class requirements,and Harold
Van Slooten became a tenderfoot.
The attendance at the meeting was
100 per cent. The troop is composed of three patrols, with 15
registered Scouts in each patrol.

$1.00

$2.98

Doll carriage,
j x '4 in.

Mr. and Mrs. John Homefeld of
West Thirteenth street announce
the marriage of their daughter,
Miss Gertrude Homfeld, to Willis
Drost, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Drost of this city. The ceremony
took place last Wednesday in Long
Beach, Calif. The bride, a gradFire laddies were called to exuate of Moody Bible Institute, Chitinguish a fire in an automobile
cago, formerly was employed by
owned by Anthony Boven, 84 West The Holland Evening Sentinel.
Tenth street. Damage is normal. The bridegroom is an officer in the
There are severalauto fires lately, United States navy.
this is the 3rd in 10 days. Must
be a “hot” make.
Mrs. A. Clark, Mrs. J. KleinhekEmployees at No. 2 fire engine sel and Mrs. G. Schurman were
house have subscribed100 per cent elected treasurer, second vice presdent and third vice president refor the Red Cross.
spectively, Wednesday afternoon at
Van Appledorn Brothers, Hol- the annual business meeting of the
land hatcherymen, made a shipment Women’s Missionary Society of
of 1,200 baby chicks by express to Trinity Reformed church. Mrs. H.
Romeo. This is the earliest date D. Ter Keurst, President,presided
for a large shipmentof chicks to and Mrs. J. Engelsman conducted
leave Holland by express. We devotions. Hostesses were Mrs. C.
hope Juliet gets the next shipment. Dykstra and Mrs. G. Dewitt.

Group

of

Speedy

Exceptional Kerchiefs

She who finds hankies like these in her
Christmas mocking won't wait for a
aneere to ahow them off! Snowy linens, gay prints. Very low priced I

5

45'

Sled

Occasional TaMo

$2.39

4.98
So low priced yonll

Each

warn

two—
•—one
one to keep,
keep one to giv*
it finish.
away. WfJnut
fi

Trail Breaker— sturdily made

with 6 knees, grooved runners! Sledding’slota of fun!

•Be
priced

Low
good

scooter.

and he walks
with parrot!

31 in. high.

I

1

,

i

m

1

¥

rtr\(

o

mm
i v*.

Men's Pajamas

98c

m

Copies of costly Orientaldemade of imported rug
wools. Seamleaa
. perfect t
77iM-ln. AimMatara,1.N
.

Plain color, contrastingtrim
broadcloths.Full cut, tailored
in roomy coat or middy styles.

The Beechwood Boosterettes
A stork visited the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Van Huis of R. R. have completed plans for a Christ1, and brought a boy named Don- mas party to be held December 19.
Mrs. Kate Kardux was named
ald Eugene Van Huis.
chairmanof the committee on arSteggerda states that the city rangements.

Wmm
*iii

m

9x12 Wool Axminster Rugs
signs,

.

i®

25?!
Small C•rrr^Mc21^^V,,,

1935

1.98
Withstands vibrations.Lorn
er ah elf for magnshiss an
books. Walontfmith.

ManM

$31.95

$19.95

$4 Down; Carrying Charge

5-tube mantel model. Broadpolice calls. Compare with sets 1-3 to 1-2 more

cast band

—

Battery Radio

Radio

Choice of MA” Batteries
5 tubes; fall-vision dial; rich
in tone, ample volume, Save
up to $30 at Wards.

Weighs Only 39

Pounds!— Built

treasurer has received $1,543.60in
liouor tax moneys, the total reMrs. Simon Harkemn of Jenison
ceived in three allotments from was hostess ai a miscellaneous
Lansing this fall. The amount is
shower given at her home recentthe refund of liquor and beer fees
ly in honor of her daughter, Muss
collectedby the state in Holland.
Under state provisions, Holland re- Ruth Harkema, who will become
ceived 86 per cent of the total col- the bride of Marvin Smith of Zeelected, 16 per cent going to the land next month. Guests present
at the shower were Mrs. Jos. Zetti,
state for collecting costs.
Mrs. William Quartel, Mrs. Ed
The Donelly-KeliyGlass company Cook. Mrs. John Van Vuren, Mrs.
has filed an applicationfor permis- Kenneth Harkema and the Misses
sion to repair a loading platform Vivian and Irene Harkema Mrs.
George Hoving. Mrs. William Hovat the cost of $175.
ing, Mrs. Ralph Hoving, Mrs. MinJack R. Hume, 100 West Tenth nie Stadt, Mrs. John Stadt, Mrs.
street , was taken to Holland hos- John Meiste and Mrs. William
pital with a fractured leg received Bekken.
in a fall near the Lake Shore Sugar
Expires Dec. 29
company. He was carrying a
STATE OF MICHIGAN
lunch to his son, an employeeof
the company, when the accident oc15157
curred.
PROBATE COURT FOR

for

Speed

SANDWICH TOASTER
$5.00

•

GhwGartonl

mm

25c
Price includes sonde leathn
type novelty billfold or hand}
cigarette case. A Ward gxftl

Down. $5 Monthly
Electric

Canytng Chers*

Ragged frame, vichrome

enameled in red and

,

End TaM. Vail*

Double
Grill *
Adjust

1.00
Sensationallylow pftesf
Smartly shaped top; torso

WAFFLE IRON

leg*— in walnut finish

Automaticcontrol!

Chromium
With cam

You Savo on

.

Wards Special

Grand Haven in said County, on
the 5th day of December,A. D.

Electric
turn-over

CORA VAN DE

i

WATER, Judge of Probate.
ring ceremony was performedat
In the Matter of the Estate of
9:16 o’clock.Mr. and Mrs. SwanKate Garrod Poat, Deceased.
son will reside in this city. The
Hoyt G. Post and John C. Post,
bridegroom is employed by the
Fere Marquette railroadcompany. having filed their petition, praying
The bride is identifiedwith the that an instrumentfiled in said
Chevrolet Sales and Service on Court be admittedto Probate as
the last will and testament of said
River ave.

/ Judge of Probate.

of corn.

TOASTER

Quality Washer

1934.

CORA VAN DE WATER,

$3.45

_ fabric.

CORN POPPER

at the Probate Office in the City of

deceased and that administration
At the annual meeting of the of said estate be granted to Hoyt
Trinity Reformat church choir the G. Post and Bernath P. Sherwood
officers were elected: or some other suitableperson.
It is Ordered, That the
Mrs. C. trap, president;Rein Visacher, vice-president; Miss Margar- 8th Day of Jaauary,A.D. 1935,
et Schunnan, secretary; and Miss at ten a. m., at said Probate Office
Mildred Essenburgh, librarian. Pre- is hereby appointed for hearing
ceding the election a Christmas din- Mid petition.
ner was served by Mrs. Trap and
It is Further Ordered, That pubI Christmasdecoralic notice thereof be given by pubevenfc more polling lication of • copy hereof for three
successive weeks previous to said
day of hearing in the Holland City
1 totoy MMUny
News, a newspaper printed and
circulatedin said County.

to

'SS-J3.49

At a sessionof said Court, held

Present, Hon.

heat

iron any

THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA

1

$1.19

IRON

t

Flashing nickel
plated fittings I Sturdy
knob tread tires. Just
see the low price!
white

\

THE

Mias Harriet Braamse, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Braamse of
Holland and RussellC. Swanson of
Grand Rapids were united in marriage Thursdayevening at the paraonage of the Rev. Herman Hoeksema in Grand Rapids. The single

0

$1.19

type.

$44.w

.AD
HEATING PAD

'

$5 Down, $5 Monthly

Three heats—

low,

medium
:$i.98

[^«nd

MCariirtatiCfcarp

ttidgr

CREAM WHIPPER
More

Shirts— Shorts

&
I'

25c
Mini
if Bronddote
Broadd aborts with
Utttoa yoke; elastic inserts.

iSTVS;

quality features

than in other washers
priced far highar I Triagitator, washboard action walls, 6sheet porcelain tub!

vane

Cablnat

Smoktr

2.98

design

Ullon-

a a d- o
switch.

"SUS

Walnut finish with copp.
linedcompartment—
mostl
usual at this low pries.

MONTGOMERY WARD
25-27 East Eighth Street

Modern
with

Phone 3188

& CO.

SOCIETY

NEWS

It wu a happy afternoon for
Mias Mary Kathleen McLean,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herald
P. McLean, at their beautifulhome
on 129 West Twelfth Street, Friday. The occasion was the eighth
birthday of the little Miss, and 22
little ladies about the same age
gatheredto make merry for the
afternoon.A regular program was

arranged consistingof music and Stiles, Margaret Hartman, BarMre. J. Welling was taken to Angelfne , Lam mere, on
The annual meeting of the Glean- man, Shirley Modders Beverly ance were Jay Marltn De Haan,
song and rec rationalfeatures. The bara Stickeu, Janet Snow, Jean
er’s class of Third Reformed church Jean Pardy, Sadie Van La^evelde, Jimmie Folkertsma, Leslie Dekker, University hospital at Ann Arbor Zeeland,also her parents,Mr,
recreation room was transformed Snow, Peggy Prins, Barbara Yet* followed by a potluck supper which Myra and Doris Palmer, Donna Eugene Dekker, Oman Van Hait- last week for an operation. The Mrs. Peter Borr, on Washingtonst.
into a Christmas festival gathering mans, Dorothy Van Zoeren, Connie was served in the church to 82 Van Wieren, Shirley Johnson, Mil- sma and John Gritter. Games were jaet reportsabout her conditionare and many other relatives.
Misses Henrietta and Nellie Zweplace. A table extended across the Hinga, Joyce Borr, and Mary members and guests. In the ab- dred Ter Beck, Julia Simonson, played and all enjoyed a very favorable.
Kathleen McLean.
sence of Miss Mary Hilarides, the MargaretWhite, Donna Ter Harr. pleasant time. Delicious refreshMrs. Cora liammers of Straus- mer of Holland were goaaU of
room and the table decorationsconpresident of the group, the vice- Ruth Bos and Jack and Ronald ments were served by Mrs. Lange- burg, S. Dakota, is spending a few Mrs. B. Neerken and Anna Neersisted of miniature Christmas tree
land, assistedby Doris Van Dragt, weeks visiting her daughter, Miss ken recently.
president, Miss Helene Pelgrim Herts.
and other Yuletide embellishments. The piano students of Elisabeth
and David received many fine gifts.
The juvenilespresent were: Doris Wagenveld met at her home on R. presided. Mrs. John Schipper conducted a worship program. ReadNo.
8,
Holland,
recently
and
gave
Mrs. Ben Glas was most pleasDiekema, Lots Schoon, Arelene
Mrs. George Wassink entertainings by Mrs. Clarence Klein and ed a groun of
childrenat her home antly surprisedat her home in HorEby, Peggy French, Natalie Ven- a very pleasing afternoon of enterder Schel, Emily Vender Schel, tainment A program of piano solos Miss Emma Hoekje were followed on West Ninth street in honor of culo, Friday evening, the occasion
Betty Van Weelden, Faith Den was presented by the pupils. Little by vocal duets by Mrs. John Kooi- her daughter, Miss Ruth, who cel- being her birthday anniversary.
ker and «irs. Joe Kooiker, accomebrated here tenth birthday. Er- Those comprising the party were
Herder, Margaret McLean, Pauline Geneva Pelon opened the program
panied bv Miss Jennie Karsten. vina Van Dyke, Alma Klinkenberg, Mr. and Mrs. Martin Glas and chilnever has too
by
playing
“A
Goldfish
Swims
in
Van Eerdcn, Docda Risto, Mildred
My Lily Pond,” Irene Rogers. At the business session,reports Angelyn Tuurling and Ruth Was- dren. Mr. and Mrs. John ('.las and
Others taking part were Sylvia showed that the membershipof the sink were winners of prises for children, Mr. und Mrs. Ed Glas and
stockings
that
Boerman, Gladys Helder, Alma class now numbers 47, of whom 12 games. Refreshments were ser- children, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Holder, Iris Posma, Lena Ruth are new thin year. The annual ved, and a good time was had by Glas and children, Miss Elizabeth
Glas, all of Borculo; Mr. and Mrs.
Pelon, Earl Weener, Jay Roland election of officers resulted as fol all the young folks..
is, if
Siebe Wiersma and daughterand
Weener, Myra Dean Wiersma, lows: president, Mrs. William Vander
Schel;
vice-president,
Miss
Sue
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Glas
and
chilKathleen Wiersma,Myrtle Weener,
Miss Evelyn Den Uyl was host- dren of Zeeland. Mrs. Glas was
and Robert Weener. Refreshments Plaggemars;secretary,Miss Helene Pelgrim; treasurer,Mrs. John ess to members of the Sitsn club presented a fine gift by her chiland games followed.
Masselink;missionary treasurer, who made plans for a Christmas dren.
19 at the
Mrs. Jacob Zuidema. An invita- part:’ to be
The American legion auxiliary
Mrs. Louis Van Hartseveldt, tion was extended the class to at- home of Miss D. H. Veneklasen on
Give her Gold Stripe
Mrs. Fred Beeuwkes,Mrs. George 'tend
a the home River avenue of this city. Those met at the city hall when Mrs.
tend a tea to be held at
Albers and Mrs. J. D. French visit- of Miss Hanna Hoekje, en Friday present were Miss Gertrude Huise- N. Danhof and Mrs. H. J. Matter
chiffons — smart, beautied the Ottawa county infirmary at afternoon,Dec. 28.
bos, Miss Marian Lambers, Miss gave their reports on the convenEastmanvillerecently in the inJoan Lugers, Miss Dorothy Mut- tion held at Muskegon recently.
ful and free from rings.
terest of the philanthropy commitchinsky, Miss Anna Van Ottorino Misses Helen Clark and Winifred
Miss Dorothy Van Otterloo, Miss Boone favored the Indies with a
Janet Coster,Miss Necia Do Groot, piano duet. At this meeting plans
wa» „Th ^ Mondav tat
btn
°f
Neighbor, when Miss Veneklasen and Mrs. Wilma were made for a fruit drive for
$1 00
the local hospital, which will be in
1^
17 20 m‘mb'ra *tt'ndwl- 0U,er» Mouw.
k!L J; «)«ct«d were Mrs. Stella Dore, vice
charge of Mrs. Dick Van Bree and
and Mra re^e A PeUrriirforacle ; Mrs. Blanche Shaffer, chanMrs. Siebe Wiersma and will be
ZEELAND
M
p
’-cellor; Mrs. Leona Norlin. recorder;
made on Friday, Dec. 2tth. They I
1
8(5 West Eleventh
|Mrs. Grace Urick, receiver;Mrs.
also decided to give a cash donajMrs. Elsie Knipe. outer sentinel;
13 E. bth
Holland,
Mr. iind Mrs. P. Klynstra and tion to the hospital. A birthday
Mrs. Peter Brieve was surprised Mrs. Frances Hillehrands. manparty was also held for Miss Marwhen friendsgathered at her home ager for three years, and Mrs. An- Mrs. Norman Carlton entertained tha Karsten.
13 East Nineteenth street and sta- na Zietlow, musician.Plans were the following at their home last
ged a real pleasant surprise, it be- discussed for a chicken supper and Thursday: Mr. and Mrs. Lew Vos,
her birthday. Those present were Christmasparty to be held at the Alma and Delores Ann,- Mrs. Ann
Elzinga, Elinor and Jean of Grand
Mr. and Mrs. A. Bremer and fam- hall Dec. 20.
Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith.
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Vander
Ploeg and. family, Mr. and Mrs
Celebrating her ninth birthday, Mr. and Mrs. Laverne Smith of
Herman Geers and family, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Hertz entertainedfor Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
j
Mrs. Gerrit Lamnen and family and her daughter, Elaine. The hostess Elmas, Elaine and Alberta and I^ee
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brieve and was assistedby Miss Annetta Bos. Smith of Detroit and Mrs. Frank
“
family. Mrs. Lampen was award- Donna Ter Haar, Ruth Bos and My- Cook of Atwood.
ed the prize in the game contest. ra Palmer were winners of prizes.
The Junior class of Zeeland high
"Human imitations"were produced Refreshmentswere served. Those school will present a play to the
^arge81 i^wor1, n
by Mr. Lampen.'
honoringElaine were Vivian Dal- nublic, Jan. 1(5 and 17. "Her Stepments we’ve ever had
S.V
X
‘
Husband" is a comedy in three acts.
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TESTED•TASTIES
YOUR FAMILY WILL ENJOY!
JfiN ALUM

We wll pubTuh In thb column regularly the .cry 1.1 » I rcripra inri food nr»v
deetUfed mi Iratfd by lh« Kroger Fowl Foundation.II >o. h»»r pwlicular
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HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK
Holland, Michigan

Member Federal Reaerve Syitem

SAUCEPAN!

Let us see what delightfullydifferent meals can be built with
egetables as the main dish instead of a mere accompaniment.

VEGETABLE PLATE MENUS
1.

(Introducing Novelty at Moderate Costs)
Scalloped Lima Beans and Corn
Boiled Artichokes* Drawn Duller Sauce
Glazed Silver Sink Onions Raw Vegetable Salad'
Whole Wheat
Butter
StrawberryPreserves
T
Milk
Boiled Artichokes*

Bread

ea

Coffee

Cut
'Get one

IN

By Jean Allen

tucceuful fulfillment
will depend ia

off the stalk close to the leaves;remove the outer hard leaves;

trim off the prickly tips of the petals, and cut off about an inch across
the top. Wash, and soak for half an hour in salted water. Cover
with boiling water, adding one teaspoon each of salt and lemon juice
to every quart of water. Cook until tender. Drain and lay open
slightly. The "choke" or thistle-like portion in the center may be
removed carefullyso as not to take the innermost and tenderest
petals along with it, or it may be removed at the table after the
leaves have been eaten. Serve hot with melted butter or Hollandaise Sauce, or cold as a salad with French dressing.
A small whole artichoke is used for a serving, or larger ones are cut
in halves or quarters.

The

A Wonderful Line

petals are pulled off one by on with the fingers, the larger end
dipped in the sauce, and the soft part at the base eaten. After all
the petals have been removed, the base, which is the choicestpart
of the artichoke,will be left. It is eaten with a fork, after scraping
off the "choke" if that has not been removed before serving.Artichoke bottoms alone are served often as a vegetable or salad.
Raw Vegetable Salad

of

Populirand Good
Paoki, bow

at

1 tablespoon finely minced green
1 cup raw cauliflower
pepper, if desired
1 cup celery choppes
French Dressing, Salad Dress\ cup nut meats, chopped
ing or Mayonnaise
H teaspoonful salt
% cup raw carrots,ground
Lettuce
or shredded
Combine the vegetables,nuts, and salt, and green pepper if used.
If French Dressing is used, it should be tart and should be poured
over the vegetables one-half hour before serving time. Heap on
crisp lettuce leaves, and serve cold. Very colorful and delicious.

$1.09

Silver It limpet

Ckaat of tke Knight1,
Shakespeare complete

Romaace of Rre
Book

of Etiquette

2.

(Variety is a Thrifty Menu)

Rogett Thesaurus

Stuffed Baked Onions*
Broiled Fresh Tomatoesor Escalloped (Canned) Tomatoes
Baked
Celery Hearts
India Relish o r Pepper Hash
Southern Spoon Corn
Butter
Apple Butter

Useful Quotations

The

Beans

Synonyms

Euglish

Coffee

Oily Yesterday
Story of American History
Sutfertiomfor Father
Drift

Beai

Boards

The

$3.95

Boards

Game

Pffhty

Anagrams 50c

and

New Testament

game

games

Otker Bible

Table Tennis 50c

aid

PHckit

Peg

Paste

Colored Cktlk 15c.

and

Pence ...........ZmuGrty
Greek Coffin Myuery
Lllrry
Jodne Priew ...... IS.

Qurm

CM

Old
Unle Men Whit Now?. F-/WMonuni Rides ..... t'ww F.nrni
Pctef Ashley ..... DtB. HryusrJ
.

2.00
l.

00

TJ*TrMeJyofZ""W^K
tt

1.00

re if

....fvi/srewf

.....

Divid Hiram ........ . W'rUcotl
The Virjiiniin..... Own Watrr
.

(is* of the Sulky Girl.

.25

The Album

......

.GWier

M. I

RmMrt

.50

Suggestions /or Mother

1.00

FnchintedGround....T. Btiltj
Jonithta'sD«u«hter

1.00

Hilltops

.50

Black Boards $1.65 to 2 75
.25

LmU Lsrrmort
deu....EmilkLormt
Hippinn* Hill....Grace L Hill
Ann Vickers

......

SmcUir Lnrit

Donlby Cm/uU
The Pitch of Blue"7!XraceHill
Girl Lou ........T.BsHry
Age of Innocence. . .& (Tmtim
Smith .........ITerwki Derpmt
The Pink House. . .L P.
Little

.

Five Year Diaries

75c.

4.00

Hun

.

Story

Boob

Ckildr

Desk

for

5c

-

-

Bread*

Houa Body

Carrom

How

to Say “

^

i

The principal charactersare: Gayle
Boone, Ruth Leenhouts, Joyce De
Jonge, Margaret Caldy, Viola Lnnning, Alison Vanden Berg, Randall
Claver,Marvin Vander Meulen and
Jerome Veldhuis. Miss Mary Ellen
Gaw, kindergarten teacher, is directingthe play and Miss Marion
Katte is facultyadviser.
Leon Kleis and Tom Dewey, both
of Zeeland attended the coaches’
meeting at Ann Arbor Saturday.
Thev also attended the University
of Michigan-KalamazooTeachers’
college basketballgame.

1

4 p

B

to

•Stuffed Baked Onions
4 large mild onions, boiled
% cup soft bread crumbs
H teaspoon salt
Few grains pepper
1 teaspoon minced parsley
14 cup buttered crumbs

cup chopped nuts, preferably
pecans
Mi cup thin white sauce
1 egg yolk or one-half egg
2 tablespoons fat, melted

2

Vi cups boiling water

IVi teaspoon salt
iVi tablespoon melted butter

Add corn meal

Vi cups buttermilk
1 teaspoon soda
2 egg whites

1

gradually to boiling water and let stand until cool.

Then add butter, salt, and egg yolks, and buttermilkmixed with
soda. Beat two minutes, and add egg whites beaten until stiff. Turn
into buttered pudding dish. Bake 40 minutes in hot oven, 425 F.

/

• JEAN ALLEN.

P

PROMPTN ESS
COMPANY
ML INSURANCE
JJRH I

If

[New

V

jei

separate shades for

all

Appliance
G. E. Hotpoint-Westinghouse-

Roheson-Rodieiter

IRONS—a Hotpoint for $2.95
TOASTERS—large 2*alice size for $2.75

PERCOLATORS— Aluminum model at $1.90
CLOCKS— Alarms as low as $2>25
See the largest complete Electrical Display
in Western Michigan

'

) /

Pi

.

DE
FOUW
ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
for Boys and Girls

Louwsma, Grace Johnson, I/orraine
La Huis, Hazel Ten Broek. Doro-

ness.

Books
for

Christmas ihis ye^r

!

Wonderful Values

I

j

The November grade honor roll

10c to $1.00

*

in Zeeland schools follows: Sixth
Grade: Thelma Baar, Ivan Barense, Barbara Boonstra, Mary Lou
Colhom, Theresa De Haan, Junior
De Jonge, Jay De Jongh, Joyce Den
Herder, Carl Vander Velde, Harold
Van Dyke, Theodore Vredeveld;
Fifth Grade: Betty Bennett,Eileen
Boes, Max De Pree, Coryn Kieft,
Geneva Kuipers, Shirley Romeyn,
Andred Van Haitsma. Glenn Walters, Mary Bauman, Merle Taylor;
Fourth Grade: Betty Shoemaker,
Elaine Meeusen, Willard De Vries,
Peggy Den Herder, Robert Danhof,

1

Elaine Bouwens, Ethel Kamps,
Phyllis Barense,Jeanette Berghorst. Christie Den Herder. Bruce
De Pree, Jack Dewey, Eleanor
Donia, Norma Lee Meengs. Norma
Van Dyke, Eugene Van Tamelen,
Don Wyngarden, Bernice Walters.

Games and Toys
Portable
Typewriters

Fris

Book Store

30 W. Eighth St„ Holland, Mich.

OUR CHRISTMAS CARD
is

Mrs. Fred Langeland entertained
with a party recently, honoring her
eldest son, David, who celebrated
his 7th birthday anniversary that
day. The invited guests in attend-

line

one of the Largest Displays
in

Western Michigan

OheGWl-sHast Wanted/
a genuine LANE CEDAR CHEST
mm Ml

f

wring la glrtaf

C.swlw LANE
for

If. omally tlw
gtfl MMct wanted

-mdmaar

tb.

meat bmsliral
sad Mrvle.abl.
jlri. meaty eaa

In settlin claims i» just one of the advantages of a polirv with

STATE rTUAL
.

Book Eads

GAN,

FIRE

OF MICHI-

Michigan’s
largestFarmers’ .Mutual Fire Insurance Com
lidd
pany. Here la what one member says:

Purses
Suggestions /or Brother
Ltd of Sonny beak

......

Terime

limn Triumphi«|...fl«rro**frj
Lettering en Pens and Leather

Goods

fn o on all

makes

of

1

reaxure Islind .......Stereoten

caiof'thewi

Tom

$3.50 and np.

Sawyer .....

SaEb::::::

Make your selection ear-,
ly and a small deposit

and avoid a late
appointment.

anHmrf^f^V.Lemi

Essexville, Mich., Aug. 4, 1934.
State Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,
Dear Sire:--I received your check for personal lost in
fire. Ithai.kyou for your just and prompt settlement
for as roe. I remain.
Respectfully, Mr. and Mre. Carl Wagner.

If you are interestedin insuring your farm property with s
assures you of honest adjustment and prompt
settlement of tosses, together with liberal coverage at reasonable cost, see one of the following representatives:

Company which

din

Bram Witteveen, Holland, R. F. D. No. 6
2 L Stake St

S. Paul Stegenga, Holland,

State Mutual Fire Insurance Co.of Mich.
7#2 Church St, Flint, Michigan
H. K. FISK. Secretary

lamps]

were Gertrude Karsten, Hester

my «c.Aob—

Wmter

\

Miss Janet Staal conducteda
class recital of her piano pupils at
her home recently. Many friends
of the pupils attended and it was
a very creditable musical treat.
Those of her pupils who took part

Cadar Chrai - for

Sunoybrook Firm

$1.95

New JUNIOR REFLECTOR LAMPS
Silk or parchment shades

dence vacated by Mr. C. Smeenge.
John J. Boes, Jr., moved from the
Werkman residence on South Maple
st. into the Nederveld residenceon
the same street.

thy Dekker, Delia Roels, Lois Glerum, Marian Karsten, Eleanor Lampen, WinifredVan Hoven. Grace
Ella Vander Plants Glen Walters
and Ward Perks. Joyce Elenhaas
was unable to play because of ill-

”

—

$4.95 $5.75

{

Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Snow, North State st., a son; to
Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Bloemsmn
Imlay City, a son. The folks are
well known in Zeeland.
C. Smeenge moved from his residence on Maple st. into his house
on Taft ave., recently vacated by
Bert Wabeke. Joe Elenbaas has
moved from Borculo into the resi-

¥*«

Faithfully,

Cljriatmas

J

BRIDGES JUNIORS CAPE CODS

ties.

Illick Flower .......Jnr AUttt
Freckles ....... . .GrarS.Porter

Understood bS*."*.
Deer Enemy ...... .Jem

Manicure Sets

^

Mich.

Lcimps *?rom

Attorney Tom Mahan of Holland
spoke before the newly formed Republicanclub at Zeeland at a meeting held at the new city hall. Tom
puts up quite a G.O.P. spiel and
no doubt will have plenty of oernsions to use his speaking proclivi-

The Secret Girden ...... Bermelt

Rebet ci of

Sets

Milk

Scoop out center from the root end of the onions, leaving a shell;
chop the onion removed from the center and mix the remaining ingredients except the buttered crumbs; stuff the onion shells with
this mixture. Cover with the buttered crumbs; arrange on a greased
shallow pan or oven-glass dish; bake in a hot oven (400 degrees F.)
until the food is hot and the crumbs are brown, or about 10 minutes.
•Southern Spoon Corn Bread
2 egg yolks, slightlybeaten
2 cups white corn meal

Swggesrioni for Sister

2.50

Tea

ilmtj

Shoppe

ELECTRICALLY”

•

1

by

up

m«Mhet Dowry Type Cbrat,
aiakco ai nufftilfia
magntfeeatgift. Full
41* eUc, profiuely
with genuine wood carriage and tuna lag*
a horkground of ranter aiatcbed Oriental wood
ewerJteaiy of rtoragoepaoe and every amth
proof feature, obtainable in Lane Chaste ONLY.
ThU

i

DeVries

$22.50

&2)amb#s

THE HOME OF GOOD

FUBNUUItE

-

Michigan

Spread the Qlad Tidings

-GIVE LOVELY

V M*

S

Yon simply can't be wrong

if

you give these modish "S.V.M.”
chiffons with their cheery tidings of new hosiery serviceand

cepted December 26 at 1:80 p.m..
Postmaster A. J. Westveer stated
today.
Gerrit Boerman,32 West Eighteenth St., was treated at Holland
hospital today for amputationof
the tips of thiree fingers on each
hand. Boerman is an employe of a

unbelievable that anything so

The MissionarySociety of the
First Reformed church held its
annual meeting recently at which
time reports of the officers were
submitted and new officerswere
elected for the coming year. Mrs.
James Wayer, president; Mrs. H.
Dykhuizen and Mrs. F. Kooyers,
vice-presidents;Miss Henrietta home of Mrs. Kobes, 284 West
Zwemer, secretary, and Mrs. B. Eighteenth street, in honor of
The Women’s Guild of Grace
Vander Pool, treasurer. Refresh- Mrs. Fred Kobes, whose marriage
ments were served to the forty-five was solemnizedon ThanksgivingEpiscopal church was entertained
members present by Mrs. W. Van- Day. Games were played, winners at the home of Mrs. W. Dunn, 24
Graves Place, yesterday afternoon
der Haar and her committee.
being Mrs. A. De Roos, Mrs. J. Van
at 2:00 o’clock. On Saturday from
Zoeren, Mrs. L. Balfoort and Mrs. 5 to 7 the guild will serve a public
The Erickson food shop atTIrand
J. Dozeman. Guests included Mrs. Christmas dinner in the parish hall
Haven was entered and robbed of
J. Van Zoeren, Mrs. Fred Meyer, on West Ninth St.
$95 in cash, including $88 in sales
Mrs. J. Aatman, Mrs. C. Buurma,
tax money, some time Saturday
night. Entrance was effected Mrs. A. De Roos, Mrs. H. HameTwenty-five tables of contract
through the coal chute and by link, Miss Nettie De Groot, Mrs. and auction bridge were in play in
J.
Dozema,
Mrs.
H.
Maas,
Mrs.'
means of jimmying doors. It was
the tea room of the Woman’s Litindicated the robbers knew the hid- Balfoort,Mrs. W. Stallkamp, Mrs. erary club Saturday afternoon,
B. Molenaar, Mrs. P. Schieringa. when the Holland Music club gave
ing place.
a benefit for their Interlochen
Former PresidentAndrew KlomThe township tax roll is in the parens, Vice President Jake Fris, scholarship fund. Prizes in the
hands of the collector,Florence and Joe Geerds of the Holland Ex- games were donated by local merchants, and were awarded to Miss
Beery, and the rate for the village
change club, together with Dr. Gertrude Mahaffey, Mrs. John Dykof Saugatuck is $19.65 per thouWilliam Westrate, state president, stra, Mrs. Edward Albers, Mrs. F.
sand, a littlehigher than the 1933
have returned from Battle Creek, E. De Weese and Mrs. Nellie Dykroll.
where they held a charter meeting huizen in auction bridge, and Mrs.
of the club at Hotel Kellogg. There Marvin Lindemann and Mrs. James
The Rev. Howard Scholten, son were many Exchange members and K. Ward in contract. Mrs. Ivan
of Mr. and Mrs. Burt Scholten of
officialsfrom different parts of Bosman received a consolation

*S.V. M/' Chiffons are all rein-

forced at every vital point of
wear. They’re
too

—

SHADO CLEER,

the name for the exclu-

sive process which achieves
hitherto impossible clearness in
fine

sheer hosiery.

79c Pair
or Boxed, 3 pairs lor

$2.25

this

Bid* for the interior paintingand
repairs of the postoffice will be ac-

local factory.

serviceable.

Also for

LOCAL NEWS

satisfaction.It's really almost

sheer and lovely could be so

f
mm

was a musical program followed by Klein, John Henry Roelofs and surprised Mr». Ben Glas at her
ALLEGAN COUNTY NEWp the Michigan Children’shome.
fun making by John Henry Sprick. Harold Haverdink.
home near Borculo, the occasion
•
' • a •
Games were played and refreahbeing her birthday anniversary. Following the practice of former
Alvin Bauhahn and family of
menta were served.
Miss Anne Jackson was hostess The evening was happily
**.spen
snt in Christmas seasons the pupils of Gibam spent Thanksgiving day
:iable way and Mrs.'
on Saturday afternoon at a bridge
Mrs. Gfa
Glas was Gibson school are making a house- with Mr. and Mrs. John Walbert
The United Spanish War Vet- luncheon at her home on Michigan
;nted with a fine gift. Those to-housecanvass selling the Christ- and family in School District No.
erans held their annual meeting Ave. The affair honored Miss Lois pre«
resent rrere Mr. and ^firs. Henry mas seals. They have chosen sides 4. On Dec. 1 Mr. Bauhahn with
in the G.A.R. rooms Monday eve- Keppel, who will be a bride of Dec. Glas and children,Mr. and Mrs. and the side selling the largest Irene, Mabel and Bernice motored
ning for the purpose of electing 27. Christmas decorationsadorned Siebe Wiersma of Zeeland,Mr. and number will be erftertained by tha to Grand Rapids, accompaniedby
officersand other business.Of- the luncheon table, where places Mrs. Andrew Glas and children, opposite side. This will mean a George Wilner.
ficers elected are John Slaghuis, were laid for eight guests. Prises Miss Elizabeth Glas, Mr. and Mrs. happy time for all the pupils vmm
.• • •
commander; Frank Harbin, senior in bridge were awarded to Miss Ed Glas and children. Mr. and Mrs. time after the holiday season. Tfce
The benefit concert for the Dougvice commander;Thomas Owen, Margaret Steketee and Miss Alma John Glas and children,Mr. and P.-T.A.sale at Gibson school hooe las hospital, which was to have
been given at the Douglas Congrejunior vice commander; Thomas Cook. Miss Keppel receiveda guest Mrs. Martin Glas and children, all was held laat Friday evening.
• « *
of Borculo.
gational church next Sunday eveEastman, officer of the day; James prise.
The next meeting of the Sauga- ning has been postponed until
• » •
Smith, officer of the guard, and
The Ruth Gleaners society of tuck Woman’s club will be held in Sunday, evening, Dec. 16.
The annual Christmasluncheon
John Hanley, trustee. A joint inr— o
Noordeloos was entertainedrecent- the Congregational church parlors
stallation service of the camp and and program of the Holland Music
ly with a party in the church base- Dec. 14, when Mrs. L. R. Brady
Mrs. J. De Haan, Mrs. Ben Boethe United Spanish War Veterans' club was held yesterdav afternoon
ment The group sang several and her Camp Fire Giris will put ve of Holland and Mrs. Henry
auxiliary will take place in the at the home of Mrs. Martha Roba play, “Christmas Truants.” Kruibhoff of Drenthe were at Rogbins. 93 West Fourteenth St. The hymns after which a short procity hall January 15.
»re will
wil be a tree with gifts for J gens last week, Wednesday.
luncheon was served promptly at gram was given. It includeda gui- There
duet by Beulah Kapenga and
A grocery shower was given on one o’clock, Mrs. A. A. Visscher tar
Rencena Diepenhorst; reading by
Monday evening by Mrs. John being in charge of the program.
There was also a Christmastree Helene Maatman; song entitled, “It
Kobes and Mrs. Ben Mulder, at the
Isn’t Any Trouble Just to Smile,”
and an informal social hour.

GIFTS

Christmas

this city, has receiveda call to the

SHE’LL LOVE Silk Lingerie-SilkScarfs—

Handbags— Fine Hankies— Silk or Flannel
Robes— Silk Blouses— Wool Sweaters
Furs — Costume Jewelry — Sports Togs.

—

the state.

Reformed church at Corinth. At
present he is serving the Reformed
The new police balding now
church of Ada. The Rev. Mr. Scholcontains a "cop radio,” ordered by
ten is a graduate of Hope college
and Western Theologicalseminary. the police board, but was delayed
for some time. Holland is now
Wallace French of New York well equipped and ready for "callCity arrived in Holland recently ing all cars."
to bo the guest of his parents, Mr.
Dr. William Westrate, state
and Mrs. Charles A. French, at
their home on West Eleventh St., president of Michigan Affiliated
during the coming holiday season. Exchange clubs, has accepted the

***«*&*<
Special Showing Holiday Dresses

post as service and welfare officer

AttractivelyPriced

Phone 2198

-

GEORGE M00I ROOFING

-

The North Street church orchesbirthday anniversary.Mr. and Mrs.
tra will give a public program in
Gerrit Blok have resided in Holthe Third Christian Reformed
land nearly fifty years, and there
church on New Year’s evening.This
were many well wishes as they sat
will be their first public appearance
around the festive board doing jusof the year and the. program will
tice to an elaborate repast.It was
offer all sacred music.
one of those homey affairs long to
be remembered. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Flik and family, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Flik and
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Koetsier of
j Grand Rapids. Mr. and Mrs. Mar
Otto Yntema, principal of Jamestin Blok of Hastings, Mrs. Roy town school, and Dick H. Vande
Essenberg of Kankakee, 111., Mr. Bunte, superintendentof schoolsat
and Mrs. James Blok and family, Hudsonvifle,have announced their
Merl Eggiman of Grandville.Mr. candidacies for office of commisHenry Brusse, Mr. and Mrs. Evert sioner of schools of Ottawa county,
J. Blok and family, Mr. and Mrs.
as rivals with Gerrit G. GroeneRaymond Beekman, Mrs. Johanna woud of Holland. — Grand Rapids
and Julius Newman and Mr. and
Press.
Mrs. Gerrit Blok of Holland.

OTTAWA COUNTY NEWS

AND

CO.

Over Twenty-five Years of Experience
Composition, Gravel or Asphalt Roofs — Roof Paints
Asphalt Shingles and Roll Roofing
Telephone 3826 or 2713

Warehouse.29 East 6th Street

Olfice and

HOLLAND. MICHIGAN
We Wish

all of

You

the Greetings of the Season

A

miscellaneousshower was recently given at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. John Volkers in honor of
Miss Sena Roelofs. The shower was
given by Mr. and Mrs. Henry Roelofs. Prize winners in the competitive games played were the Mises
JosephineDekker, Julia Postma,
Frances Koning, Gertrude Velhof,
Delia Veldhof and Ethel Lohman.
Guests included the Misses Nancy
and Henrietta Van Dis, Rosella
Deters, Gertrude Veldhof, Bessie

Fresh and delicious

irom

our ovens—

baked goodies

melt in your mouth,

They're an

indis-

Christmasfeast.

We Make

and

Sell

Dutch Novelties

Banner Bakery
200.RiverAve. Ph 3971

Just now we are
Specializing on

Large and Small Wooden Shoes
Ornamental or Ready to Wear
WOODEN

SHOES

-ALL

SIZES IN

•

• •

•

The South Ottawa Teachers’club
was entertained for its December
meeting at the high school in
Jamestown.An instrumental quartet from Jamestown High school
provided the music. A Jamestown
teacher entertained with two read-

tion is expected at a special meetPark.
ing of the city council Monday evening. The bond issue and interest
is to be paid by earnings from the
municipallight and power company.

• •

•

By

PCG
E*

price* have come down sharply

mustard

Low Cost Dinner

Pot Roast of Beef
Miss Dorothy Pomp, daughter of
Mashed Potatoes
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Pomp of HolScalloped Tomatoes
land, formerly of Coopersville,be
Bread and Butter
came the bride of Henry Slagh of
Fruit
Cooklea
North Holland,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tea or
MUk
Bert Slagh, Thanksgiving day. The
Medium Cost Dinner
Rev. G. Rozeboom of Muskegon, a
Browned Potatoes
cousin of the bride, performedthe Roast
ButteredCauliflower
single ring ceremony at the parBread and
sonage of the Fellowship Reformed
Coffee Tapioca Cream
church in Muskegon. Miss Jeanet
Tea or
Milk
Slagh, sister of the bridegroom, atVery
Special
Dinner
tended the bride. Marvin Overbeek
of Holland attended the groom. A
Fruit Cup .
wedding supper was served at the Roast Pork Candled Sweet Potatoea
home of the bride’s parents.
' Green
Apple Sauce CoopersvilleObserver.
Rolls and Butter
Steamed Marmalade Pudding
• • •
Milk
A number of relatives pleasantly

Coffee

.

Lamb

'

Butter

,

Coffee

A Merry

You

Christmas f

’re

Always Right

With a

Gift

—

Beans

“Send

It

Burt L. Post, Jeweler
W.

Phone 4506

8th St.

To The Laundry”
She’ll be proud to

Average Cost for a Family of

Wet Wash
Thrifty

Wash

Rough Dry
Flour

at

at 8e. per lb.

B*|I

fine for diib

.

Many

distinctive stylet in

Batteries

Priced from
and up

Laundry

Holland Vulcanizing Company

Traub Diamond Rings
1

1

9750

from

1

1 (Jp

workmanship,stones

of brilliant quality, in rings

’

o

!

Pancake Flour

Easy Task

Soap Chips

Waldorf Tissue
H

22

Rolled Oats

£

Q

rolls

4

or Kirks Flako .Whit#

Iba.

or

cant

3

Sultana

Baking Powder
P

6

Vogotable

Ib. can

2

Soap

bara

10

Calumet Baking Powder

Ib. can

Sunbrite Cleanser

Bulk

-

Prunes

Macaroni

cana

6

Hag

Kaffee

lb.

4

70/,0Si**

lbs.

4

. Enc°re

or sp,*hetti

21c

"> '’•*

Ib. carton

lb.

Tomato

49c

5•

bag 98c

Tail Boy Soups

ib.

5

:i

21c

lb-

^^ '0***
Supremo o* '

Bokar

pkg.

lb.

Sauerkraut

2

Iona Cocoa
Raisins

s"d,d

ji.

pi.4,.1

Pink Salmon

Tall

lb. can

s"dl,“ 4

»>• 29c

J

tana SflC

Cana

Bulk Green Tea

tic
Quick or

i

5

Master Brand

0,•

Northern

25c

Tissue
2

.

»*1"

2

Gloves

Jersey

Excel Craclcers

lb.

tin

19c

-ir. 55c

6

23<

•*i"

s»d-

Wortk»‘>"

lb.

%
2

Chocolate

Bars’*”'1''' Ai»ond

2

FRENCH

31c

>*• 6

Bars

HARD MIXED

tin

r*B‘ 19c

Chocolate
.

CANDY

lb.

4

0rJ^

Chocolate Drops

jg

2

J"

3 lba ,in 55c

Canvas Gloves

29c
2

Chase & Senborn Coffee

Crisco

«

">

Jqo.rt Jar,

28 os. Jar
11

pkg. 1

Ige.

Regular }

Blue Label

100% Filled

*J(b-

29c

lb. 10:

2 lbs.

DATES ^
OLIVES
FIGS
Carpenter’s
PEANUT BRITTLE *
MEAT
MEAT
Anne
2-lb.

RIPE

pkg.
can
pkg.

2 lbs.

NONE SUCH MINCE
MINCE
Queen

19C

2lbi. 25c

,

i

|Qc

Me

CREAMS i

MARVIN

65c

pkg.

Iba.

CANDY

25c
25c
19c
19c
25c
15c
10c

pkg.
pkg.
U-os. pkg. 13c

CURRANTS

PICNICS4 ‘V”
Rib or Roan
Bsaslses,RoOm

Complete Line of Dinnerware

ll'/gc

SPARE RIBS

'Lata «nd llsaty

lb.
lb.

FRANKFURTS

Largs and Juicy
Michigan Grads No. I

4#

BEEF ROASTS

BEEF POT ROASTS
BEEF SHORT RIBS

GROUND

BEEF

BEEF LIVER

white

$1.00

18c

j

8c
6c
25c

or

Prest-o-Lite

or yellow gold cates

Exquisite

>1

Red Cisde

e!

ll^c
SWISS STEAK ?1T^7
Loin
Round
Frost Shields

and lovely collection.

.

toweb -St tick

^

of the

Women’s Wrist Watches

50c
7o per lb 80c
lb.

own and wear one

Can

49c

exquisitepieces of jewelry from this complete

Week

at 4c per

ALCOHOL
Bring Your

fl
Six per

'

Hockless
34

49c

Coffee

from

And a Good New Year Resolution
(No More Home Washing)

B"* 23c

4

l
!a

8 O'clock

Apple Butter

in

$1.09

i

25c

lbs.

49c

lk>-

COFFEE

Mustard

ANN PAGE

Cup %

to

2

Bulk Lord

Karo Syrup

SUNDAY DINNER
SUGGESTIONS

10

-Y

Giant Bara

Sunnyfield Oats

!
I

Dutch Novelty Shops
Holland h Wooden Shoe Factory FrtemU
All the YuUtide Greetings

• •

Miss Hazel Cook, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cook, was
united in marriageto Harry Te*
Haar, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Ter Haar of Drenthe, at the parsonage of Christian Reformed
church, the Rev. B. J. Danhof performing the ceremony. Miss -Tena
Van Dam was bridesmaid and Bernard Ter Haar, brother of the
groom, was best man. A wedding
supper was served after the ceremony to immediate relatives.

speaker for the evening.

STOCK

Sugsr

Hour

Ajex Soap

the past week and except when
bad weatheralowa laying,theaa prtcea
ahould continue or go even lower.
Meat prlcei have Increased, particularly on lamb and beef
Vegetableaare plentiful and very
moderateIn price An amazing variety
of them Is available-including cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, Bruaaela
sprouts, kale, splotch,
greens, dandelion greens, green beam,
and daughter, ShirleyHazel, Julius
carrots, beets, - turnips and white
The Ottawa C.E. society will boilingonions, to mentiononly a faw.
Lugten, Gerrit Van Dyke, Dennis
meet with South Blendon society
Navel oranges are cheaper though
on Sunday evening, Dec. 16, at the still much higher than other oranges
local Reformed church. Specialmu- and grapefruit. New crop Florida
sic will be furnished by the Beav- trawberrieahave begun to arrive.
Here are three menus made up I
erdam male quartet. Marian Klaaren of the seminary will be the from seasonable foods:

pensable part of the

Bulk Brown
Pillsbury

A $20,000 bond issue will be ings. Garry Nonhof read a paper
voted on by residents of Grand on “The Teaching of Citizenship."
Haven at a special electionearly Otto Yntema gave a short talk.
in January, for completion of the
The next meeting will be held at
police and fire station. Authorizathe Harringtonschool at Virginia

The body of a man found stuffed
Hemmke, Kathryn and Johanna under a building at South Haven
Groote, Frances Koning, Josephine has been identifiedas* that of
and Frances Dekker, Julia Postma, George L. Bassford, formerly of
Gertrude Wiegerink, Janet and Fruitport. He left the village on
Harriet Haverdink, Ethel Lohman, September 5 for Benton Harbor,
Gertrude Elshuis,Delia, Anna and with the intention of pickinggrapes
Jennie Veldhof, Juliet Poll, Hen- but had not been heard from since
rietta Volkers, Fanny Markoluger, that date. The body was identified
Frances Haverdink, Joan Roelofs, by a fishinglicensefound on the
Florence and Frances Volkers, Mr. body and by the clothes. His mothand Mrs. Henry Roelofs, Mr. and er, Mrs. Henrietta Bassford, and
Mrs. Herman Volkers,Mr. and Mrs. a sister, Mrs. Chester Tufts, reside
John Volkers, Mrs. Gerrit Haver- in Fruitport.
dink, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Klein
• • •

that

lOO-jb.

horst, Mildred Kuyers, Ralph Blaukamp, Antoinette J e k e 1,
I, Henry

"Reading the News," were presented by the school children.Guitar
music was furnished by Edward
Valoblek. The school childrenalso
gave Thanksgivingrecitations.A
business meeting for the purpose
of discussing school affairs will be
held at the school house Dec. 18.

/[j

10 ^
^
bag

wMviinm, iva/uiuuu
ene Maatman,
Raymond A/lcpcil*
Diepen-

Holland spoke on the subject,
"Thankfulness.”Two interesting
dialogues, "Cora’s Callers"and

in a reunion celebration of pis 77th

WE KEEP HOLLAND DRY

Hel-

Granulated

Fine,

-

The Earnest Workers met at the for the Willard G. Leenhoutspost
home of David and Richard Boyn- No. 6. The appointment was made
ton recently. Mr. Gerard Cook by Henry Cook, new commander selectedfor the class is "Class of
ChristianCrusaders.”
opened the meeting by reading
f the local post.
Scripture and Mr. De Groot led in
The Lincoln School P.-T.A. club
prayer. Kenneth De Groot read an
meeting has been postponed until
interesting story after which there
January. The club will meet with
A very pleasantevening was en- others tonight, Thursday.
joyed when the children of Mr.
o
Gerrit Blok gathered at the home
TO
GIVE
CONCERT
of their parents, 291 W. 19th St.,

Holland City News $1 a Year

Henry Helder,

Diepenhorst,

SUGAR'
f

1

SOCIETY

37 E. 8th Street

sung by Frances Vander Hulst,
Bertha Vander Hulst, Geneva Vander Hulst, Evelyn Kapenga and
Angeline Vanden Bosch, accompanied by Beulah Kapenga; reading,
"A Letter from Hans to Frits,” by
Beatrice Lemmen; budget by Nina
Fopma. Games were played and refreshments served. The following
attended: Nina Fopma, Leonard
Diepenhorst,Evelyn Kapenga, John
Winteup, Beatrice Lemmen, Harold Hoeksema, Beulah Kapenga,
Henry Ter Haar, Bertha Vander
Hulst, Simon Alofs, Frances Vander Hulst, Joe Alofs, Geneva Vander Hulst, Jake Stegenga, Rencena

Terpstra, Mathilda Sterken, Martie
Koiseer, Janet Van Dyke, George
Van Dyke, Irene Bos, Arnold Bos,
Annetta Wabeke, Lorene darner,
Florence Diepenhorst, Arthur and
Gertrude Diepenhorst, John Helprize.
der, the Rev. anjl Mrs. S. Fopma,
o
Angeline Vanden Bosch and RayMr. Don J. Zwemer entertained mond Kuyers.
members of his Sunday School class
* • •
of Sixth Reformed cnurch at his
At the annual congregational
home, 323 East Thirteenth St. Election of officers resultedas followsj meeting of Vriesland Reformed
Donald Van Gelderen, president; church held last week, Marine Den
Marvin Van Gelderen, vice presi- Herder was elected as elder and
dent; Emerson Strong, treasurer, George Van Zoeren as deacon.
and James Rowan, reporter. Songs
• • •
were sung by the group, with Mrs.
The Parent and Teacher meeting
Zwemer accompanyingat the piano
and Mr. Zwemer at the flute. Re- was held at West Olive last
freshments were served. The name week when Gerrit Groenewouldof
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180 River Avenue
Phone 3926
Holland, Mich.

HAVEN TIRE SHOP
409 Seventh

St

RING

To Sorva with
DnmfMngs or Gravy
To Boll or
Boko

^

BOLOGNA

lb.

lb. T'/gc
,

lb. 12J4c

OYSTERS SSrEi

Qt'

PORK

H>.

Pure

ROASTS

PORK

10c

lb. 124c

'tfuSTES

T«*r

lb. 12£c

43c
12>^c
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Who Was

Holland, Michigan, Thursday,
ZEELAND AND HOLLAND
PVTENTS

in

Coma State Can

MRS. LEENDERT

MULDER

before the Ladies’ Bible class of

FourteenthStreet Christian Rcformed church).

have been held at her house and
for which ,she was on her way to
this city to buy decorations when
she was struck, had passed off

Q

She little realised that there was
no party at her home two days
after she was hurt, as the family
and friends were most anxious, as Shr D «on* from our mMit,
Leaving a vacant teat.
escape, as she sufferedskull at that time it was feared she
Bat iho leavaa behind aweet mentor le*.
ire and brain iniury which might die.
That never will retraal.
her unconscious for 22 days
She would trace words on the
ing which time her conditionat wall that the nurse could read She lived a goad example.
Waa active until the end.
aes was very critical.
when it appearedhard for her to
Ihlngithat were good;
On the 22nd day her eyelids talk. Her voice at first was dull Living
On her eupport we could depend.
Kuttered and she appeared rest- and in a monotone. She appears
Later on she opened her eyes to have suffered no permanent in- She wai fired to overflawing.
appearedto sense what Was
and the attending nhysician Wi h gru'itnde(or God'e goodne»;
Fer everythingthe received.
g on around her. The first
today he looks for her comAnd fer HU promise*.
Is she spoke were
e "wa/
"yes,” when plete recovery.
led by the nurse if her father
She was taken to her home Fh* WM a faithful wllneu,
At aT Ilmen, and everywhere.
.s there, and "no," when asked where she will remain in bed for
iiw n* friend!, neighbor!and relative!.
her mother was in the room.
some time. Since she has realized
With them her Joy did ahare.
Each day has seen a gain since where she has been her constant
time when it became known plea has been to be taken back to Of two thing! we are mindful.
Not by any meana the leait.
It she was recovering her full her home.
We were bleiaed by her aiaoeiatUn
The case is a record at the Grand
faculties. Each day she would say
Also, onr responsibilitieswere Increased.little more and then lapse into Haven hospital and has attracted
sleeps. One of the first sen- considerable attention throughout Another thing she Uught us.
It should concern.
snces she uttered was to inquire the state, as it is seldom that an ToEveryone
use every talenl to ns entrnsted.
A

Until the Lord’sreturn.

& SONS

MRS. EDGAR H. SMITH, FOR-

MERLY MISS NELLE
BREEN OF HOLLAND,
TELLS OF HER
WORK AMONG

i

Miss Nelle Breen of whom the
Holland City News chronicled as
being wed in Africa on October 10
to Mr. Edgar H. Smith of London
in a church made of mud, gives a
letter of some length telling of her
work on the dark continent.
The letter is found in full below:
Sudan United Mission,
Ibi via Makurdi,

N. Nigeria,
W. Africa,

B.

Dear Friends:
One would almost believe they
were in the U. S. A. today, on a
warm, showery April day. The

warm hut not the usual hot,
sultry heat. Every once in awhjle
we get a soft little shower of rain.
It is an unusual day for Africa,
for at this time of the year we
air is

have heavy downpours. As a result the roads are all ruts and
ripples where the streamlets of
water have been running down to
some outlet. When coming down
a hill this morning from Takum,
like a little youngster I said,
"Ah-h-h-h-h,”just to hear the
trills. My bicyclealso had a song

Pure Silk Hose

Draber

Coat Sale

I

Full Fashioned

HOSE
A Holiday

Coats

All
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Special

Now

Buy

at January Prices

at

75c - 95c

HolidayDress Event
Special Selling Brings

New

Style Ladies’

Robes

Hand Bags ^

98c

-Pajamas

95

Real Savings

$5.95 $6.95 $8.95

$5.00

$5.95 $7.50

$1.95

Crepe

$2.85

Kiddies’ Plaid Top SoowSoits

Flannel

Corduroy

One

Piece- Solid Color

Bottoms

$3.50

Sale

Bed Blankets

$2.25 $3.45

i

Think

of

Kiddies’Solid Color SnowSuits

$3.60 to $10.75

Zipper Front

•

Double Knee

-

$5

YOlMOmf

BfflUTIfY

Your Home

ROAD TO PROGRESS ^

“To

Achieve progrota,”declaresAlfred P. Sloan, Jr, Presidentof
General Motor*, “we must encourage constructive effort, atim*
ulate the cxercieeof Initiative,

•no establish confidenceIn the
belief that constructive perform-

Sometimesthese heavy rains are
not so pleasant.This past weekend
I went to Kwambai. Saturday waa

•nee juatifleeth* opportunityof
reasonable reward.” His views
•re publishedIn The American
Magazine.

1

GOLD AND GUTTERING— Gold lamft Is
used in the creation of this stunningevening ensemble worn by Miriam Hopkins,
picture star. The tailored motif so new In
formal evening wear Is reflected In the
bodice end In the treatmentof the Jacket

waited until nearly eight expecting
Mai-Yaki.When he did not appear I decidedit were best to catch
the road for the sun was rapidly
rising. Mail day is quite an important event. When no Mai-Yak
was met on the way, I decidedto go
on to Kwambai and not await him
in town. I was out but a mile when
I saw Kuru, our boy, waiting for

at Holiday

Time and

Enjoy Cheer and Coziness for Years!
Spend part o( your Christmas Shopping money

on your home

instead of buying

knowing 1 would have trouble he
awaited me. I sent him back to
the chief to get some men to help.
When Tie came back, we worked
out a scheme. He stood in the
water up to his waist, and made
a floating bridge from logs of the
old bridge. There was nothing on
which to place these to hold them
firmly, hence the term floating
bridge. Then he put a long limb
firmly into the water on one side,
while he stood on the other. You
would have smiled to see me gingerly walk across — rather crawl

51

In Michigan on

The Decrease
•

Drought Year 1934
Proves to be One of tne Lowcot in Fire Loon

Despite

Michigan's 1934 record of forest
and acreage burned will go
down as one of the* lowest in history. A compilationof figures from
the 14 forest fire districts of the
Field Administration Division, Department of Conservation,shows a
total of 3,038 fires and 68,016
acres burned over.
Th^ number of fires as well as
the acres devastated during the
past year is far below the figures
of 1938, which had 4,657 fires and
202,090 acres burned. Of the past
decade only two years have records of damage lower than 1984.
FORUM bPlAKC*!— P. W. UUh- The following tabulationindicates
fltld,prtaldtnt of tho Goodyear
that the past season has one of
Tiro and Rubber Co., who will bo
the lowest recorus in history:
Year
Fires Acres Burned
tho principalapeak*r on the
725,928
3,852
1925
Forum of Mberty projram over
1926
1,499
166.112
tho Columbia netwo'k
94,477
1927
2,380
Ho lo one of a rumoer of tS(
1,294
1928
--.MX
country’s leadlrg induitriellati
49,811
1929
2,395
who will ho hoard In tho oirloo
1930
4,593
2782297
282,979
1931
4,183
39,033
2,536
1932
202,090
1933
4,557
53,016
1934
8,088
During 1934 the upper peninsula
of Michigan had 1,874 fires and
19,386 acres burned over, while the
lower peninsula haa 1,664 fires and
33,630.48 acres devastated,the record shows. The number of fires
blamed on carelesssmokers In the
lower peninsula exceeded that of
the upper peninsula by 761 to 617.
The 8,038 fires which occurred
in the entire fire zone of the state,
which includes both upper and
lower peninsulas,were attributed
approximatelyto the following
causes: Smokers, 1,378; brushburning, 484; incendiary,238; miscellaneous, 21 1; campfires, 202;
lightning,98: unknown, 96; railroads, 78, and lumbering, 18.
fires

HOLLAND MAYOR,
CC HEAD HAVE
USEFUL HOBBIES
(Grand Rapids Herald)

Mayor NicodemusBosch and

STORK DERBY WINNER? —

BEAUTY AND INDUSTRY-

Mre. Mathew Kenny, 31, of Toronto, who hope* to win the S600,000 bequeetopen to the women
giving birth to tha largest number of children between 1926 and
1936. Mre. Kenny le the mother of
13 children, ten of them born
since 1926 and le enured by

They go

ntdlcel authoritiee that she will

give birth to twine next month.

In

In

for boauty conteeti

Central Amerlea, too. Benort

ta GuleeU Kepfer, society belli

SAVED FROM KIDNAPERS-

Mrs.

of Guatemala,who •• Mies A»

Alice Stoll, Louisville social leader,

water Kent wee cheeen the

who wee returned eafely to her home
by Federal agente after she had
•pent days In the hands of her kidnapers. Fifty thousand dollars had
been demanded for her return.

most beautifulrepresentative a*
Commerce In the Customs!*
Republic where American mo*e
redloe as well •• American
grama ere popular.

William M. Connolly, manager of
the chamber of commerce, have
hobbies which are of benefit to ths
city of Holland.
The mayor, wno is an apiarist,
received a letter recently asking
about a speciesof flower displayed
in Centennial park during Tulip
Time. He turned the letter over to
Mr. Connelly, somewhat of a horticuturist.

After studying the questionwith

John Van Bragt, city park superintendent,and two nurserymen, he
wrote back that the plant waa re-

across — these floating logs holding on to the stick and my other
refused to go with the doctor,alarm about Kuru’s neck, he slowly b* » follower and live thus. It is to take me across on his back and though he too was given the oppor- lated to amaryllis,that it originnot
the
custom
of
the
husband
to assured me he would hug me tightwalking along in the water. The
ly, but 1 preferred not. I prayed tunity. The doctor showed Miss ated in Cape Hope and is known
ends which were placed on the old go after his runaway wife, hut the
man’s
father
must.
This
father
re- that n way might bo open that I Zagers where to open the abscess. »s clivia nobilis.Mr. Connelly is
bridge and the bank weren’t so bad
need not sit in the drizzling rain During his stay with us the man now awaiting a communication
but the center was scarey. There fuses, so they came asking what
with wot clothes. 1 had asked about told how he had done fetish, for about bees, which he will refer to
must
be
done.
The
suggestion
was
were, no logs long enough to reach
paths through the wilds hut they years, offering all he had to the the mayor.
for it is a wide stream. 1 heaved made that once more the chief and
ossured me it was impossiblesince spirits for health hut had not found
evangelist
with
one
of
the
leaders
a sigh of relief when across. Then
try to persuade the father, and if all was flooded. Kuru and 1 had relief. Now this now God had
a man from the chief came and
that fails, well, then the husband just decided we would follow the helped him and he was going to First TB Seals Purchased
carried my cycle across.
hush path when Filibbus, the evan- follow him. Nevertheless after a
Holland
There was another place farther with a witness go and ask the girl
few days we noticed charms on him
on where the bridge had been to come hack. Instead of living gelist came. He had heard I was and when told to take them off if
washed away by heavy rains, hut with the parents,let them build a at the bank and came to help. He he intended to follow the Lord he
First among the buyers of tuthought the bush path might lie
two logs were still lying across, hut in the compound of an elder
berculosisChristmas seals in Holbrother who has established a home usable. So Kuru and three others refused. We told him God did not
and since it was not suen a wide
want him to follow him in his land was Mr. William E. Blanstream I managed alone. Because of his own. With prayer and a were to take my hike across the speech while at the same time he chard, the Michigan Tuberculosis
good
understanding
let them start stream, while we followed through
of the heavy rain that morning it
Associationhas announced.
the wilds. It was not too had ami was trusting in his fetish and giv
was hard pushing, and 1 was very their married life anew.
By purchasingthe first seals
after a time we struck a main ing them the honor of his recovNo.
4.
Now
the
chief
comes.
His
happy to get to Kwambai, and
ery. He was given the choice to here, Mr. Blanchard automatically
highway,
following
this
a
long
council do not help him as they
drink the tea awaiting me.
becomes a member of the Order of
until met by Kuru with my renounce the power of his charms
The present worker taking should. The evangelist tells how time
or else depend on them for help. He First Seal Buyers, organized by
bike.
Yohanatan’s place for a short time they agree in the chief’s presence
went to his village saying he would the Michigan TuberculosisAssociHe had u real story to tell. While
is a former pupil of mine. Being but when they leave they tell one
return his charms to the medicine ation and its affiliated societies
in
the
middle
of
the
stream
the
another
how
the
place
will
go
to
still a relatively young chap he had
man and then come back to us, but this year to recognize those who
bike
went
down
and
two
of
the
many questionsto ask. He has not ruins if the chief is so strict.Young
make their contributionto the anhe has not returned.
had the experience that Yohanatan people will not live clean lives. We men let go, Kuru and another boy
nual sale
t
A
new
chapel
has
been
butlt
in
a
has had. so was happv for the thank God that the chief is so strict going down with it. Both being
"If Michiganresidentscontinue
neighboring village. There »re only
weekend’s help. Some of the pala- and wants his people to live mor- good swimmers, they swam with it
a few believersbut we are happy to he as ready and as generous
vers were puzzling to him, so he ally clean, fearing the Lord. So we under water for quite a distance.
to see this tiny light. Remember with their contributionsto the seal
The
swift
current
took
them
far
told
these
old
men
who
formed
his
came for advice.
sale as these members of the OrWould you like a peep into council that it was God who had down the stream. They caught Bika in your prayers. Bray too for der of First Seal Buyers have
Beta,
for
Sulle
their
leader,
has
given them the work of ruling the hold of a limb of a tree to pull
some?
moved to Kwambai for u time that shown themselves to be, the MichiNo. 1. One man married his town, and He in turn wanted them them in, hut this broke, sending he may be near enough to Lupwe gan Tuberculosis Association and
to
fearlessly rebuke the people them and hike under water again.
father's wife (not his mother)
its affiliated’societies will be able
when in the wrong, to rule right- With greht difficulty they finally to come for his leper treatments.
after his father’s death. He also
to make the increasein their 1935
They
have
no
one
to
help
them,
eously. If they did not agree with reached the hank. All marveled
was engaged to a young girl, so eotisly.
and they know so little of the way programs that is vitally necessary
with
him. As they were to leave, j that the bike seemed none the
when contemplating marrying his
to a successfulyear,” Dr. Bruce H.
one said, “Mother, ask God to help worse for its hath. After riding as yet. All the town people are
father’s wife as the custom is
Douglas, presidentof the Michigan
us to do our work right.’’Enough, another five miles, I was happy to very hostile.
amongst the Dzompere tribe, he
Wukari outstationis gladdening TuberculosisAssociation, c o m it is a glimpse of what we must do reach home a bit after twelve and
was told it meant a choice between
mented.
besides preach when we go to an very thankful for a hot bath and us with news of young men turnthe two. He chose the older woman
outstationfor a weekend.
dinner.
Don’t
think
I’m
feeling ing to the Lord. It has been such »
for i he girl was not yet old enough
Early Sunday morning three of sorry for myself or grumbling, for dead place that it is a joy to hear
to marry. He made confession of
us went to a village about two and I truly enjoyed it. I only want you of life. During this year twentyfairn, and then later took the girl
a half miles from Kwambai. It to see something of our life that three young men have confessed
as a second wife, whereby putting
the Lord as their Savior. There is
was only a bush path, and we were isn’t often mentioned.
himself under discipline.Now he
soaked to the waist by the heavy
School work is going on. We sadness mingled with our joy for
repents of his rash deed and wants
have a small group this term, but an old baptized Christian in the
to live with one wife, so he just (lew. It is a hard place and with
difficulty do we get an audience. a very happy family. A few new government employ has tftken a
sent off his second wife. Now the
They do not see that they are sin- villagesare represented which is second wife. His brother, the
lenders came to me asking that I
always a cause of joy. The two Donga chief, also baptized in the
"put the words into their mouths ners and need a Savior. Coming
back, breakfast was ready. While new teachersat Fikyu and Jenuwa early days of the work, has also
which they were to speak’ so that
eating,the drum went calling the have come for part of the session, chosen the world rather than the
they might show him how he was
path of the Lord. Donga needs a
wrong. At night they came hack people to worship. The church was the people at home doing their
packed. We used the text of Solo- farm work for them until their re- Spirit-filled Donga-ite to lead his
as happy as little children, saying,
own people with a firm yet loving
"Chitya has promisedto get the mon’s — "Take us the foxes, the turn.
The medical work is not quite so hand.
wife back, bring her to us, lhv-n little foxes, that spoil the vines,"
There is a forward movement in
we will all pray together, after but since they knew nothing of heavy these days for many are at
which he himself will take her bat k foxes they had to be changed into their farms. The lener cases are Takum. The leadershave of their
red monkeys. Instead of vineyards increasing.It is pitiful to see little own accord asked for a class in
to her father and mve him th) reawe had to have cornfieldswhich children come for treatments.Some Bible study for week days. We are
son. Then they will pray together
the little boys are watching these little tots of seven and eight are outliningthe Old Testamentfor it
there that there may be no endays, that the monkeys do not coming for leper treatment. There is only a bit more than a year that
mity.”
come in and destroy the ripening are so many cases of sleepingsick- they have had it in Hausa, so they
No. 2. Twerikum’ssecond wife corn. We told them of the change ness. This disease often leads to
know very little of it. Now the
has leprosy. Instead of sleepingon eo I don’t believe we can be con- mild insanity, even to violence at
fcomen
have likewise asked for a
the same mat he has now followed sidered modernists. After the eve- times. We have three cases of men
study class. Itjs such a blessingto
the custom of twin beds — or shall ning services quite an array of
on the compound whose minds have lead them in the study for they are
I sav triplet beds, for he has still gifts came, includingchickens, been affected by it. It is truly
so keen to learn more about God’s
another wife. She, the wife with fresh peanuts, eggs, okre and fresh miraculous what a few Injections
Word. Sunday services are very
leprosy, has her own bowl for food.
do for them. Our medical cases well attended. Our Lupwe services
field corn.
She in turn is angry and says he
We hoped to get an early start come from great distancesnow. In also are a great encouragement, for These headlines greet you large
is using her disease as an excuse
and small:
the next morning, but it was again this way they also are reached by people come from many surroundto separate from her. He likes raining, so we needed patience. the Gospel. On Friday and Moning villages.
Each
one says they have the best
Fijiri, his other wife, better, and About seven we 'donned our rain- day when the leper cases come
We are honing that in Septem- Of ChristmasGifts, and like ths
now tries by this method to make coats and started.The smaller hill there are often one hundred parest
her leave him. In fact, Tweikum streams had combined forces and tients, else the number goes down ber Mr. Smith may come out and
we continue the work here together We got • word or two to say
is only putting into practicewhat in several places I had to wade
as far as thirty-five some days.
while the two ladies go home for About these gifts for Christmas
Miss Zagera is trying to teach the through the water half way up to
We had a very sad case two
lepers. Will the mother help my knees. The bridge was more weeks ago. One of our Christians their furlough.We are thankful for
Day.
straighten this? Well, she found difficultto cross, but it was man- from Kwambai came with her little leadings of the Lord, making pos- All other gifts are made by man,
sible his coming to us.
out it was a matter better referred aged. But when I got to the stream
But ours are made by God’s own
babv. It had been treated for two
Mi
to the Takum elders, for customs near town, I was amazed. There weeks for a huge swelling on her
We need not urge you to conhand;
entered in which only natives can stood Kuru, "Baturiya, what are back. Miss Zagers had tried every- tinue your prayers for we know It's true some are preserved
handle.
you going to do?” The water had thing but the baby became worse. you will. May the Lord richly bless
care.
No. 3. A man’s wife has run risen so high that the stream could That week-end the government doc- you in your service to Him.
But the original
Sincerely
yours,
away from him. She is but a child, only be crossed by swimming. He tor came through and we asked
there.
Neils Breen.
and I find it is nothing but a case suggested I await its fall at even- him to come out to see the child.
If you want
of interferenceof the parents-in- tide but this was a rather uncertain He said it was an abscess on the
By Mother or
law. A son takes his bride into waiting and did not appeal. Since lung and aspiratedit. Then he took GRAND HAVEiToBTAlNS
her this
NEW
COOPERAGE
FIRM
his father’scompound and a new I had had no breakfast and it was mother and child in his car intendFlowers will
bride must not only please her hus- already much after 9:30, Kuru ing to take them to the Wukari
The Great Lakes CooperageCo.,
band, but her husband’s parents, went to our house in Takum and hospitalwith him. When they ar- a newly organized firm, will start
his brothers and their wives, and found a tin of crackers and brought rived in Takum they found the operations at Grand Hi
same time her parents keep these along with a chair. While he child had died on the way. It is a
Chal
I her, “Don’t become their
gone I watched a group of «- real witness to see the quiet
Iding.
on the bank taking their
i Christian‘
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Piece Suite

$59*°
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And what

a bargain!

The Suite comprises luxurious Davenport, and gorgeous

matching Chair. Both pieces are exceptionally well made. You may chooae from

a half dozen new, fashionableupholsterings,in famed color combinations

End

Table $135
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Lamp

$3.50
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Table $3.95 Chair

$7.50
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Forest Fires

me. The bridge was down and

Sacrifice Prices

59c
Others
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all its own.

supposed to be mail day, so
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KINO — BlflVfln-yflir•Id FtUr, mw bey king of
Jugoslavia, and his grandmothtr, Qufltn Marls of
Roumanlo. Ho will rule Mo
turbuUnt kingdom undor •
rogonoy during Mo boyphood.

NATIVE8

In mtmorr •( MRS. L. MI LDER,
Who U gone to her rrnord.
Ever to h« hippy
With Jmui ( nriit, her l^rd.

STEKETEE

EKSN

THE

(Ur EDWIN HBBKINUA)

sr a littletwo-year-old brother, unconscious state remains so long
iter she wanted to know if a ...ui^ut serious after-effectsor
lallowe’en party which was to death.

Number

BOY

Work

Mission

Three Sections

1934

(Read by Mrs. William Brouwer

SLEEP

nicely.

13,

Plays Part In

Now Go Home

Mian Hemice Start, (laughterof
(r. and Mrs. Martin Start of
[pring Lake, who was seriously
ijured on October 27, when struck
an automobile,was moved from
(atton hospital by ambulance to
home in spring Lake.
The young lady has had a mirac-

December

African Custom

In Memory of

Patents have been issued from
Washington, D. C., to the following
Michigan inventors:
Holland— Carles M. Harris, fifth
wheel for trailers.
lOMPLETK RECOVERY IS EX- Zeeland— jonn Leeuw, ventilating system. All claim to have unPBCTED AFTER SPUING
usual merit.
LAKE GIRL’S LONG

A.

NEWi

AJVD

Section Three

-s

&

itr

died at his home in Milwaukfe,
accordlnf to word received by relatives in Holland.
(Held Over)
College Netvs
Ur. Steffens was a graduate of
• •_
j
The constitutionality of the law Hope college, his father formerly »»>»»>»»»»»>»>»»»»»»»»>»>»> Henry Siersema from North
conaervation officers the having been head at Western TheoHolland wma the guest of John
to search automobiles with- logical seminary, and passed away From Hope College Anchor.
Knoll Monday afternoon.
out a search warrant is likely to in this city about 16 years ago.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer and
The annual freshman trial waa
whole- The deceasedwas born in Confamily visited at the home of
stantinople, where his parents held Monday, November 26, in
Charly Risselada in Holland on
missionaries. He
his Carnegie gymnasium. The court
j *. ", I were missionaries,
tie leaves ms
Thanksgiving Day.
city were stopped and their widow; one son; thrw 8i|t4n,|
procedure was very forma). After
cars searched.
Richard Van Pell of Holland was
R. C. De Vries and Mrs. Belle Van
Twenty-two arrests were made Hess of Holland, and Mrs. D. V. the jury had filed in, Judge Ken- the guest of Mrs. Neal Jacobson
as a result of the activity of the
Gleysteen of Lamberton,Minn., neth Karsten called the court to Wednesday afternoon.
conservationofficers i»t Muskegon
order. Clerk Murray K. Rogers The Thanksgivingcollectionat
one Saturday; four hunters being and one brother, John R. Steffens
of San Francisco,Cal.
read the docket and summoned the the South Olive church amounted
arrested for having venison in their
o
to $152.46. ,
first case.
cars and others being taken into
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Arnoldink
custody for possessing partridges, HOLLAND ISSUES
Don Menges, charged with “saxLAST SCHOOL SCRIP
and family of Grand Rapids were
other illegal game.
squirrels and 0th1
ophony and uncleanliness,”was the guests of Mr. and Mrs. FrankOne of the arrested men had a
Payment of $12,600,the last of prosecuted by Joe Esther. His at- lin VeldheerSunday.
ferret in his possession.
These arrests were made under an issue of board of education torney for the defense was Adrian
Mr. and Mrs. James Kleis from
the Michigan law which gives con- scrip, will be availablebeginning
De Young. Witnesses in the case Holland and Mr. William Timmer
servation officers more authority Friday, Secretary Henry Geerlings
were Henry “Knows His Music" of Harlem visitedat the home of
than any other peace officer. A announcedtoday.
Albert Timmer Thursday.
conservationofficer has the right
The scrip will be redeemed at the Kik, A. De Young and Mr. Menges,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Nieboer and
under the
law
to
search
automoSr. (G. Rientjea).
,
,
, First State bank. The amount is
family were in Grand Haven on
biles and also to obtain a warrant the rcmainder of ifii.OOO issue of
Henrietta Bast was accused of
business Saturday.
without consultingthe prosecuting the
,ast Kprin A„
attorney. In addition,the officer of the U)U| was not ,acwl into dating an upper classman. S. Price
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hop called
and Kay Donahue were the attor- at the home of their mother, Mrs.
dwlr” circulation, however. The date of
neys. The witnesses were J. H Gerrit Bartels, Wednesday evening.
^our men arrestedat
^ ,he 8CriP i*
Mrs. John Kamphouse and chilhave entered pleas of not guilty March 1 19.15 According to the Vander Meulen, P. Ver Hulst, Dr.
and it is indicated they will test
f'^ncial set-up, it is not S. Joeckel and Lloyd Coeter (J. M. dren, John, Jr., and Mildred, of
the law in regard to search. The ''^y/notherscrip issue will be Vander Meulen). Jack Leenhouts, Cadillac visited at the home of
right of officers to search automo- ; neo®e<l finance the operation of charged with having broken most James Knoll Thursday.
biles has been passed on manv Holland'spublic schools. The board
Mrs. Bert Geurink, nee Dena Esof the freshmen rules, had as an
times in Michigan in connection, i-^ued $65,000 of scrip last year,
senberg, passed away Saturday
attorney I). De Witt, J. Bush
with liquor cases, but not in regard all of which has been redeemed.
morning at 11:30 a. m. at her home
served as prosecutor. Jean Rottto the game laws. Attorneys conat the age of 34 years. She is surschafferwas a witness.
tend that under the ruling in liquor MISSIONARIES UNABLE
vived by her husband and five
TO RETURN TO FIELDS
caees during the prohibitiondays
Vic Turdo was the attorney for children, Katherine, Henry, Gerthe ri^ht to search automobiles on
the defense for I^ura Berghorst, trude, Bernard and an infant child,
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cob, motored to CadflUc Saturday, except during a ruph when from
Mrs. John Kamphouse and chil- 500 to 600 crates are washed and

dren returning home with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Harm Loo man attended the funeral of their uncle,
John Raak, who died after being in
an automobile accident, at the age
of 75 years. Burial took place in
North Holland cemetary.

: Fire, startingfrom the discarded ers will present “Whittlin’,"
a

home-made wooden cigars of two
youths of Allegan, did about $50
damage to the floor of the Lloyd
Bracket barn Tuesday morning and
although the Are was not discovered until early Tuesday, Fire
Chief Maents declared that it had
been burning since late Monday
afternoon.The blase started under

packed daily. From 20 to 30 men
are employed in the storage. Archie
Young is the local manager. Another celery storage located here
Is owned by the Ver Sluis Bros,
of Kalamasoo. Charles Mills is local manager.

com-

edy-drama, at the Hamilton auditorium Dec. 13 and 14. The cast
includes Frederick Johnson, Edna
Dangremond, Mrs. Allen Callahan,
Benjamin Kooiker, Margaret Rog-

nen, Bernard Voorhorst,John
Haakma and Leonard Dangremond.

The play is being directedby Mrs.
John Brink, Jr.
• • «
Lawrence Dams is laid up with
• a •
Mrs. E. Hoffman has moved from the floor of the barn, and that area
blood poisoning in his hand.
was tightly sealed except for one
The Allegan county road comAllegan to Fennville.
* * •
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Arnoldink
small entrance. A quantity of saw- mission has a gang of men at work
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Neal De
Charles Clapp, former Sauga- dust and rubbish was under the at Saugatuck on the new river road
Jongh and family and Mr. and Mrs. tuckian and son of ex-Postmaster barn and had evidentlybeen burn- on the west side of the village.
Robert De Jongh and family, all of Ralph Clapp, has been awarded the ing for hours, but due to the lack Good weather will permit completGrand Rapids, were guests at the job on the Metropolitan aqueduct, of draft did not gain much head- ing the grading and the road will
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van which controls the water flowing way except in hea t and smoke. The be finishedin early spring.
• • •
Den Zwaag Thursday.
from Boulder dam to Los Angeles. Are started fairly well under the
His company la known as the center of the floor, where the dis- Miss Dorothy Den Uyl, daughBroderick-Gordon
Co. of Denver, carded smokes were left and in dis- ter of Mrs. J. Den Uyl of Laketown
cussing the blaze Chief Maents de- township, and Marvin Westfrhof,
Colo.
clared that the boys had narrowly son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert WesterThe canning factory at Fennville escaped death although they could hof, were married Tuesday after(Held Over)
finishedits annual pack Tuesday not have realised that fact He noon at the parsonageof Fourth
• • •
of this week and it waa one of the pointed out that had the boys left Reformed church, the Rev. Henry
Chris Wall, age 76, native of most successful years in its his- a short time later than they did Van Dyke officiating.They were
Germany, died Saturday at Sauga- tory. A number of hands are em- they would have been overcome attended by Miss Anna Westerhof,
tuck, where he had lived 52 years. ployed by the year, as the cans with smoke and would have been sister of the bridegroom, and John
Surviving are two daughters, Mrs. must be labeled as fast as orders unable to reach fresh air.
Dc Kraker. Mr. and Mrs. Wester* • •
Edson Crow and Mrs. Powers of are received.Many of the buyers
hof will make their home at 78
Saugatuck, and one son, Tyde, of furnish their own labels.
The Hamilton Community Play- West Twelfth street
Douglas. Funeral services were
held at 2 p. m. Tuesday under Masonic auspices.Burial was at Sau-

see

gatuck.
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William Whitbeck, of Fennville,
has been at home from his work

of inspecting potatoes up north.
The potato crop has been one of
the largest and finest in years,
though there is some complaint

from “hollow heart” due to the dry
weather followed by rain and a
»ag(l,
suspicion is unconstitutional.
and by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. fast growing season. Car lot buyReformed missionaries in India while Don Albers was the proseers in the Greenville district are
Gerrit Essenburgof Borculo; also
CHARLES
'since 1928 and now in this country’ cutor. Mrs. Winifred Durfee (R
offering growers but 35 cents per
ten brothers and sisters, Jacob of
FORMERLY OF HOLLAND. cm their first furlough,have been Burkett) and “Dixie Boy” Mistretta
hundred weight for U. S. No. 1
DIES IN MILW \UKEE f°rced to remain in this country, acted as witnesses. John Hyma Holland, Mrs. Herman Van Den grade. The growers are storing in
Bosch of Olive Center, Gerrit of anticipationof a better price later.
due to necessary reduction of the
prosecuted by Cathie Haig, and Borculo, Mrs. Harry Driesenga of
• • •
Charles P. Steffens,son of
Mr' P* defendedby Jim De Weerd, was Holland, Miss Mary Essenburg of
Miss Mary’ Billings, pioneer resil.t. Dr. and Mrs. X. M. Steffens,
charged with “dating upper class- Zeeland and Ralph, Grace, Herman, dent of Fennville,died in Hackley
John
and Jessie at home. Funeral
eas—cssaassac —
fers himself available for pulpit
hospital in Muskegon following a
men.” Ivan Awful-Itch (C. De Dee),
was held Tuesday at 1 o’clock at fall which resultedin the breaking
sendee and calls to vacant pastorW.
De
Young,
and
Walter
Winate's.
the home and at 1:30 o’clock at of her hip. Miss Billings would
Rev. and Mrs. George W. Laug, chell (Spencer Hulse) testified.
the Borculo church. Rev. De Vries have been eighty-sixyears of age
Reformed missionarieson furlough
Berghorst Acquitted
officiated.
the first of December. She was the
from Japan, facing a similar situaAll excepting Laura Berghorst
The officers of our local P.-T. A. first white child born in this vition, have been stationed by the
club are sponsoring a comedy cinity. She had p&ssed her entire
Woman’s Board of Foreign Mis- were found guilty by the very just drama in three acts to be presented life in Fennville with the excepBy ANN FACE
sions for sendee among the Indians jury. The sentences were carried
the evenings of Dec. 13 and 14. tion of the last ten years during
••WUCEY to th* bl* purchaseto be at Macey, Neb.
out the day following the trial.
The
play is entitled “Deacon which time she had resided in the
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Henry
V.
E.
if Bite this week, sad fortunately
Don Menges entertained the stu- Dubbs,” and is full of good, whole- Hackley home in Muskegon. She
ft to ealy attfhUy higher than last Stegeman, Reformed missionaries
leaves an unusually large number
chickens,ducklings in Japan since 1917, also are un- dent body by demonstratinghis some fun and ridiculous situations.
of relatives and a great many close
The
cast
is
made
up
of
the
followaaA geeae are also moderatelypriced.
malady, saxophony. Henrietta Bast
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SUNDAY DINNER
SUGGESTIONS

yev.

jjj

Series “B” Certificates of

Both

Teal

,

Coffee

7
/

Time Deposits, due

July 3, 1935, are called for

|

j

STATE BANK ,

I FIRST

;

able to return to their posts. Mr.
friends. Funeral sendees were held
Lega of tomb and fresh and smoked Stegeman is available for pulpit acted as a scrub woman at the rear ing local folks: Deacon Dubbs of
at 2 o’clock Friday afternoon.
laaa are also popular holiday roasts i sendee and calls to vacant
Sorghum
Center, West Virginia,
• • •
steps of Van Raalte hall. Jack
«ttmotlve!y priced this week.
churches
played by Lester Dams; Amos
John Van Dam of Grand Rapids,
Favorite holiday vegetables, IndudLeenhouts walked between classes Coleman, his nephew, a young lawarrested for having hen pheasants
lBf sweet potatoes, turnips, onions,
in a barrel and John Hyma, in or- yer, played by Harold Van Der
illegallyin his possession, paid
“ oar. broccoliand Brussels MAP PKOGRA.M^FOR
OTTAWA
FARM
FOLK
Zwaag;
Rawdon
Crawley,
a
wolf
der to take care of his “Lambie,”
_ are cheap to moderate.Green
fine and costs of $57.25 in the court
in sheep’sclothing, by Biley Brady; of Justice V. W. Ferris.
are plentifuland much cheaper,
dressed as a shepherd.
• • •
to at nearly summer 1 A rural rehabilitationprogram
Major McNutt, auctioneer, John
12 Sentenced Without Trial
in Ottawa county, to make rural
Redder; Drtiteronomy Jones, a
The
celery
storage owned by J.
of both Juice and navel residents self-sustaining,
will beOther members of the freshman country product, played by Fred F. Vander Veen, • which was entypaf are available,the former cheap. gin in two or three weeks with
Rozema; Rose Raleigh, the brave larged this summer, is 83x150 feet.
and eating applet are digging marl beds in four town- class were given sentences without
BOtowte. Cranberries are higher than ships, Chester, Allendale,James- trial. They were Jack Ridnor, Har- little schoolma’am, played by Har- The cooler is 83x100 feet, and
riet Van Der Zwaag; Miss Phili- workroom 83x50 feet. The storage
lam year hot still reasonable.
and Robinson. The program old Rosenburg, Edward Buteyn
pena Popover, an old maid, played holds 17,050 crates or approximateHmm for Sunday Include the use town
is under the guidance of Roy Low- Mayo Hadden, Dick Van Raalte,
af holiday left-overt.
by Mrs. Harm Kuite; Emily Dale, ly sixty cars of celery which is
ing, rural supervisor,and a comDena Kregel, Joyce Notier, Andy the richest girl in town, played grown in Gun River valley and viLor Caal Dinner
mission composed of Hunter Her\
Nybor, Wendall Miles, Marijane by LillianKraai; Trixie Coleman, cinity. The work of filling the
Rout
Baked Potatoer ing, chairman; L. G. Arnold, county
Brouillet,Lester Wassanaar and a 15-year-old tom boy, played by storage began Oct. 1 and Tasted
agrictilture
agent,
and
Miss
DebScalloped Tomatoes
Mrs. Jack Nieboer;Jennie Jen- about four weeks. The celery is
orah
Venkalsen,
county
welfare
Bread and Butter
Andy Vollink.
son, the hired girl from Sweden, delivered to the storage by the
administrator.
Baked Apples
Other Officials
played by Caroline Smeyers. A growers. The cooler is kept at a
Tea cr
Milk
Benjamin J. Hoffman and Clar- small admissionwill be charged, temperature between 31^ degrees
LARGER
OVAL
BACKED
UP
Una Cast Dinner
WITH 2.000 NAMES ence Vander Linden were the or- th^ proceeds to go for a school and 33 degrees Fahrenheit.The
building has three ice machines,
Cream of Celery Soup
derly bailiffs.The jury consisted piano. The play is being directed three wells from which are pumped
Cold Turkey
Petitionsbearing more than
by Mr. John Maat.
Baked Stuffing with Gravy
3,500 gallons of water per hour,
2.000 signaturesof residents of 24 of Earl G cozen, MargaretStryker,
George De Haan of Cadillacand also two washing machines,two
Candied Sweet Potatoes
states in the Union and three for- Tony Mistretta, Ruth Van Oss,
Bernard De Haan of Grand Rapids nailing machines, and other small
Glased Onions
leign countries, and asking the Pauline Potter,Marjorie Scholten,
Bread and Butter
called at the home of Mrs. William equipment. Work of marketing cellegislature
for
a
substantial
addiFruit Cup
Arnold Van Zanten, Edward Hene- Overbeek recently.
I cry oegan Nov. 1. About 300 crates
tion to the parking area and conTea or
Milk
veld, Gertrude Van Peursem, Paul
Mrs. Neal Jacobsen and son, Ja-jare washed and packed per day,
tingent walks at Holland state
Vary Special Dinner
l
park, have been sent to Lansing by Van Pemis, Elmer Wissink and

S

£
£ Notice to Depositors I
£

ijj
£

Saturday,

December

15,

jjj

payment
1934,

With Accrued Interest.

Ibis Series immediatelybecomes a

Demand Deposit and, unleaa trans-

£
£
£ THIS CALL WILL MAKE TOTAL OF OVER
CERTIFICATES RETIRED
£
£
£
£
£
iciEicicieicicicieicicicieieiciEiei

ferred to the Savings Department, interest ceases on

Wednesday, January 2, 4935.

$425,000 OF

A

Deposits in the First State Bank are protected by Federal Deposit
to the greatest

extent profided by Law

$5000

for

It

any Bank.

Ofr for each account.

Coffee

Cream of Mushroom Soup
Cold Turkey
Baked Staffingwith Gravy
tokad Swam Fetatoce Green Beai
Cranberryand Pineapple Salad
Bolls and Butter
YanUla Ice Cream
.'
Milk

4

\Op*#*

E E Doesburg
Drags, Medicines and
Toilet Articles

Dr. J. 0. Scott
DENTIST

the chamber of commerce.
Virginia Kooiker.
The campaign was started last
summer by the American Legion
Hope’s time honored custom,
post, with Ben A. Lievense as
“Dutch-Treat Week,” will be held
1 chairman of the committee.The
petitions, circulated at Ottawa
beach and throughout the city during the resort season, ask from
the departmentof conservation a
sum sufficient to complete the additions. The department is reported to be receptive,and the
greatestconcern of the chamber of
commerce is that funds may be
made available next spring instead
of the close of the season. The
petitions will likely be followed by
a delegationof citizens appearing
in Lansing in the interest of the

Jelly Dessrts for Winter

Menus

Try our famous Southern Fried Chicken, Fish and Steak
Dinners.

Dancing Every Nite Except Monday.

All through the summer and fall, we enjoyed an opulent abunbeginningMonday, December 10,
dance of fresh fruit without too much thought for the wintry morrow
and ending the following Sunday when it would not be so plentiful. But when the chill winds begin to
night at 12 o’clock P. M. For years blow, we miss the variety that fresh fruits give to our menus. So it ii
the Dutch lassies have been enabled with pleasure that we turn to a well stocked pantry shelf of jellies,
especiallywhen we remember the many practicalways jellies can be
to officially ask the boys for dates
used — as garnishes — flavoring.-^— emergency time savers — and dainty
by the sponsoring of this week by desserts. To be without them would leave quite a gap in our menus.
the ANCHOR.
In olden times grandmotherhud to spend hot days steaming over an
Throughout this week the boys iron kettle, but today, your neighborhood grocer can supply home style
have been on their toes in expecta- jellies as pure and flavorfulas thoee grandmother prepared in her
own kitchen. You will enjoy these fruity delicacies, now so easily obtion that the pretty girl in lab or
tained, and the following recipesoffer delightfulnew ways of using
that smooth-looking blonde in them.

otel

YOU’LL ENVOY THE REFINED
AS WCXL AS—

chapel will shyly ask for a date.

project.

Your choice of

Swedish Charlotte — Add 'A glass
Romance will bud as the girls
Currant Jelly to 2 unbeaten egg
show their approval of certain lads
1:J0 to 5 p.
8-3970
whites, and whip until stiff. Cut
FOR SALE — Table lamo and Ol16 Monroe — Kendall Bldg.
iver. Typewriter.514.. Central and create situations that will sur- a sponge cake into two or three
layers, depending upon thickness
prise their petit chou-fleur.
Avenue.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Faculty and friends will witness of cake. Place first a layer of the

Hours:—

8

:M

Phone

to 12:00

DINNER MUSIC EACH DAY
h\, C'-ver Charge

m.

Jelly Whip, then a layer of canned

Phone 4527
Books and Cards

Bibles,

Good Books Make A Fine
Christmas Gift

2. If the

Bibles §OC and up.
1

date,

he pays as usual.

Box ScriptureTextChristinas Cards 24

in box

6$c

Also Single Folders with Scripture Text.

Romance of

boy asks for the

Freshmen girls are to post on
the bulletin board their reserva3.

tions for the “Spoon- Holder” three

Fire $1.00.

days in advance. Time

7$c.
Calendar 85c.

limit,

two

G. Livingston Hill Books

hours and six minutes. Capacity,

Daily Devotional

10 couples, exclusiveof faculty.

Heroes of the
8
Children

Cross

Volume
s

each

40c.

Missionary Series

Gift Books

“Good Books

IOC and

PHONE

up.

Make Good

Friends

ZltO
FOR

CLAUS

VOLKEMA

insurance
ANY KIND

West

19th St.

Holland, Mich.

uy and

[600

all

ATMOSPHERE

drink creations

8.00 >nd even SundaT AfUrnoon}
Sale* Tex on Beverage*. •

till

No

James Van Ark, A. Johnson,C. Henry Boone, J. Daining, W. J.
Luidema, Henry Meengs, D. Mulder, G. Lemmen, M. J. Steke-

Expires Dec. 22.
1361S

. .....
an astounding event. Why didn’t
or fr
resh sliced peaches,well drainMary date George up for the whole ed, between layers of cake. Coat
week? Who could have thought entire cake with the Jelly Whip and
that Sue would ask to take Bill to bake in a slow oven (300° F.) 15
minutes, or until slightly brown.
the show?
Cool, slice and serve with coffee.
Suspense is in the air, too, as
many wonder if the lassies can
Peach Tart*— Sift 2 cups flour
break the reserve of the school’s (sifted once before measuring)
with 1H teaspoons baking powder
hermits.
and 1 teaspoonful salt. Cut in ^
For the benefit of new students, cup lard and moisten with enough
there is appended a list of regula- cold water to form a stiff dough
(approximatelyA4 cup). Roll to
tions:
H inch in thickness and cut in
1. If the girl asks for the date
rounds, by placing a large saucer

she bears half the expense.

Wm. Ferry

STATE OF MICHIGAN

Schaftenaar, Jacob Vanden Bosch, tee, A. Postma, William Jaarda,
Mrs. William Nesshafer,Mrs- J. C. Sas, John Jappinga, F. and H.
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA H. Purchase, A. Been, H. Ten Ha- Van Voorst, L. Ludwig, J. P. LuiAt a session of said Court, held gen, Hi P. Kleia, N. Hofsteen, dens, M. Van Tatenhove, H. Van
Margaretha Grottrup Est., J. Wieren, J. Van Dort, J. J. Oonk,
at the Probate Office in the City of
Grand Haven in said County, on Schouten,Henry J. Looman, S. John Wabeke, C. Evers, D. Wierthe 3rd day of December, A. D. Veen, J. and A. Klomparens, P. sma, M. Van Klink Est., J. SlooU
Prins, A. C. Gross, A. Steketee haak, T. Smeenge, A. Veurink,
1934.
Present, Hon CORA VAN DE- Est., Ed Leeuw, Mrs. S. Clark, J. James Ver Schure, H. Klinge, Mrs.
A. Vander Veen, E. P. Hiler, J. P. F. Miles, John A. Wolters, L. VenWATER, Judge of Probate.
In the Matter of the Estate of Huyser, A. Derks, S. Nibbelink huizen, H. P. Zwemer, Frank
William Preston Scott, Deceased. Est., Verne Guy, Mrs. H. P. Kleis, Nash, A. Winstrom,J. Masselink,
The Peoples State Bank, Holland, William Bennett, Charles Buur- H. E. Was, A. H. Brinkman, Clara
Michigan, by C. L Jalving, hav- sma, J. W. Hobeck, J. G. Bymoer, Tattle, Fred Stoltz, Mrs. C. Van

THE PROBATE COURT FOR

on pastry and cutting around with
knife. In center of each round
of pastry, place % of a canned
peach, from which juice has been
drained, and fill cavity with Currant Jelly. Roll pastry up around
peach and press edges together so
peaches are entirelyhidden. Place
on baking sheet and bake for 20

R. Bosworth, R. P. Leetsma, P. Duren, Mr*. K. De Neff, George
W. H. Topp, W. Bidder, Gosselaar, A. Kasten, G. Vnn AnMrs. J. Meyering Est., A. Rut- rooy, K. Dykstra, J. Tulp,
p, H.
ti. Fritz,
Kers, Michigan Trust Co., John G. J. Rutgers, J. Rozeboom, Mrs.
Oonk, W. Kruithof, William Van- H. A. Vander Bie, A. E. Davidson,
den Bosch, Bert Slagh Est., H. P. P. Derks, Mrs. W. Smeenge, D.
Bartlett, J. A. Wolters,H. Van Gordon, J. Sjoerdsma, T Bennett,
2nd Day of January, A.D. 1935,
Kompen, George Piers, E. Wol- E. Evenhuis, William usse, E.
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
fert, J. Van Langeveld, D. Slagh, Israels,Ed Kobbert, George Venminutes in hot oven (450° F.).
said probate office, be and is hereK. Kalkman, L. Trevan, J. Meyer,
Serve hot or cold with following
by appointed for hearing said pe- L. Dailey, B. G. Lemmen, J. J. der Bie, John Schortenboer, A. J.
Smith, H. H. Looman. L. Van Wicsauce: Blend 2 teaspoonsflour
tition;
Kuiper, Sr., C. D. Ludwig, A. ren, M. Kolean, C. Brewer, Chas.
with 1 cup peach juice. Add 1
It is Further Ordered, That pubBareveld, Mrs. F. Klooster Est, J. Risselada, H. De Jongh, E. D.
tablespoon lemon juice and cook
lic notice thereof be given by pubPiers, H. A. Lanning, B. Scheer- Bieleveld, Mrs. J. Weening, G.
until sauce thickens slightly. Add
licationof a copy of this order,
horn, Ben Lampen, L. Essenberg, Wyngardcn, J. Atman, C. C. White,
6 marshmallows just before pourfor three successive weeks prevWilliam Vander Vliet, Mrs. Sylvia A. Bonzelaar, H« Lawrence, H1.
ing sauce over tarts, so they do
ious to said day of hearing, in the
Rice, J. H. Klifman, Nick Kolean, Timmer, Cor. Steketee,William A.
not melt.
Holland City News, a newspaper
P. A. Smith, Jac. Van Bragt, Ste- Boeve, John D. Jonker, K. Gravelprinted and circulated in said
Currant Grape Pie— Break 4 eggs
van Such, Chris Becker, Manufsc- ing, P. L. Barre, F. Dannenberg,
By JOSEPHINE GIBSON
County.
into a bowl. Add \ cup sugar, %
turere’ Foundry, A. Hamelink, Mrs.
Director,Heim Food Imtitute
CORA VAN DE WATER, G. Lake, C. E. Johnson, Mrs. G. J. N. Clark, B. Severance, C. Ter
teaspoon nutmeg and * teaspoon
Hear, William Vander Vliet, I.
Judge of Probate.
cinnamon, and beat until well mix- 1/3 cup flour and add to 2 cups
Ter Veree, P. B. VanderMeulen,E. Kouw and B. Riemersma,Mn. H.
A
true
copy.
ed. Whip M glass Currant Jelly scalded milk. Cook, stirring conPeterson, K. Dokter, George Steg- Vant Hull, Grace Cadman, H. SteRegister of Probate.
with % glass Grap# Jelly, using a stantly until thick. Add 2 slightly
gerda, S. Scheerhorn, H. Van ketee, S. Holkeboer, A. Van Faafork, and add to egg mixture. beaten egg yolks and cook for sev- HARRIET SWART,
Voorst,Bert Vander’ Ploeg, J. Ven- sen, R. McFall, Ben Weller, J. Boneral
minutes
longer.
Take
from
fire
Blend thoroughly.Pour into an
der Wege, Mrs. E. Cramer, G. nette, A. B. Ayers, P. Breen, Mrs.
unbaked pie shell,or cup cake pans and add 1 tablespoon butter and 1
Doll, P. Hoff, Ed Meyering, E. Fred Qteketee,C. Koetsier,and all
lined with pastry, and bake at 425° teaspoon vanilla.
CITY OF HOLLAND
Ten Brink, B. Oosterbaan, William other persons interested:
F. for 5 minutes. Reduce heat to
Smith, G. Barendse,H. Pott, A.
TAKE NOTICE, that the rolls
Baked Currant Jelly Cuatard—
350° F. and bake for about 30 minNotice of Special Assessment.
Ploegsma, B. Kammeraad, John of the special assessmentheretoScald
2
cups
milk.
Mix
1
teaspoon
utes, or until custard is set. If
Woldring, F. C. Barendse, L Den fore made by the board of as seaDelinquent Light, Power and
cup cake pans are used, bake for flour with 4 tablespoonssugar, add
Houten, Henry Bor, A. De Vries, son by order of the common counWater Billa.
20 to 25 minutes. Makes 1 large 1 whole egg and 2 egg yolks, which
Mrs. E. Tripp, B. Maatman, J. cil for the purpose of collecting
have been beaten together slightly,
pie or 9 small ones.
Ditmar, Henry Van Oss, P. Lug- delinquent light, power and water
% teaspoon salt
teaspoon To:
ten, H.’ Martinie, D, R. Sodcrberg, hills for the fiscal year ending
Tartlet*— Mix 1% cups flour, % vanilla.. Add slowly to scalded
John Mages, F. M. Stansbury John Caauwe, 8. Van Oosterhout, June 80, 1934, against your premcup butter, 4 tablespoons confec- milk and pour into custard cups
Est., John Owen, Mrs. R. Nits, G. and B. Stefens, Mrs. John ises in said rolls, are now on file
tioner’s sugar and 1 egg to form set in a pan of hot water. Bake in
Mary Lyons, Fred Woodruff,Wil- Koning, H. D. Rosters,West Mkha stiff dough. Chill. Roll out and a slow oven (800° F.) until firm.
place over the bottom of jnuffin A knife blade run into center of liam Donley, Jr^ H. Ressequie, ing Laundry, H. V
pans or tart pans. Bake in a hot custard will come out clean when Jane Vandenberg,Charles Dris- Newhouse, B, Brandt,
Cool and spread with Cur- coll, S. De Koeyer, F. Chris
oven (400° F.) for about 10 minthen top with meringue A. Visscher, Joe Kolean,
or until nicely brown. When;
:
Milea, John Rasmus, H. Knoll,
ing filed in said Court Rs petition
praying that the commission on
claims be revived and further time
allowed for filing claims against
said estate.
It is Ordered, That the

Brusse,
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Diekema
Cross

For Coal, Wood, Coke, Kindling
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. 15125— Expires Dec. 15.
TYLER VAN LANDEGBND
STATE
OP MICHIGAN -The PrebaU
Mill supplies,electricpumps,
[NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE plumbing and heating; tin and Gwrt far the Ceoaty of Ottawa.

Expires Feb. XI

Expires Dec. 29.

Dr. A. Leenhouts

DR. J. G. HUIZENGA
ef Grant A Huiienga, Gr. Rapid*

Eye— Ear— N oae—Throat
STATE OF MICHIGAN
IVoplea State Bank Building
THE
CIRCUIT
COURT
FOR
THE
At a seseion of saM Court, held at
Specialist
Holland. Michigan
sheet metal work.
COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
the Probate Office la the City of Grand
Hours— 10 to
2 to 4:30
(Vander Veen Block)
Default having been made in the 49 W. 8th 8U HOLLAND, MICH.
Haven in saM County, on the 21st day
IN CHANCERY
Phone: Office 3669; Residence 211
Icoiulitiona of a certain mortgage
Phone 3204'
Office Hour*: 9-11 a. m. 2-5 p. m.
of Nov A.D. 1984.
made by Meindert DeWitt and
Preooac: Hon. Cora Vandcwater Evenings— Tueoday and Saturday WILUAM WESTVEER, R. A.
Expires January 26.
Antie DeWitt, huaband and wife,
7:30 to 9*0
Judge of Probate.
HOEK. and EDWARD GARMORTGAGE SALE
to Holland City State Bank of HolR-502
Expipree Fab. 21
In the natter of the Rotate of
VELINK, Trustees of the Seland, Michigan,a Michigan Cor- NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
Notice is hereby given that a
Martin Bontekoe, Deceased.
gregated Assets of the FIRST
poration, dated the 18th day of Demortgage dated April 19, 1922,
Default having been made in the
cember, 1920, and recorded in the conditions of a certain mortgage It appearingte the coart that th<
STATE BANK OF HOLLAND, given by Fred Holing and EnExpires Dec. 29.
geltje Hofing, his wife, to
office of the Register of Deeds for made by Antje DeWitt (formerly time tor preeentation of claims agahu'
a Michigan Banking CorporaGeert Moeke, and recorded in the
STATE OF MICHIGAN
the County of Ottawa and State Rowaan), to Holland City State mid
•aid estate should be limited
limited,and that
tbs
tion, PlanHiffs,
office of the registerof deeds for
of Michigan, on the 20th day of Bank, a Michigan Corporation, 'time and place be appointed to re- IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR
Ottawa County, Michigan in LibDecember, 1920, in Liber 186 of dated the 24th day of March, 1902, ceive,.examine
examine and adjnst
adjnst all claims
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA, OTTO P. KRAMER, Trustee,
er 137 of Mortgages, page 22, and
Eye, Ear, Naaa aad Throat

1

God’s Acre

12

Year family barial plat May be !r
a small or larga cemetery.It may
be la a beautifulpark or a roadside
country burial greaud. In either
case the grave of the dear departed
should be, sooner er later, appro-

I

.

I

mortgages, on page six, said mort- and recorded in the office of the and demands against said deceased by
IN CHANCERY
gage being assigned by said Hol- Register of Deeds for the County sad hefora said court:
WILLIAM WESTVEER, R. A.
land City State Bank to Holland of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
It is Ordered, That creditors of said
City Depositors’ Corporation, a on the 25th day of March, 1902, in deceased are required te presenttheir HOEK and EDWARD GARMichigan Corporation, by assign- Liber 70 of mortgages,on page claims to mid court at said probate VELINK, Trustees of the segregated aaseta of the First
ment recorded January 19, 1934, 116, said mortgage being renewed office on or before the
State Bank of Holland,a Michin Liber 165 of Mortgageson page by affidavit of renewal dated Feb20th Day of March. A.D. 1985,
igan Banking Corporation,
110 thereof, in the office of Regis

M
^

\

'

ift

wm

ran adviie vou aa to th« beat

..Ait

Defendant.
assigned to John H. Moeke and Al*
In pursuance and by virtue of a
bert J. Moeke, which assignment
decree of the Circuit Court for the
was recorded in Liber 247 of Deeds,
County of Ottawa, in Chancery, page 285, on June 17. 1931, and
made and enteredon the 5th day of assigned to Zeeland State Bank,
November, A.D. 1934, in the above which assignment was recorded in
I Block North and One-Half Weal of Warm Friend Tavern
entitled cause, notice is hereby giv
Liber 141 of Mortgages, page 426, (8 Weet Seventh
^ne 4X84
en
that
on
the
7th
dav
of
January,
ruary 4, ,1932, and recorded in the •t too o'clock In the forenoon, mid time
on June 17, 1931, and assigned to
Plaintiffs,
A.D.
1935,
at
10
o'clock
in
the
foreter of Deeds for Ottawa County. office of the Register of Deeds for and place being hereby appointed for
Henry Baron, Corey Poest, ami
noon of that day, I. the subscriber,
Said mortgage was subsequently said County on February 5, 1932, ihe examinationand adjustment of all ARTHUR A. VISSCHER and
John A. Hartgorink, Trustee* for
a
Circuit Court Commissionerin
segregated assets of Zeeland State
assigned by said Holland City De- in Liber 160 of Affidavits of Re- claims and demands against said de- HELENE K. VISSCHER, husband
and for Ottawa County, in the State
Bank, which assignment was repositors’Corporation to the Re- newal of Mortgages on page 469. ceased.
16128— Expires Dec. 15.
Expires December 29.
and wife, Defendant*.
of Michigan, shall sell at nublic auccorded in Liber 105 of Mortgages
construction Finance Corporation, Said mortgage being assigned by
In pursuance and by virtue of a tion to the highest bidder,at the
STATE OF MICHIGAN
It is FurtherOrdered, That public
MORTGAGE SAL^
a federal corporation,by assign- i*aid Holland City State Bank to notice thereof be given by publication decree of the CircuitCourt for the north front door of the Court on page 550, on October 6, 1934;
PROBATE COURT FOR
upon
which
mortgage
there
is
due
Default
having
been
made
in
the
: ment dated September 21, 1934, and
Holland City Depositors’Corpora- of a copy hereof for three suc- County of Ottawa, in Chancery, House, in the City of Grand Haven
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
and
unpaid:
princ
pal
$1,600.00.
In
conditions
of
a
certain
mortgage
>rded September 24, 1934, in tion, a Michigan Corporation, by cessive weeks previous to said day of made and entered on the 5th day in said Copnty of Ottawa and State
At a session of said Court, held
Liber 105 of Mortgages on page assignmentrecorded January 19, hearing, in the Holland City News, a of November, A.D. 1934, in the -of Michigan, that being the place terest $486.50, making a total of dated the 14th day of October, at the Probate Office in the City of
$2,036.50, as well as unpaid taxes 1924, excuted by John H. Boone and
549, in the office of said register 1934, in Liber 165 of Mortgageson newspaper printed and circulated in above entitled cause, notice is here- of holding the circuitcourt for
Grand Haven in said County, on
by given that on the 7th day of said county, all those certain pieces together with statutory costs ol Matilda Boone, his wife, as mort- the 21st day of November, A.D.
of deeds, and reassigned by said page 110 thereof in the office of said county.
foreclosure,will be foreclosed by gagors, to Martha 1)( Kollen, a*
January, A.D. 1935, at 10 o'clock
ReconstructionFinance Corpora- said Register of Deeds. Said
CORA VANDEWATER, in the forenodn of that day, I, the or parcels of land or so much a statutory sale of the premises mortgagee,and which said mort- 1934.
thereofas shall be necessary to pay
tion to said Holland City Deposi- mortgage was subsequentlyasPresent, Hon. Cora Van De WaJataa ae reshasn
therein described,to-wit:
gage was recorded in the office of
subscriber, a CircuitCourt Commis- and satisfy the amount of said
tors’ Corporation by assignment, signed by said Holland City De- A true cop*—
ter, Judge of Probate.
The Northeast Quarter of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa In the Matter of the Estate of
sioner in and for Ottawa County, decree, viz.: $11*25.00, and the
dated November 5, 1934, and re positors' Corporation to the ReconHARR ET SWART
County, Michigan, on the 17th day
the Southwest Quarter of Secin the State of Michigan, shall sell costs and expenses of this sale, toJohn W. Beukema. Deceased.
corded in the office of said Regis- struction Finance Corporation, a
Register of Prubate
of October, 1924, in Liber 134 of
tion Thirty-six,Township Six,
at public auctionto the highest bid- gether with interestthereon from
Wilma Beukema, having filed in
ter of Deeds in Liber 165 of Mort- Federal Corporation by assignment
Mortgages,
on
Page
314;
and
Range
Sixteen
West,
excepting
der, at the north front door of the the date of the decree at 6 per
gages on page 274, on which mort- dated September21, 1934, and retwo acres in the Northeast whereby the power of sale con- said court her petition praying that
Court House in the City of Grand cent: and if said sale is insufficient
gage there is claimed to be due at corded in Liber 105 of Mortgages
tained in said mortgage has be- said court a.ljudicateand detercorner being twenty rods Fast
Expires Feb. 21 •
Haven, in said County of Ottawa to pay these amounts, then to certhe date of this notice, for princicome
operative,and no suit or pro- mine who were at the time of his
and West and Sixteen rod*
and State of Michigan, that being tify the deficiertcy to the court for
on page 549, and reassigned by
pal and interest, the sum of One said Reconstruction Finance Corceeding at law having been insti- death the , legal helps of said deNorth and South, Township of
the place of holding the circuit a personal decree against said deMORTGAGE
SALE
Hundred Seventy Six and 25-100 poration to said Holland City Detuted to recover the debt secured ceased and entitledto inherit the
Port Sheldon, County of Ottacourt for said county, all those cer- fendant, Otto P. Kramer, Trustee,
hy said mortgage,or any part real estate of which said deceased
ollars, and an attorney’s fee as positors Corpora4ionby assignwa,
Michigan.
tain pieces or parcels of land or so for the payment of such deficiency.
Default having been made in the much thereofas shall be necessary
provided in said mortgage, and no ment dated November 5, 1934, and
Said property is described as at the North front door of the thereof,and there ia claimed to be died, seized.
It is Ordered, That the
Court House in the City of Grand due on the date hereof for princisuit or proceedings at law having recorded on November 23, 1934, in terms and conditionsof those cer- to pay and satisfy the amount of follows:
been instituted to recover the Liber 165 of Mortgages on page tain indentures of mortgages giv- said decree, cix.: $2,413.50, and the
“Lot No. 9. Block thirty- Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan, pal, interest and attorneys1 fees 26th Day of December,A. D. 1984,
that being the place for holding provided in said mortgage, the at ten o'clockin the forenoon, at
moneys secured by said mortgage 274 in the office of said Register en by Klaas Kok and Roelofje Kok, costa and expenses of this sale, toseven (37) of the originalPiet
the Circuit Court of s?.id County, aum of $2,103.30;
said probate offlee, be and Is hereby
or any part thereof.
of the City of Holland, accordof Deeds, on which mortgage there his wife, to Nellie B. Veneklasen, gether with interestthereon from
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is appointed for hearing said petition;
on the 28th day of January, 1935,
bearing date March 4, 1909, and re- the date of the decree at 6 per cent;
ing to the recorded Plst thereis
claimed
to
be
due
at
the
date
of
Notice is Hereby Given, that by
hereby given that pursuant to the
at Ten o'clockin the forenoon.
It la Further Ordered, that pubof in the Register of Deeds
corded in the office of the Regis- and if said sale is insufficient to
virtue of the power of sale con- this notice,for principal and inDated: November 5. 1934.
statute and said power of sale in lic notice thereof be given by pubpay these amounts, then to certify
Offlee in Ottawa County. State
ter
of
Deeds
of
Ottawa
County,
on
tained in said mortgage,and the terest, the sum of Two Hundred
said mortgage contained, for the lication of a copy of this order, for
HENRY BARON,
of Michigan, being in the rtv
May 1, 1916, at 8:40 o’clock, a. m. the deficiencyto the court for a
statute in such case made and pro- Eight and 35-100 dollars, and an
purpose of satisfyingthe sum due three successiveweeks previous to
CORKY
POEST,
personal
decree
against
said
deof
Holland,
Ottawa
county,
in Liber 112 of Mortgageson page
JOHN A. HARTGKK1NK. on the said mortgage, the costs and said day of hearing,in the Holland
vided on Monday, the 4th day of Attorney’s fee of Thirty Dollars,
fendant*. Arthur A. Visscher and
Michigan.”
12,
on
which
mortgage
there
is
March, 1935, at 10 o’clock in the as provided for in said mortgage,
Dated this 21st day of Novem- Trustees of the segregated assets charges of said sale, and any taxes City News, a newspaper printed
claimed to be due $2,386.00 as prin- Helene K. Visscher, for the payand insurance premiums paid by
of the Zeeland State Bunk.
forenoon, the undersigned will, at and no suit or proceedings at law
ment
of sueh deficiency.
ber,
A.D. 1934.
and circulatedin said county.
cipal and $534.00 interest, also that
the mortgagee before the date ol
Assignees of Mortgagee.
the North Front Door of the Court having been institutedto recover
Said property is describedas folJARRETT
N. CLARK.
CORA VANDEWATER,
certain
other
mortgage
given
by
the
sale,
the
said
mortgage
will
be
House, in the City of Grand Ha- the moneys secured by said mortlows:
Circuit Court Commissionerin and MILES A SMITH,
Judge of Probate
Klaas
Kok
and
Roelofje
Kok,
his
Attorneys for Assignees of
foreclosedby sale of the premises
;‘Lots Sixteen (16), Sevenven in said County, that being the gage, or any part thereof.
for Ottawa Countv, Michigan.
A true eopy—
wife,
to
Nellie
B.
Veneklasen,
to the highest bidder at public aucMortgagee.
teen
(171,
Eighteen
(18),
NinePAUL E. CHOLETTE.
place where the CircuitCourt for
Notice is hereby given, that by
HARRIET SWART,
12w tion or vendue on the 4th day of
guardian of Benjamin Veneklasen,
teen (191. Twenty (20), TwenAttornevfor Plaintiffs,
the County of Ottawa is held, sell virtue of the power of sale conRtlUter of Probate
I January. 1935, at
two
o'clock
in
minor, bearing date March 4, 1909,
v-nne (21), Twenty-two (22),
llusiness Address:
at public auction, to the highest tained in said mortgage,and the
the afternoon of said day at thj
and recorded in the office of the
Twentv-three (23), TwentvPeoples National Bank Bldg.,
bidder, the premises described in statute in such case made and pronorth front door of the courthouse
Register of Deeds of Ottawa Counfour (24), Twentv-five (25),
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
:p
said mortgage, or so much thereof, vided. on Monday, the 4th day of
in the City of Grand Haven, OttaExpires Dec. 22
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
ty on May 1, 1916, at 8:40 o’clock
and
twenty-six
(26), of Ingleas may be necessary to pay the March, 1935, at 10:30 o’clock in
wa County, Michigan, that being
side Plat, according to the reMORTGAGE SALE
The Probate Court tor the Counamount due on said mortgage, with the forenoon,the undersigned will, a. m. in Liber 112 of Mortgageson
the place of holding the Circuit Default having been made in a
corded Plat thereof,"being in
ty of Ottawa.
MORTGAGE SALE
seven per cent interest, anu all le- at the North Front Door of the Page 13, which mortgage was duly
Court for the said County of Ot- real estate mortgage dated the
Park Township, Ottawa Counassigned to Nellie Poest, formerly
At
a
session
of
said
Court,
held
gal costs, together with said At- Court House in the City of Grand
tawa. Said premises being de- 20th of September, 1919, and exeDefault having been made in the
tv. Michigan.
at the Probate Office in the City
Veneklasen,
on
October
31,
1919,
torney’sfee as providedfor in said Haven in said County, that being
scribed a* follows:
Dated
th's
20th
day
of
Novemconditions
of
a
certain
mortgage
cuted bv John S. Oppeneer and
of
Grand
Haven,
in
said
County,
mortgage,the premises being de- the place where the Circuit Court and said assignmentbeing record- ber, A.D. 1934.
The followingdescribedland
dated the 20th day of March, 1929, on the 21st day of November,A.D.
Lottie B. Oppeneer, husband and
ed
in
said
Register
of
Deeds
Ofand premises, situated in the
scribed in said mortgage as fol- for the County of Ottawa is held,
JARRETT N. CLARK. executed by Sylvia Rice, a* mort- 1934.
wife, of Jamestown,Ottawa counfice on November 3, 1919, at 2:15
Township of Holland. County ty, Michigan, as mortgagors to the
lows, to-wit:
sell at public auction,to the highCircuit Court Commissionerin gagor, to Ottawa County Building
Present, Hon. Cora Vandcwater,
o’clock p. n:. in Liber 97 of Mortof Ottawa, State of Michigan,
est. bidder,the premises described
and for Ottawa Co., Mich. ana Loan Association,as mortga- Judge of Probate.
All of Lot Nine (9) Block C
Jamestown State Bank, a Michigan
gages on Page 399, on which mortviz: Lots numbered One (1)
gee. and which said mortgage was
PAUL E. CHOLETTE,
in said mortgage, or so much
in Bosman’s Addition to the
Banking Corporationof JamesJn
the Matter of the Estate of
gage there is claimed to be due
and
Sixty
(60)
of
Oak
Lawn
recorded in the office of the RegBusiness Address:
thereof, as may be necessary to
town, Michigan, as mortgagee,
City of Holland, Ottawa CounR A Y M ON D W. T A R D F P, Drees*. d
$1,614.00as principaland $361.00
Park,
all
according
to
the
rePeoples National Bank Bldg ister of Deeds of Ottawa County,
pay the amount due on said mortty, Michigan, said premises
which mortgage was recorded in
corded plat thereof on record
as interest, and no action at law or
Michigan, on the 6th day of April,- It appearingto the court that
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
the office of the Register of Deeds
gage, with seven per cent interest,
being situated in the City of
in the office of the Register of
the time for presentationof claim*
in equity having been commenced
1929,
in
Liber
129
of
Mortgages,
for Ottawa County, Michigan, on
and all legal costs, together with
Holland, County of Ottawa
Deeds
for
Ottawa
County,
against
said
estate
should
be
lim
to
collect said mortgage debt,
on Page 557; and whereby the powthe 26th day of September, 1919,
said Attorney’s fee of Thirty doland State of Michigan.
Michigan.
therefore notice is hereby given
of sale contained in said mort- ited, and that a time and place Inin Liber 112 of Mortgagee, on page
lars, the premises being described
Dated December 4, 1934.
Expires Feb. 21
Dated October 11th, 1934.
gage has become operative, and no appointed to receive, examine and
said mortgages will be fore285, whereby the power of sale has
HOLLAND CITY DEPOSITORS in said mortgage as follows, to- that
MARTHA D. KOLLEN, ! become operative aaid mortgagee
suit or proceeding at law having adjust all claims and demand*
closed by a sale of the mortgage
CORPORATION,
wit:
Mortgagee,
NOTICE
OF
MORTGAGE
SALE
been
instituted
to
recover
the
debt
against
said
deceased
by
and
before
premises at public sale or vendue
has elected and does elect to deLot Nine (9) Block C, in
Assignee of Mortgage.
secured by said mortgage, or any said court:
DIEKEMA, CROSS & TEN CATE. clare the principal sum with ail
to the highest bidder on March 1,
Bosman's Addition to the City
ELBERN PARSONS,
Attorneys for Mortgagee,
1936, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
Default having been made in the part thereof,and there is claimed
arrearages of interest and taxes
It is ordered, That creditorsof
of Holland,Ottawa County,
Attorney for Assignee of
of that day, at the north front door conditionsof a certain Mortgage to be due on the date hereof for said deceased are required to pre- Business Address:
under the terms of the mortgage to
Michigan, according to the reprincipal,interest and attorneys’
Mortgage.
be due and payable.
of the court house in the City of made by Ralph Vos and Hattie
Holland, Michigan.
sent their claims to said court at
corded plat thereof,all being
fees provided in said mortgage, the
Business Address:
That no suit or proceedings at
Grand Haven, Ottawa County, Vos, husband and wife, to Holland
12w
said Probate Office on or before
in
the
City
of
Holland,
Ottawa
sum
of
$3,865.29;
Holland, Michigan.
law to recover the debts secured by
Michigan (that being the place of City State Bank of Holland, Michi
the
County,
Michigan.
12w
NOW, THEREFORE, notice is
the said mortgage or any part
holding the Circuit Court for the gan, a Michigan Corporation,dated
Expires December 15.
HOLLAND CITY DEPOSITORS’ County
hereby given that pursuant to the 20th Day of March. A.D. 1935.
thereof has been instituted,and
of Ottawa), to satisfy the the 21st day of October. 1922, and
MORTGAGE
SALE
CORPORATION,
statute and said power of sale in at ten o’clockin the forenoon,said
that there is claimed to be due en
Amignec of Mortgage. amount claimed to be due on said recorded in the office of the Reg said mortgage
mor __ contained, for the time and place being hereby apExpires Feb. 21
Default having been made in the said mortgage at the date of this
mortgages, both principaland in- ister of Deeds for the County of
due pointed for the examinationand conditionn of a certain mortgage, notice the sum of $4500.00 and inELBERN PARSONS,
purpose of satisfyingthe sum due
terest, totaling$4,895.00, and costs Ottawa and State of Michigan, on
on the said mortgage, the costs adjustmentof all claims and de- signed and executed by Albert J. terest of $651.25 and unpaid taxes
Attorney for Assignee of
NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
and expenses of foreclosure.
the
23rd
day
of
October,
1922,
and charges of said sale, and any mands against said deceased.
Mortgage.
Moeke and Jennie Moeke, his wife, and statutory costs of foreclosure.
Said lands and premises are de- Liber 135 of Mortgages,on page taxes and insurance premiums
It is Further Ordered, That pub- to the Zeeland State Bank, a
Business Address:
Notice is hereby "dven that by
scribedas follows, to-wit:
Default having been made in the
137, which mortgage was assigned paid by the mortgagee before the lic notice thereof he given by pubHolland, Michigan.
Michigan corporation,of Zeeland, virtue of the power of sale con“Being
in
the township of
conditions of a certain Mortgage
by
said
Holland
City
State
Bank
date
of
the
sale,
the
said
mortga
lication of a copy of this order, Michigan, on September 17, A.D. tained in said mortgage and in
12w
Jamestown,County of Ottawa
made by Meindert Minnema and
by assignment recorded January will be foreclosedby sale of
once each week for three succes- 1925, and recorded in the office of pursuanceof the statute in such
and State of Michigan, viz.:
Hattie Minnema, hia wife, to Hol19, 1934, in Liber 165 of Mortgages premises to the highest bidder,al
sive weeks previous to said day of the Register of Deeds for Ottawa case provided, said mortgage will
Expires Feb. 21
the West half (Vi) of the on page 110, to Holland City De- mblic auction or vendue on the hearing, in the Holland City News, County, Michigan, in Liber 107 of be foreclosed and the mortg
land City State Bank of Holland,
Northeast quarter (14) and
Michigan,
Michigan Banking NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
positors Corporation, a Michigan !6th day of January, 1935, at two a newspaper printed and circulat- Mortgages on page 626, on Septem- premises therein described
the South Eighteen-fortieths Corporation,and further assigned o’clock in the afternoon of said day ed in said county.
Corporation, dated the 31st day of
ber 28, A.D. 1925, on which mort- sold to the highest bidder at pubDefault having been made in the
the north front door of the
CORA VAN DE WATER, gage there is claimed to be due at lic vendue on the 22nd day of De(18-40)of the Southeast quarMarch, 1926, and recorded in the conditionsof a certain Mortgage
by said Holland City Depositors
courthouse in the city of Grand
Judge of Probate. the time of this notice for principal cember, 1934, at Nine o’clock in the
ter (14) of the Northeast quaroffice of the Register of Deeds made by Adrian DeGroot and BerCorporation to Reconstruction FiHaven, Ottawa County, Michigan, A true copy.
and interestthe sum of Nineteen forenoon, Eastern StandardTime,
ter (14) of Section Eighteen
for the County of Ottawa and State tha DeGroot, his wife, to Holland
nance Corporation,a Federal Corthat being the place of holding the HARRIET SWART,
Hundred Sixty-four and 10-100 at the North Front Door of the
(18) in Township Five (5)
of Michigan, on the first day of City State Bank, of Holland, Michporation, by assignment dated JanCircuit Court for the said County
Register of Probate.
($1,904.10)dollars and an attorney Court House, in the City of Grand
north, range thirteen (13)
April, 1926, in Liber 147 of MortJ igan, a MichiganBanking Corporuary 15, 1935, and by ReconstrucOttawa. Said premisesbeing
fee as provided for In said mort- Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan,
west, containing 98 acres of
gages, on page 130, on which Mortl ation, dated the first day of Aution Finance Corporation reas- described as follows:
gage.
that being the place of holding the
gage there is claimed to be due^ gust, 1925, and recorded in the
land, more or less.’’
signed to Holland City Depositors
The followingdescribedland and
Expires December 15.
Default also having been made Circuit Court for the County of
NELLIE POEST,
at the date of this notice, for prin- office of the Register of Deeds lor
Corporation by assignmentdated premises situated in the City of
MORTGAGE SALE
in the conditionsof a second mort- Ottawa. Said mortgaged premises
FormerlyVeneklassen. November 6, 1934, and recorded in Holland. County of Ottawa, State
cipal and interest, the sum of Thir- the County of Ottawa and State
Default having been made in the gage, signed and executed by Al- are described as follows:
Mortgagee.
teen Hundred Ninety-eightand of Michigan, on the fifth day of
the office of the Register of Deeds of Michigan, viz:
conditions of a certain mortgage bert J. Moeke and Jennie Moeke,
The South East quarter (SE4L)
63-100 Dollars, and the further sum August, 1925, in Liber 136 of Dated December 5, 1934.
for Ottawa County in Liber 105 of
All that part of the South
dated the 5th day of August, 1930, his wife, to the Zeeland State Bank, of the South East quarter (SEV >
of 'hiirty-fiveDollars as Attor- Mortgages, on page 571 on which JARRETT N. CLARK,
Half
of
the
Northwest
QuarMortgageson page 269, on which
executed by Bernard R. Tibbet and a Michigan corporation,of Zeeland, and the East one-half of the North
neys’ fees, and the further sum of Mortgage there is claimed to be
Attorney for Mortgagee.
ter of the SouthwestQuarter
Mortgage there is claimed to be
Mary E. Tibbett, hi* wife, as mort- Michigan, on July 1st, 1927, and re- West quarter (EttNWK) of the
of Section32-5-15 West, boundthree and 4-100 Dollars for insur- due at the date of this notice, for Business Address:
due at the date of this notice, for
gagors, to Raymond Brown and corded in the office of the Register South East quarter (SEU) and the
ed bv a line commencing at a
ance paid, making the whole principaland interest, the sum ol
Zeeland, Michigan.
principaland interest, the sum of
Rena Brown, his wife, a* mortga- of Deeds for Ottawa County, Michi- North East quarter (NEVi) of the
point six rods east and eight
12w Seven Hundred Thirty-one and 2amount claimed to be due at the Two Thousand and Seventy-three
gees, and which said mortgagewas gan, in Liber 146 of Mortgageson South East quarter (SEM) all in
rods south from where the
date of this notice, to-wit, the sum dollarsand for insurance paid six
recorded in the office of the Regis- page 78, on July 13, A.D. 1927, on section one of T5 NR 13 W, except
100 Dollars,and the further sum
North line of the South Half
of Fourteen Hundred One and 67- Dollars, and the further sum of
ter of Deeds of Ottawa County, which mortgage there is claimed to _ parcel in the South West corner
of an attorney fee as provided in
of the Northwest Quarter of
100 Dollars, to which amount willl Thirty-Five Dollars,as Attorneys
Michigan, on the 7th day of Au- be due at the time of this notice for of the South East quarter (SEM)
Expires Feb. 21
said mortgage,making the whole
the Southwest Quarter of said
gust, 1930, in Liber 161 of Mort- principaland interestthe sum of of the South East quarter (SEM »
be added at the time of sale all! fees, making the whole amount
amount claimed to be due at the
Section intersectsthe Center
gages, on Page 83; and the mort- Six Hundred Eighty and 60-100 Forty rods (40 rtfs) North and
taxes and insurance that may be claimed to be due at the date of
MORTGAGE SALE
date of this notice, to-wit, the sum
line of Michigan Avenue; rungagees having elected to declare ($680.60) dollars and an attorney South and Twenty rods (20 rds)
paid by the said Mortgagee be- this notice, to-wit, the sum of Two
Default having been made in the of Seven Hundred Sixty-sixand 2ning thence South four rods;
the whole amount due because of fee as provided for In said mort- East ami West, all being in the
tween the date of this notice and Thousand one hundred and four- terms and conditions of that cer- 100 Dollars, to which amount will
thence West twelve rods to the
defaults in making payments;and gage, and no suit or proceedingsat township of Jamestown, Ottawa
the time of said sale; and no pro- teen Dollars, to which amount will
be
added
at
the
time
of
sale
all
center
line
of
Michigan
Avetain indenture of mortgage given
whereby the power of sale con- law having been institutedto re- County, Michigan.
ceedings at law having been in- be added at the time of sale all
taxes
and
insurance
that
may
be
nue; thence in a Northeasterly
by Louis Klamer and Emma Klatained in said mortgage has be- cover the moneys secured hy either Dated October 5, 1034.
stituted to recover the debt now re- taxes and insurance that may be
dirertionalong the center line
mer, his wife, to Jehn A. Van Kley paid by the said assignee of Mort
come operative, and no suit or pro- or both of said mortgagesor any
HENRY WINTER,
maining secured by said Mortgage, paid by the said Mortgagee beof Michigan Avenue to a point
and Nellie Poest, executors of the gage between the date of this noceeding at law having been insti- part thereof,
Receiver for the
or any part thereof,whereby the tween the date of this notice and
due
West
from
point of begintice
and
the
time
of
said
sale;
and
NOTICE
IS
HEREBY
GIVEN,
tuted to recoverthe debt securedbv
estate of Adrian Van Kley, deJamestown State Bank,
power of sale containedi^ said the time of said sale; and ao proning; thence East ten rods to
said mortgage, or any part thereof, that by virtue of the power of sale
ceased, bearing date December 23, no proceedings at law having been
a MichiganBanking
Mortgage has become operativi; ceedings at law having been instibeginning.Said parcel is concontained
in
said
mortgage*
and
Instituted
to
recover
the
debt
now
and
there
is
claimed
to
be
due
on
1920, and recorded in the office
Corooration.
veyed subject to right of wav
Now Therefore,Notice is Hereby tuted to recover the debt now rethe
statute
in
such
case
made
and
remaining
secured
by
said
Mortthe
date
hereof
for
principal,
interof the Register of Deeds of OtMILES A SMITH,
on west aenuired and now held
Given, that by virtue of the power maining secured by said Mortgage,
est, taxes, and attorneys’fees pro- provided,on Monday, the 24th day
tawa County on December 27, 1920, gage, or any part thereof, whereby
bv the public for street and vided in said mortgage, the sum of of December, A.D. 1934, at two Holland, Michigan.
of sale contained in said Mortgage or any part thereof,whereby the
the
power
of
sale
contained
in
said
at 8 o’clock a. m. in Liber 130 of
highway purposes.
o’clock in the afternoon of that day, Attorneys for Mortgagee. 12w
and in pursuance of the statutein power of sale contained in said
$1,252.35;
Mortgagee, on page 371, and which Mortgage has become operative;
Dated November 1. 1934.
Eastern Standard Time, the undersuch case made and provided, the Mortgage has become operative;
THEREFORE,
notice
is
Now, therefore,Notice is hereby OTTAWA COUNTY BUILDING
mortgftffewas duly assigned to
said Mortgage will be foreclosed
hereby given that pursuant to the signed will at the front door of the
Expires December 15
Now Therefore, Notice is Here- Nellie Poest on September 24, given that by virtue of the power
& LOAN ASSOCIATION. statute and said power of sale in Court House in the City of Grand
by a sale of the premises therein
MORTGAGE SALE
Mortga e-po.
by Given that by virtue of the 1926, which assignment was re- of sale contained in said Mortgage
Haven.
Michigan,
sell
at
public
aucsaid mortgage contained, for the
described or so much thereof as
Notice is hereby given that a
power of sale contained in said corded in said Register of Deeds and in pursuance of the statute in DIEKEMA. CROSS A TEN CATE. purpose of satisfyingthe sum due tion to the highest bidder the premmay be necessary, at public auc-l
mortgage dated March 18, 1925,
Attornev*for Mortgagee.
Mortgage and in pursuance of the office, September 30, 1926, such case made and provided, the
on the said mortgage, the costs and ises described in said mortgages, given by Louis Uildriks and Cortion, to the highest bidder,at The]
said
Mortgage
will
be
foreclosed
by
Business
Address:
together
with
interest
and
all
lestatute in such case made and pro- in Liber 141 of Mortgages on
charges of said sale, and any taxes
nelia Uildriks,husband and wife,
North Front Door of the Court!
Holland, Michigan.
vided, the said Mortgage will be page 173, and no action at law a sale of the premises therein deand insurance premiums paid by gal costs. The premises in said
House in the City of Grand Haven,
12w the mortgageesbefore the date of mortgages being described as fol- to the People’sState bank of Holforeclosedby a sale of the prem- or suit in equity having been com- scribed or so much thereof as may
land, Michigan,and recorded in
and County of Ottawa, Michigan,
ises therein described or so much menced to collect said mortgage be necessary,at public auction,to
the sale, the said mortgagewill be lows:
the office of the register of deeds
that being the place for holding the
The
South
one
hundred
one
the
highest
bidder,
at
the
North
foreclosedby sale of the premises
thereof as may be necessary, at debt, thereforenotice is hereby
Ottawa County, Michigan, in
Circuit Court in and for said Couni
and sixteen one-hundredths for
xpii
to the highest bidder at public aucpublic auction,to the highest bid- en that said mort«»ffe will before- Front Door of the Court House in
Liber 135 of Mortgages on page
ty, on Monday the 4th day of|
(S.
101
16-100)
feet
in
width
MORTGAGE SALE
tion or vendue on the 21st dav of
der, at the north front door of the closed by a sale of the mortgaged the City of Grand Haven, and
516, on the ‘,0th of March, 1925, and
March, 1935, at 10 o’clock in the
of the North Three hundred which mo* .gage has been assigned
Notice is hereby given that a December,1934, at three o'clock in
court house in the City of Grand premises at public sale or vendue County of Ottawa, Michigan, that
one and sixteen one-hundredths
forenoon of said day, and said
to Harold De Fouw, which assignHaven, and County of Ottawa, to the highest bidder on March 1, being the place for holding the mortgage dated April 23. 1926, giv- the afternoon of said dav at the
(N. 301 16-100) feet in width
premises will be sold to pay the
en bv Henrv G. Da Weerd and north front door of the court
ment is recorded in the office of
Michigan, that being the place for 1935, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon Circuit Court in and for said Coun
of
the
South
seven
(S.
7)
acres
amount so as aforesaid then due
Jennie
De
Weerd,
his
wife,
to
Jenhouse in the city of Grand Haven,
the register of deeds for Ottawa
holding the Circuit Court in and of that day at the north front door ty, on Monday, the 4th day of
of
the
Southwest
fractional
nie Van Weelden. and recorded in Ottawa County, Michigan, that beon said Mortgagetogether with six
County, Michigan, in Liber 141 of
for said County, on Monday, the of the court house in the City of March, 1935, at one o'clockin the the office of the Register of Deeds
quarter
(S.W.
1-4}
of
Section
the place of holding the Cir. per cent interest legal costs, AtMortgageson page 570. on Febru4th day of March, 1935, at Grand Haven, Ottawa County, afternoon of said day, and said for Ottawa County, Michigan,in ing
nine (9) Township five (5)
cuit Court for the said County of
torneys’ fees and also any taxes
ary f, 1933; upon which mortgage
10:30 o'clock in the forenoon of Michigan (that being the place of premises will be sold to pay the Liber 134 of Mortgages on page
North of Range sixteen (16)
Ottawa. Said premises being deand insurance that said Mortgagee
there is due and unpaid: principal,
said day, and said premiseswill holding the Circuit Court for the amount so as aforesaid then due 505 on the 26th of April. 1926; scribed as follows:
West, excepting the East three
$854.45. interest $106.08, making a
does pay on or prior to the date
be sold to pay the amount so as County of Ottawa),to satisfythe on laid Mortgage, together with upon which mortgage there is due
hundred ninety-three(393) total of $960.53. as well as unpaid
The following describedland
of said sale; which said premises
feet
thereof,
situated
in
the
aforesaid then due on said Mort- amount claimed to be due on said 6% per cent interest, legal costa, and unpaid: Principal$5,500.00. inand premises, situated in the
taxes, together with statutory cost*
are described in said Mortgage as
Township of Park, County of
gage together with six per cent in- mortgage,which is principal $4,- Attorneys’fe«« and also any taxes terest $673.37,totaling$6,173.37,
Township of Jamestown,Counof foreclosure,will be foreclosed
follows, to-wit:
and
insurance
that
assignee
Ottawa
and
State
of
Michigan.
terest, legal costa, Attorneys’ fees 000.00 and interest thereon amountas well as unpaid taxes, together
ty of Ottawa. State of Michiby a statutorysale of the premises
The South One-Third (S 1-3)
Dated: This 24th day of September,
and also any taxes and insurance ing to $1*05.00, totaling$5,005.00, Mortgage does pay on or prior to with statutorycosts of foreclosure,
gan, vix: The South 7-20 of
therein described,to-wit:
of Lota One Hundred Eleven
A. D. 1934.
the East 4-9 of the West 9-16
that said Mortgagee does pay on and all legal costa and expenses of the date of said sale; which said will be foreclosedby a statutory
Lot numbered 149 in SteHENRY BARON,
(111) and One Hundred Twelve
premises are described in sai< sale of the premisestherein deof the North 1-2 of the Southor prior to the data of said sale; foreclosure.
ketee Brothers’Addition to the
COREY
POEST,
(112) of Steketee Brothers
scribed, to-wit:
west quarter of Section One;
City of Holland, according
Said land and premises are de- Mortgageas follows, to-wit:
which said premises are described
JOHN A. HARTGERINK.
All of Lot Seven of Block FortyAddition to the City of HolLota numbered Thirty-three
also the South 3-5 of the West
the recorded map of said:*
in said Mortgage as follows, to- scribed as follows, to-wit.:
Trustees
of
the
segregated
assets
two in the City of Holland, exceptland, all according to the Re5-8 of the Northwest quarter
(33) and Thirty-four (34) of
dition on record in the i
wit:
"Situatedin Township of
of the Zeeland State Bank and
ing the East 38 feet thereof,acof the Southwest Quarter of
of the Register of
corded Plat thereof on record
Jettison Parit Plat, according
Lot numbered thirty-one
Zeeland, County of Ottawa and
ZEELAND STATE BANK, Ottawa Coui
cording to recorded plat of the
Section One; also the North
in the office of the Register
to the recorded plat thereof in
(81) of Wabeke’i Addition to
State of Michigan, vis.: All of
Mortgagee.
Village (now Citv), of Holland, 1-4 of the Southwest quarter
at the North
of Deeds for Ottawa County,
the office of the Register of
the City of Holland, according
the west fractionalhalf {%)
LOKKER ADEN HERDER,,
Ottawa County, Michigan, at the
of the Southwest quarter of
Court House in
Michiran. Said premises beDeeds
of
Ottawa
County,
to the recorded plat thereof
of the Northeast fractional
Attorneys
for
Mortgagee.
North front door of the Court Section One; all being in Townquarter (M) of section Four
on record in the office of the
Business
v
House in the City of Grand Haven, ship number five north of
that
8, 1934.
Deed* for Ottawa
(4), Town Five (5) north,
Holland, Michigan.
Ottawa
County. Michigan, that beRange
Thirteen
West.
the Cil
DEPOSITORS
HO
12W on the
and State of
range Fourteen (14) West”
the place for holding the Cir- Dated: September25. 1934.
- '27, 1934.
CORPORATION,
Court of said Countv. on the
RAYMOND BROWN,
of Mortgage.
ITE BANK,
STATE BANK,
day of December,1934, at 9
RENA BROWN.
Dat
Mortgagee.
Seh., Mortgagee.
Mortgagee*.
0 C,MJENnVe vS°WEjaDENi
CRORS A TEN CATE,
for Mortgagees,

Holland
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OF FAWNS WERE .weather conditions which' lead
HEAVIER THAN USUALlmany over-eager nimroda to shoot

\i

President Roosevelt Endorses

without determining the speciesor
illegal killing of does and Bjze 0f the deer. The hides of all

The

COMMON COUNCIL

j

Christmas Seal Campaign

killed deer are being
season in northern Michigan turned over to the State Welfare
was heavier than last year, accord- commission and to date seve/al
to reports received by the De- 1 hundred hides have been made
'fMrtment of Conservationfrom availablefor the use of the comfOmservationofficers. Officers at- mission.These hides will be tanned
tributedthe large number of viola- and made into buckskin moccasins
[ tions to the increase of tenderfoot and jackets for and by the unemBSanters and to the unfavorable ployed.
during the past deer hunt-
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Harrison Hot Water Heaters

$5.00 Installed
Up
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DELCO BATTERIES

—

Name

One Quality
Standard Equipment in 60% of all
New Cars
One

$5.55 up—

REPAIRED
INSTALLED
Genuine A C Spark
Plugs us 60c each

Lorraine Spotlights
’ 4 sizes $12.50 up

carry complete stocks and serviceall

AC

ment:

and

N/E

ol the following equip-

Speedometers,Fuel Pumps, Delco-Remy,

Autolite,Northeast,Generators,Starters, Igniters,WindshieldW ipers

White Bros. Electric Co.

2284

DEPENDABLE ELECTRIC SERVICE

Phone

178 River Ave.

much

hot water

need-

as 1

and no waste"

ig|g|L;

WITH A

HIGH-LOW PENFIELD
iATIC HOT WATER HEATER
bbbz: ECONOMY REGULATOR
at surprisinglylow

cost of oper-

Guaranteed Gas Bill
o9er this heater on our rental

purchase plan

Only OO

Down

and $1.00 per month during

Me Gugin

Will be in his permanent, branch office
8th St., Holland every

Wednesday from

1

to 7 P. M.

to take impressions for

Non-Skid

Cell

Sets of

TEETH
at the

main

Floyd Ketcham, 165 E. 6th St., formed a like service for 29,009.
Judged by these figures it must
Ke-roofing;Martin Bol, 17 W. 16th
St., Re-roofing; H. S. Covell, 541 rank as one of the most effective
State St., Addition; Natl. Biscuit life-savingagencies in the world.
The coast guard has also salCo., E. 9th St, Remodel; Hubert
Pelgrim, 68 W. 12th St., Remodel; vaged, in a single year, vessels
Pure Oil Station, 17th and Pine worth fifty million dollars.Though
Ave., Car-hoist;H. P. Zwemer, 287 most of its rescues are not specE. 8th St., Commercial;Cornelius tacular it has never failed to meet
Blom, 18 W. 8th St., Remodel; the challenge of sudden emergency
Jacob Bultman, 646 Michigan Ave., and to give the aid which was to
Roof; John L. Mokma, 39 W. 17th be expected of an organizationold
in service and strong in tradition.
St., Remodel.
The American people are proud
of the Coast Guard, and rightly.
BIGGEST OLDEST OAK
Without its ceaseless vigilance
NORWAY IS SAVED their
shores would be the grave
yards of hundreds of ships and
What is probably Norway’s old- thousands of human beings.
o
est and biggest oak has been set
aside for preservation at Vestby,
southeast of Oslo, Norway.
Krogers Purchase Prize
The massive giant of the forest,
several hundred years old, is 24
Steer and also bloodfeet in diameter, with its branches

office in the

^rand Rapid# where

Union Bank

expensive set# of

i.00

SHOP

io

EARLY,

LEFT TO

SAVE!

SHOP!

- --

covering an area 150 feet

in

-

is

NECKWEAR

price paid for

“Campus

The famous “Arrow”
regular and

furm-tittlng Shirt* that

-

Idol"

was

$3,432, which is an average
of $3 per pound. The steer was
bred by Iowa State college,and
was the sensationof the exposition
where the finest cattle in the
world had been assembled for selection of the champion of champions.

Discussing the object of the
Kroger company in purchasing the
reported.
He urged that parents be ex- prize steer, Mr. Schlinkert said it
ceedingly careful to avoid contact is the constant aim of his firm to
of young or sickly children with encourage live stock raisers to conchildrenwho have the disease. If tinue raising more and better beef,
they are contacted they should be eapecially the youngstersof the
protected against it by the injec- agriculturaldistrict# whose intertion of a small amount of the blood ests are centered in activities of
of parents who have had the dis- the 4-H clubs. “We feel the 4-H
ease. as persona having had the dubs are doing a splendid job in
di»ea«e have in their blood pro- promotingthe breeding and ratitective antibodiesagainst measles ng the better grades of livestock,
which will protectanother against and we want to encourage such acmeasles if the blood is injected be- tivity to the limit of our ability,’’
foie the sixth day after exposure. Schlinkert added.
In donatingthe prize beef to
If injected before the fourth day
it will prevent the disease. Be orphans, he asserted the Kroger
tween the fourth and sixth day, a company wished to five the unformodified attack will be produced. tunate children a sample of the
Since measles is contagious, three finest food available for growing
days before and five days after the boys and girls. MOur only regret
rash has appeared is the period is that we cannot give every boy
during which children can be ex- and girl in the country a steak
from this animal," Mr. Schlinkert
posed, he explained.
Every year in the United- States said.
a a
: ’.,4:
there are upwards of 50,000 deatho
An entire herd of prize-winning
from measles,95 per ceat of which
occur in children below five years cattle was purchased by the Kroof age. Measles is also especially ger Company at the exposition.
dangerousin under-nourished and This followed the purchase by the
anemic children and in those who same company the previous night
have a tuberculartendency or have of “Campus Idol," the grand cham
recently recovered from a severe pion of the show. The young beef
from this herd will be divided
illness.In such cases measles
the Kroger corapanv’s 21
t Co be followed by pneumonia.
operated
..... in 17
Measles is not the *
and tha meat will be
ment

—

and IDE

Here are ties lie won’t tuck

charitable organizations and its!
portion of the beef will be donated
through the Kroger branch.

DAYS

CHOICE

“HIS”

ed herd of cattle

The

SHIRTS

CHRISTMAS

diameter. It is 60 feet high.
A curious feature is a cavity in
A dispatch from Chicago as well
the trunk caused by lightninghaving torn off » branch. Experiment as an announcementby radio, give
showed that the cavity would ac- the information that "Campus
commodate a dozen children.
Idol,” 1,144-pound Angus steer
o
that reigns supreme over all bovine
DOWNS BUCK WITH
aristocracy by virtue of having

to be a measles year in
Mbhigan," Dr. Morton L. Levin,
head of the Ottawa county health
unite, stated to the Spring Lake
Pa rent -Teacher associationat the
regular meeting. The prediction
based on previous experience
and charts which show the disease
comes in waves at various intervals. Ottawa county, said Dr.
Levin, will not probably be affected. In 1932 an epidemicswept
the county when 1,000 cases wer

Plate Specialist

W.

He further brought up the matAfter some further discussion, it
they can in getting necessary work and InsuranceCo., covering city
hall boilers. Report indicates in was moved by Alderman Kleis, ter in regard to the fact that there
under way.
is no place in the city of Holland
seconded by De Cook,
Mr. Harrington stated, however, o. k. condition.
Filed.
that the appropriationavailableat
That in the future no personal- suitable for tourists to enjoy a picthis time had practicallyall been
The clerk presented communica- ties should be brought up in coun- nic dinner with the exception of a
PraiUMt, Batload TukamlMl* UaocUtlM,
60 Btat Fiftieth Street,
tion from one Dena Boersma en- cil meetings since this is contrary small space at Kollen park. It was
Ma Talk City.
his contentionthat a tourist camp
tering complaint in regards to the to the rulings of the council.
is urgently needed, and suggested
juicy steak from these select ani- welfare office employingMrs. Lois
Adopted.
mals that reign over the be vine De Kruif as a member of the CommunicationsIron Boards and that the local Chamber of ComPresident Roosevelt'sendorsement of the nation-wideChristmas Seal
merce get busy and see what can be
kingdom? Well, we want the pa- investigatingstaff.
City Officers.
campaign that Is conducted from Thanksgiving Day to Christmas by the
trons of our stores to have this
Referredto welfare committee The claims approved by the hos- done along this line.
2,000 affiliatedtuberculosis associations. Insert (upper right) shows tha
Mayor Bosch thanked Alderman
opportunity and are going to give with power to act.
seal, which commemoratesthe fiftieth anniversaryoff the beginningoff the
pital board in the sum of $3,054.- Huyser for his suggestions and
it to them," A. J. Schlinkert,genThe clerk presented communica- 50; library board, $199.82; park stated that he would see to it that
sanatoriummovementIn this country. The one room cottage It deplota wae
eral manager of meat merchandis- tion from county treasurer’s ofthe first American aanatorium for modem treatment of tuberouloele. It
and cemetery board, $702.21; po- the Chamber of Commerce becomes
ing for the Kroger concern, stated, fice enclosing statement of amount
was constructedin 1884 by the leto Dr. Edward LMageton Trudeau,
lice and fire board, $964.47; board
amid the booming of flashlights j, ” from city of"Hoiiand>or"eiraof public works, $11,196.60,were active in the matter of a tourist
“fether of the sanatorium movement," and waa tha forerunnerof the #00
camp especially, and anything else
from
news
camermen
at
the
ChiInstitutionsIn the United States today.
of T. B. patients at the Muskegon ordered certified to the councilfor
that they might suggest to attract
cago show just closed
sanitarium.Amount due being payment. (Said claims on file in touriststo remain in the city.
As picturesof the herd were be- $3,407.40.
the clerk's office for public inspecAlderman Steffens reported that
ing taken in the big arena, the
Referred to ways and means tion).
he had received complaints from
White Owl Shot
Coast Guard Never Fails prize cattle comprisingthe herd committee.
Allowed.
some property owners who are bewas one of the finest lots ever as- Reports of Standing Committees.
The board of public works re- ing assessed with the delinquent
sembled for the Internationalex(Chicago American)
The claims and accounts commit- ported collections of $4,091.84; light and water bills on the grounds
A huge white owl with a wing
The tragedy of the Morro Castle position and was the object of tee reported having examined city treasurer,$1,210.18.
spread of four feet seven inches,
that their property had been rentAccepted.
was shot Saturday on Paradise throws into strong relief the great much comment among breeders of claims in the sum of $20,224.71,
ed to welfare families and that
Island by James Franks, Jr., and achievementsof one organization all parts of the country as well as and recommended payment thereof.
The clerk presented a communi- these bills should be taken care
Bud Munch of Grand Haven. The which sleeplessly watches the safe- show exhibitors. Immediately aftcation from police board, request- of by the welfare department.
Allowed.
men are keeping the bird as it was ty of ships in American waters
er the purchase, Kroger represenAlderman Kalkman objected to ing council to keep all the bouleAfter a brief discussionthe matonly slightly injured. It is a beauti- the United States Coast Guard.
tatives were busy making arrange- the claim of the Holland Render- vard lights lighted on north side ter was referred to the welfare
Heavy as the loss of life aboard ments for rushing the cattle to the ing Works for $15. Mr. Kalkman of Eighth street from River aveful biro. It might be sold to the
committee with instructions to
makers of a certain cigar as a the ill-fated liner was, the public company’s network of branches. stated that he had been denied nue to police station.
look into this matter and deterwill
learn
with
keen
admiration
trade mark.
Meat from these prize-winning work on account of being an alderReferred to lighting committee. mine if there was any injustice in
that in the year ended June 30.
specimens and other high-grade man. and for that reason he felt
The board of assessorspresented the assessments in these cases.
the coast guard actually saved
BUILDING PERMITS OF
beef will be placed on sale in the that Mr. Kleis of the Holland Ren- special assessmentrolls of delinAdjourned.
5,762 men, women and children
company’s stores, starting De- dering Works should also be denied quent light, power and water bills.
RECENT DATE
OSCAR PETERSON.
from possible deaths at sea.
cember 17.
Filed in the clerk’s office for
the privilegeof doing work for the
City Clerk.
In the last five years it has per-
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45 CALIBER PISTOL won the grand championshipat
the InternationalLivestock Show
For the second time in recent at Chicago, has been donated to
years, Earl Riley, Gladstone, Mich, orphans by the Kroger Grocery &
garageman, has bagged his buck Baking Company. In making this
with a pistol. Riley, an expert announcement, A. J. Schlinkert,
with a pistol, dropped his game general manager of meat merchanat an estimateddistance of 35 dising for the Kroger company,
yards with a .45 caliber automatic
said the winning beef was slaughwhile hunting on the Stonington
tered in Chicago and that quarters
Peninsula. The deer dressed 165
were rushed to Cincinnati,St.
pounds.
Louis, Detroit,and Cleveland,
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All Sizes

used, so that it will be necessary cityi Mayor Bosch then reported to public inspectionand the clerk into secure a new survey before much the council that this matter had structed to give notice that the
additionalwork cap be done. He been considered at the regular council and board of assessors will
stated that in hia opinion the prea. board of health meeting since there meet in council room on WednesHolland, Mich., Dec. 5, 1934 ent breakwaters should be extend- was no one else in the city properly day, January 2, at 7:30 p. m., to
ed to the shore line. It was also equipped to do this work of pick- review said rolla.
The common council met in reg- recommended that the channel in ing up dead animals, and that the
Motions and Resolutions.
ular session and was called to or- Black lake be made 20 feet deep health board instructed the HolAlderman
Huyser reported hav.
der by the mayor.
instead of 18 feet, as at present.
land Rendering Works to continue
ing receivedcomplaints in regards
Present: Mayor Bosch, Aldermen
He further suggested
neon to furnish this service.
Kleis, Prins, Drinkwater, Kalk- sign on the end of Kollen dock
Alderman Huyser then requested to the numerous dogs about the
man, Van Zoeren, De Cook, Stef- since this dock is practicallyin the city attorney to give a ruling city, which are not licensed, and refens, Huyser, Van Lente, Thomson line with the douth channel of the since this matter was giving the quested information as to what can
and the clerk.
harbor and would serve aa a guid- aldermen no end of trouble. Mr. be done by the city to remedy this
Devotionsled by Alderman ing light to all craft coming up the Parsons stated that he was hardly condition. It was brought out in
Thomson.
lake. He further suggestedthat in a positionto give a ruling off- the discussionthat Mr. M. Brandt,
Minutes of last meeting read in order to secure the survey that hand without giving the mat- living on Lincoln avenue, ha{| been
and approved.
it would be advisable to arrange a matter further consideration. Mr. deputized by the sheriff to chock
meeting with Col. Tripp and Con- Parsons stated that since this in- up on all unlicensed dogs in the
Petitionsand Accounts.
The clerk presented communica- gressman Mapes, togetherwith the volved a controversy between two city and to either have them setion from Col. Tripp, engineer in harbor board and other city of- aldermen, he felt that he should cure a license or have the dog
charge of the Holland district.This ficials.
study the various elements enter- killed.
Mayor Bosch was very heartily ing into the matter and that he
was in reply to letter calling attenAlderman Huyser also brought
tion to complaints that had been in favor of such a meeting since would be glad to give them a writ- up the matter in regards to the
entered with the councilin regards he felt it very necessary to keep ten opinion after having given it conditionof trees in Prospect park.
to the Dredge Meade dumping in as close relationshipas possible some study.
He stated that the virgin timber
dredging materials back into Black with such officials who could be
Alderman Kleis stated that he in this park is rapidly dying out
lake. It states that the engineer of service in securing the necessary had asked to be excused from ren- and in a short time there would
is glad and willing to co-operate work for our harbor.
'Icring this service. However, be none left. He stated that in his
with the city in all matters conThe clerk was instructedto con- Chief Van Ry had tequeeted that opinion the death of these older
cerning Holland harbor. It fur- tact both RepresentativeMapes he continue until such time as oth- trees is being hastened by the fact
ther states that the Dredge Meade and Col. Tripp for a tentativedate er arrangements could be made. that a few years ago the city
is now practically through for this when they can meet in th city of
Alflerman Kalkman, however, spread a considerable amount of
season and when future dredging Holland with local officials to dis- took the position that if it is il- day soil over the park, which prelegal for one alderman to work vented the air from properly getis to be done, they will be pleased cuss harbor matters.
Adopted unanimously.
for the city, it applied as well to ting down into the roots, and that
to talk the matter over with the
The clerk presented several all of them. Mayor Bosch then this procedure had been a detricity officials.
told Alderman Kalkman the real ment rather than an aid to the
Captain Harrington, who was buildingpermit applications.
reason for not putting him to work trees as. was anticipated at the
Granted.
present, reported that he was deleThe clerk presentedoperating on the sidewalk project, verified by time it was done. It was his congated by the Holland harbor board
to go to Milwaukeeand contact the report of gas company for Septem- the engineer’soffice and substained tention that the park should be reby Mr. Louis Dalman, assistant forestedwith young trees, and sugfederalofficials in the interests of ber.
Referred to board of public engineer, who was present, and gested that the park board be inHolland harbor. He reported that
was called upon by the mayor to structed to look into the matter
the meeting had proven very bene- works.
substantiate these reasons, which and have this taken care of this
The
clerk
presented
report
from
ficial, since the officials were very
he
winter.
glad to co-operateand do whatever HartfordSteam Boiler Inspection
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latcxl variety.

Tailored by Arrow

and Tybcrt. Maicullnc in color,

new

arc KtyliNn and

$1.50

in design.

$2.00

69c, $1.00, $1.50

Other Shirt# 97c to 11.15

In Gift Boxes

BOYS’ SHIRTS

Others at
MEN’S

and SHORTS
Plain and Fancies
Complete Sets

$1.00

-

SUITS
NEWEST

48c.

4§c., 71c.,

—

IN

OVERCOATS PAJAMAS

Iwljp

STYLES ^

$1.50

§7c.

LATEST

IN

FABRICS

Recently have become style*
conscious and we have all the
best of the new styles to show
you. Some with collars, sumo
without.

BELTS

MEN’S AND HOYS’

Arc always welcome - packed In
Chrlhtinaspackages and useful
containers.

SWEATERS

SCARFS
Beautiful Silks In newest

Very Useful Gifu. Chouse
from our large assortment

$1.00 to $2.95

creations.

97c. to $2.25

$1.00 - $1.50

97c. to $4.95

HANDKERCHIEFS

Others at only £0 cents

SUPPERS
for the whole family

At

All Prices!

GLOVES ud

SUITCASES, BAGS,

GLADSTONES
Large assortment.Complete
price range

MEN’S HOSE

By Arrow - plain white Is

MITTENS
Dressv Gloves for both

Men

and Boys. Gloves of

wool

for

warmth

always safe. Fancies are correct
and smart—

(a needed gift).

Men’s, Ladies’

25c.. 35c. and 50c.

and

Childrens’

Slippers
A Gift that
a

8

will

roil*. All the

always bring

new

colors

patterns. The finest grade
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by Holeproof.
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Rubber Footwear
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